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PREFACE 
Corporate and sole proprietorship organizations were compared 
for financial performance. The data for comparison are generated by 
the simulation of financial activities rn a polyperiod programming 
framework. The res u 1 ts of the s imu 1 at ion for each firm size and 
organizational type could then be compared to determine the preferred 
organization on grounds of growth and wealth. The final analysis 
considered in the study involve changes in credit policies and initial 
debt to asset position. 
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Sole proprietorship and corporate ownership represent two 
alternatives for legal organization of a business entity. The 
corporation allows for separation of ownership and management, and 
limited liability for owners. The sole proprietorship allows for 
tighter control of the assets. The corporate characteristic of 
limited liability and separation of ownership and management affect 
firms outside of agriculture, but generally does not affect 
agriculture or small businesses outside agriculture to the same 
degree. 
A significant difference in sole proprietorship and corporate 
control for agricultural firms relates to income tax paid by the firm 
and its owners. If a producer chooses to organize as a sole 
proprietorship, the earnings are taxed once for income earned. 
Organization of the firm as a corporation may result in double 
taxation of income earned by the entity. 
The double taxation of corporate income is not as detrimental as 
it first seems. Corporate tax rates are often lower than those for an 
individual. Th is may al low a rapid accumulation of capital in the 
corporate firm. Certain deductions are also available to the 
corporation, that lessen the burden of double taxation, such as the 
deductability of the owners salary and certain fringe benefits. Since 
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tax considerations impact cash flow, income, and ultimately wealth 
questions are raised about the "best" form of organizatin to meet 
producer's financial objectives, where objectives of the firm are 
defined both by the economic well being of the owner and the viability 
of the organization given alternative scenarios with respect to tax 
credit, and financial policies. The purpose of this research is to 
estimate the changes in wealth for both forms of legal organizational 
firms given selected scenarios. Analyzing changes in wealth can 
indicate changes in structure for agriculture, the marginal value of 
resources, and the real cost of present consumption. 
Objectives and Hypothesis 
T he p r i mar y o b j e c t iv e s o f t h i s s t u d y ma k e n e c e s s a r y the 
c on s t r u c t i o n o f an e mp i r i c a 1 mo d e 1 s u ch a s mu 1 t i p e r i od 1 in ear 
programming for the purpose of simulating growth through time of both 
corporation and sole proprietorship ownership forms. The primary 
objectives of the study are: 
1. Quantify wealth accumulation for each form of legal 
organization, corporation or sole proprietorship, given 
selected scenarios. 
2. Determine how changes in credit policies impact on other 
financial performance of each form of legal organization in 
the same way. 
Hypotheses to be tested include the conceptual hypothesis that a 
model can be constructed to simulate the growth of a firm under 
alternative legal forms of organization. The primary hypotheses, 
given the standard of testing the null hypotheses, are: 
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1. Firms under corporate and sole proprietorship legal 
organizations yield the same wealth and grow at the same 
rate, other things equal, and 
2. Changes in credit policies impact both forms of legal 
organization equally. 
Procedure 
The major objective of this study is to evaluate the performance 
of a farm firm under alternative ownership forms. To accomplish this 
evaluation of performance a linear progrannning model was constructed. 
The subprocedures for the construction of the model are 1) determine 
the appropriate measure or measures of performance, 2) gather data for 
representative farm sizes in the region under study, 3) construct 
interperiod transfers for equity and resource availability, and 4) 
define tax accounting procedures. 
The polyperiod is used to estimate the impact on growth of 
ownership form. The criterion used to measure growth is resource 
control. Other factors considered include the present value of cash 
flows resulting from the operation over the five year target period. 
The same measures are employed to evaluate the differential impacts of 
alternative credit policies on the organizational forms. 
Literature Review 
One alternative for studying the equity forms can be found in 
Brock, LaDue, and Smith. Their study deals with the "nuts and bolts" 
of corporate structure and is a purely qualitative approach. Even 
though it is qualitative, important considerations are raised such as 
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the cost of incorporation, corporate tax structure, and credit status. 
Each point is important and together they provide a good picture of 
corporate advantages and disadvantages over the sole proprietorship. 
However, the study does not provide a quantitative analysis of the 
costs and returns cited. Other sources of qualitative evaluations 
include textbooks such as Barry, Hopkin, and Baker. 
The other extreme in analysis can be found in Carrihan, Johnson, 
and Baker. Here the emphasis is on quantitative analysis of numbers 
and sizes of corporate firms in Nebraska. The report is helpful from 
a descriptive viewpoint, but does not address the problem posed in 
this research from a predictive mode of analysis. 
Other work in the field of corporations in agriculture include 
analyses of corporations as an estate planning tool (Looney). Such 
work can be quantitative or qualitative, but usually focuses on the 
qualitative aspects because of the diverse situations of producers. 
Such work is helpful to farmers near retirement age, but does not 
address the operational needs of an ongoing expanding entity. The 
present study emphasizes the operational aspects of corporations in 
agriculture in a quantitative sense. 
CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
The theoretical basis used in this study is presented in this 
chapter. The first section includes an examination of definitions of 
finance as a basis for developing the primary financial questions 
posed in this study. Next, an examination of wealth as an economic 
and financial objective 1s considered. The final section of the 
chapter includes an examination of the concept of dynamic modeling 
consistent with the definitions of finance and wealth developed. 
Definitions of Finance 
There exists a broad spectrum of definitions of finance. From a 
layman's point of view, finance is defined as "money or other liquid 
assets of a government, business, group, or individual" 
(Merriam-Webster). From this definition, one can derive the idea that 
finance deals with funds. However, the layman's view does not depict 
the basis for the study of finance. The layman's view relates more to 
accounting than to finance. The subsequent paragraphs will explore 
definitions given by writers rn the field of finance. Each definition 
wi 11 add clarification to a general definition presented at the end of 
this section. 
Where do funds originate? Most finance textbooks place emphasis 
on the corporate world. As a result the definitions usually 
5 
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are vague on the source of funds. One text book definition is 11 
planning for, acquiring, and utilizing funds in ways that maximize the 
efficiency of the firm" (Weston and Brigham). Typically in the 
corporate world there exists three sources of funds, of (1) sale of 
capital stock, (2) sale of bonds, and (3) retained earnings. In 
dealing with smaller corporations and sole proprietorships the primary 
concern is with equity and borrowed capital and income from 
operations. In defining finance, Western and Brigham state that 
acquiring and utilizing funds is not the only facet of finance. 
Finance also involves planning in order to maximize the wealth of the 
firm, or firm's ownership. 
In a high 1 y posi tivistic sense . finance involves how individuals 
use funds. 
The individual's financial problem is to maximize 
his or her well-being by appropriately using the resources 
available. Finance deals with how individuals divide 
their income between consumption and investment, how 
they choose from among available investment opportunities, 
and how they raise money to provide for increased consumption 
and investment (Schall and Haley). 
From this definition one can visualize both the scope and 
objective of the discipline of finance. The objective loosely stated 
is very similar to the consumer and/or producer objective in 
economics. The economic objective of consumers, simply stated is: 
"Maximize utility subject to a budget constraint" (Henderson and 
Quandt, p. 13). Once the objective has been determined, it is proper 
to focus on how an individual allocates resources between consumption 
and investment to maximize well being. 
Most economic theory is developed in static terms. However, the 
study of investments implies that time does exist. In the next 
7 
section the concept of wealth is explored in greater detail, but for 
present purposes wealth is defined as a measure of well being that 
considers the time dimension. 
Keeping each component in mind, finance may be defined as the 
study of planning for, acquiring, and al locating funds across various 
investment opportunities and consumption 1.0 a way that maximizes the 
well being of an individual or firm through and over time. This 
definition assumes that funds are limited and the desire of the 
individual for wealth is insatiable. 
The definition of finance allows the basic question: How does 
an individual allocate his or her resources through time to maximize 
well being? 
Wealth 
The literature provides no single definition of wealth. The 
accounting view of wealth is predictably objective and static" 
owner's equity is a residual claim to the assets remaining after debt 
to creditors has been discharged" (Walgenback, Dittrich, and Hanson). 
To achieve objectivity, accountants value assets and liabilities 
based on historical cost. The accounting definition of wealth 
combined with the financial objective of maximizing wealth, leads to a 
strategy of maximizing profits in each period. 
In t he s t u d y o f c o r p o r a t e f in an c e " S h are ho 1 d e r we a 1th is 
measured by the market value of the corporatives stock" (Gup). 
Problems with this definition arise because firms often do not have 
access to all financial markets. It is difficult to find what the 
market price would be for a 1/100 share of Joe's Pig Farm, Another 
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question relates to how the market values an investment. Is an 
investor better or worse off if he or she pays $15 for an equity share 
in an enterprise. Again this appears to relate back to this study's 
definition for finance. 
Gould and Ferguson offer a definition of wealth that includes 
several useful features. The Gould and Ferguson definition emphasizes 
utility theory: 
suppose that (1) each individual has an endowment 
of apples in each period (E 0 , E1 ) but these endowments 
are not necessarily the same for all individuals and (2) 
each individual faces a market price,p , which represents 
the number of ·apples that must be paid this period in 
return for apples next period. 
By selling all E1 claims to next periods apples, 
the individual can have E0 , + p E1 , apples for consumption 
this period ••• We refer to the quantity E0 + p E1 as the 
present value of endowment stream, or wealth (Gould and 
Ferguson). 
This definition implies that wealth involves time contrary to 
the standard static economics assumption of timelessness. Wealth is a 
function of consumption, initial resource endowment, time, and 
current earnings which we shall interpret as net cash flows. 
Further clarification on the value of p is required. Let us 
examine a mathematical definitions for wealth. Defining Ct as the 




t= 1 •••• T (2.1) 
and further assume utility as a function of each of these consumption 
bundles through time. 
U = V ( C l , . • . , CT ) (2.2) 
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which is quite literally the rate of commodity substitution with time 
separating the bundles. Henderson and Quandt further define the 
minimum premium as the consumer's rate of time preference for 
consumption in period t rather than T is: 
t, 1=1, ••• ,Ty> T (2.4) 
(Henderson and Quandt p. 327). 
The rate of time preference 1s the rate at which a consumer 
would be willing to trade one period's consumption for another. 
Joining this concept with Gould and Ferguson definition of wealth one 
de fines we al th as: 
(2.5) 
Under this definition an individual would be indifferent be tween 
E0 and E 1 , where 
( 2. 6) 
The purpose of this exercise is to point out two key elements of 
we a 1th. 1) Wealth is a function of future funds (or consumption 
bundles) available to the individual and 2) the relative worth of 
future bundles are dependent on the rate of time preference. 
Although the basic idea of wealth can be stated in terms of 
income flows and the rate of time preference (discount rate) greater 
insight into wealth can be gained by contrasting profit and wealth. 
.•• the distinction between profit maximization and capital 
value or wealth maximization is that the latter is required 
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to pay close attention to four important aspects of analysis: 
first, the timing of the expected receipt components of the 
projected income stream; second, the quality of the income 
stream, or the relevant degree of risk or uncertainty attaching 
to income expectations; third, the possible variation in 
income receivers' attitudes to the quality of income, or 
to risk and uncertainty, and the manner in which such 
attitudes or predictions may be analyzed under a definable 
utility function; and finally, the choice of an appropriate 
discount function or factors, and the method by which income 
receivers time preferences and risk preferences should 
influence the reduction of expected value to present or 
capitalized values (Vickers). 
Two of Vicker's aspects of capital value (first and last) are simply 
restatements of the previous definition, wealth is a function of the 
timing of receipts and the rate of time preference. The addition to 
the concept of wealth made by Vickers is that wealth is also a 
function of risk and the decision maker's attitudes toward risk. If 
the individuals were risk adverse, and the prospective investments 
have equal expected rates of returns, then risky investments 
contribute less to his or her wealth than risk free investments. 
Expressed in another way, the discount rate for a risky investment 
would be greater than for a less risky investment, causing the 
investor to demand a higher return for the risky investment. 
For the purpose of this study all returns will be considered 
equally risky so the later concept will not be applied. However, from 
the financial framework the perceived risk and ones attitude toward 
risk do influence the individual's wealth. For the purpose of this 
study, wealth will be defined as the sum of anticipated yearly cash 
flows divided by the discount rate (or rate of time preference) plus 
the initial endowment. 
ll 
Dynamic Modeling 
The preceding sections have discussed time, but the discussion 
was limited to how time defines wealth. Although the use of time in 
this manner is basic to the definition of the objective function, time 
is more basic to the study than the simple definition of wealth. Time 
also determines the resource base. Consumption foregone in the 
present period allows the producer to expand the resource base 
allowing greater production in future periods to come. 
time. 
By omitting time as a variable, one may greatly simplify 
conceptual and empirical models. At the same time, one 
tends to ignore (assume away) certain practical important 
problems of production timing, capital acquisition and 
accumulation, transitory resource efficiency, and the 
impact of a decision in one time period on production 
opportunities and choices during subsequent periods (Plaxico 
p.12) 
This view of dynamics goes further than the wealth concept of 
This section develops a conceptual model of dynamics by first 
reviewing the traditional economic analysis of maximizing 
profits, second a static analysis of wealth, and finally a dynamic 
analysis to maximize wealth. 
Under static economic theory, the resources of a producer are 
fixed and the producer organizes resources in a way that maximizes 
profit. Consider a producer with a fixed resource base who can 
produce two outputs (q 1 and q 2 ). Mathematically one could derive 
a production possibility curve for the producer such that: 
( 2. 7) 
where X is the resource base (Henderson and Quandt p. 93). Which 
could be rewritten (such that h is a quasi-strictly convex function): 
(2.8) 
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By differentiating the function one can define the rate of product 
trans format ion. 
(2.9) 
since dX 0 
RPT = - dq = h 2 l (2.10) 
-- --
dql h2 
Equation 2.10 defines the rate at which one must sacrifice q1 to 
gain q 2 • Mathematically the optimum calculation can be defined, 








Solution of the system of first order equations yields optimal 
quantities of q 1 and q 2 given the price p 1 and p 2 and the 
resource. The first two partials yield the optimality conditions for 
the first order conditions (assuming the second order, concavity, 





This procedure is useful to solve the questions involving a choice of 
two alternative enterprises such as cattle versus wheat when the 
resource base is fixed. 
The static analysis of wealth is very similar to the production 
model of the previous section. In the static wealth analysis q 1 
would represent capital accumulation and q 2 would represent present 
consumption. Differences occur with objective criteria. In a 
production framework the prices are set externally and the criteria of 
maximization is simply: 
(2.13) 
I~ one considers a producers trade-off between current consumption and 
capital accumulation external prices lose their importance in the 
objective. The objective becomes one of maximizing the producers 
utility (U(q 1 , q 2 )) subject to the production possibilities 
frontier (X-h(q 1 , q 2)). (F{gure 2.1). 
F = U(q 1 ,q 2 ) +µ (X...., h(ql, q 2 )) (2.14) 






- - µh = 0 
3q2 2 














The first part of the equality is the producers rate of time 
preference (see Equation 2.3). The basis of the static analysis of 
wealth is that the producer's rate of time preference has to equal the 
rate of product transformation between current consumption and wealth. 
Time dynamics adds to this framework by assuming that the 
resource base for the current period is determined by the previous 
year's capital formation and the previous year's consumption. 







The latter part of the equation imposes the_ restriction that all 
previous choices of wealth versus consumption have been met and this 
determines the resources to be allocated in the present period. The 
functions objective G still represents wealth but in a more realistic 
fashion than earlier stated by the addition of time as a dimension 
rather than a variable. 
At this point it might provide insight to depart from 
mathematics into graphical analysis Figure 2.2 (Plaxico p. 14). The 
optimum combination of present consumption (q 2 ) and capital 
accumulation (q 1 ) in time period t is determined by the tangency 
between It a given indifference curve in period t and Pt the 
production possibility curve in period t. The optimum yields q 2 











production. With the additional resources the production possibility 
relationship for the t+l period expands to P at which the same 
t+l 
decisions are made. The loci of tangencies map a growth path which 
traces the combinations of present consumption and capital formation 
through time. 
The advantage of using a time dynamic model is the assumption 
that resources are fixed is no longer required. A firm can add an 
acre of land through debt or equity financing and use that acre to 
produce cash flow. In essence the time dynamic model allows the 
producer to allocate production between capital and consumption in 
each period based on the allocations in the preceding periods. It 
allows more realistic financial analysis than static models. 
CHAPTER III 
EMPIRICAL MODEL 
In this chapter the empirical model used is examined with 
respect to its components and underlying assumptions. Next a 
representative year (or subcomponent) of the model is presented to 
demonstrate the internal relationships. 
Basic Multiperiod Linear Programming Structure 
Multiperiod linear programming was selected for use in this 
study because of its consistency with the dynamic conceptual model in 
Chapter II. As the name implies, multiperiod linear programming is a 
form of linear programming. Since the model is a form of linear 
programming, the standard assumption of positive variables and linear 
functions apply; however, these assumptions are not overly 
restrictive. To better understand the linkage between the conceptual 
and the empirical model the Linear Programming model for the 
conceptual finance models is presented before the model components. 
Chapter II presented a static model for the maximization of 
wealth. This model could be rewritten in Linear Programming form as: 
Maximize C'X = Z 
Subject to 
B > A'X 
x > 0 
18 
( 3. 1) 
(3. 2) 
( 3. 3) 
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where C represents a vector of wealth coefficients for the various 
enterprises, B represents a vector of the ·resource constraints, A 
represents a matrix of input-output coefficients, and Xis the vector 
of enterprise levels (Plaxico p.13). 
The movement from single period to multiple period is achieved 
by allowing the matrix to be divided into components (submatricies) 







The true dynamic nature of this method can be found in the structure 
of the submatricies. If one column (activity) affects two periods 
(submatricies) then the model can be said to be dynamic. If there are 
no links between the components then the resulting solution would be 
no different from solving each component separately (Morton p. 108). 
The present study allows for several variables with dynamic effects, 
for example, land can be purchased in a particular period and used in 
subsequent periods. Since periods are linked with appropriate 
transfer activities, the program can be structured to max1m1ze over a 
number of periods. The polyperiod programming model has an objective 
function that is consistent with the idea of time. The objective 
function for the model is to max1m1ze wealth defined as: 
5 s 
w I: I: 
i=l j=l 
Where C. is the net 
J 
cash flow for enterprise J, 
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i. is the leve 1 of 
J 
. . . h .th . h . ( activity J in t e i period and D is t e discount rate or rate of 
time preference). With some differences noted in the next section the 
preceding equation depicts the value of each enterprise in the model. 
Assumptions of the empirical mode 1 include zero inflation, 
deterministic prices, revenues, costs, lending rates, and constant 
increases in land values of four percent. Other assumptions will be 
stated as their need becomes apparent, but the above assumptions are 
of major importance. The assumptions listed are used merely to limit 
the scope of this study. The implications of alternative assumption 
could, of course, be analyzed. 
Model Components 
A mu 1 tiperiod linear programming mode 1 can be divided into three 
components each of which implies not only differences in operational 
questions but also differences rn time frame. The components are 
technical constraints, financial and/or economic constraints, and 
accounting relationships. The technical constraints concern primarily 
the production activities which are defined on an annual basis. In 
this section the model determines the level of the production 
activities consistent with the physical resource structure imposed 
through the dynamic activities. A list of variable names is provided 
in Appendix B. 
Appendix D presents a picture of a single year and an overview 
o f t he ye a r 1 y in t e r a c t i o n s • Th e f in an c i a 1 s e c ti on of the mode 1 
addresses the basic questions relating to the allocation of funds 
given one's needs of capital. The final component of the model is the 
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accounting component. This section can further be divided into the 
tax component, the cash flow component, and the financial statement 
component. Each of these subsections is explained more fully later. 
Each of the components constrain production suggest a unique time 
frame and purpose. The primary area of study is the financial 
component, however, explanations and detail are provided for the other 
section to allow study of more classical questions (such as the 
marginal value of land). 
Technical Constraints 
As indicated in the preceding paragraph, the technical 
constraints comprise the dominate portion of most standard L. P. 
models. The primary question answered is, given limited resources, 
known alternatives, and a defined objective, what, how, and how much 
should be produced? The alternatives considered have dynamic 
implications, e.g. land could be purchased, but once determined by the 
transfer sections the question takes on a more ceteris paribus 
framework. As an example, let us consider the land constraint: 
WOl + col + AOl + GOl < LBl + LOWNO (3. 5) 
By arranging terms the L. P. equation is, 
WOl + col + AOl + GOl - LBl - LOWNO < 0 (3. 6) 
Under this constraint the amount of wheat on owned land (WOl), cotton 
on owned land (COl), alfalfa on owned land (AOl), and grazing on owned 
land (GOl) are limited to be less than the sum of land owned initially 
(LOWNO), and land purchased in period 1 (LBl). Other equations that 
depict constraints in this fashion are land rented in period 1 
(LRENl), capital used for production in period 1 (CAPl), machinery 
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required in period l (MAR El), and animal unit months required in 
period 1 (AUMl). Each of these equations has dynamic implications not 
directly related to the technical constraints. 
In this section it might be helpful to point out that there 
exists certain gray areas where it will be difficult to determine if a 
constraint falls in one section or another. When these are 
encountered the constraint in question will be classified on the basis 
of its primary function. A good example of this point can be found in 
this section. The constraint in question is cash flow (CFI). Cash 
flow can be considered a technical constraint in that to operate 
through the year a producer must maintain adequate cash flow for 
family living expense. The basis for division becomes apparent in the 
fact that family living need not be financed from the current year's 
operation alone, but it can be obtained through the use of debt or 
equity capital representing either future or past earnings. 
Underlying this point is that cash flow is an outflow that must be 
accounted for not a constraint to production. 
The constraint for owned land as stated in the previous section 
is: 
LANDI: WOl +col+ AOl + GOl - LOWNO - LBl < 0 ( 3. 7) 
Each of the production activities (WOl, COl, AOl, GOl) require one 
acre of land. A related constraint ts land rented in period 1: 
LRENl: WRl + CRl + GRl - 2(LOWNO) - 2(LB1) < 0 ( 3. 8) 
For each acre of land owned in a period, the producer is permitted to 
rent two additional acres. The difference between LRENl and LANDI is 
the exclusion of alfalfa from the LRENl equation. The exclusion has 
its basis in the high establishment cost of alfalfa. A renter with a 
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typical short term lease is hesitant to consider alfalfa as a crop on 
its basis in the high establishment cost of alfalfa. A renter with a 
typical short term lease is hesitant to consider alfalfa as a crop on 
rented land for fear of losing the investment. The final land 
constraint deals with the amount of owned land a producer can plant in 
alfalfa. As a measure of risk management the model will allow the 
producer to plant only half of owned land in alfalfa. The constraint 
is USER: 
USERl: AOl - .SO(LOWNO) - .SO(LBl) < 0 (3. 9) 
Similar constraints could be added to manage the risk associated with 
other enterprises in a portfolio conte~t. 
Other constraints in this section include operating capital 
(CAPl) and machinery required in period 1 (MAREl). To produce one 
unit of an enterprise, inputs must be purchased during the year. 
Short-term debt is assumed as the primary source of operating capital. 
The constraint is formally stated as: 
CAPl: 24.445(W01) + - BSl < 0 (3.10) 
The coefficients in this row are the operating capital requirements of 
each activity. 13Sl has the objective value of the yearly interest 
charge discounted to time period O. In like manner, each production 
activity requires a certain machinery input and with the assumption 
that a dollar worth of machinery can be used many production 
activity, can be stated: 
MAREl: - MACBO + 88.68(W01) + 88.68(WR1) + ••• - MAPUl < 0 
(3.11) 
Given the usual Linear programming assumption that machinery is 
perfectly divisible. 
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Given the basis for the constraints, an examination of the 
sources of the input data is appropriate. In all cases the technical 
coefficients and prices are from the Oklahoma State University 
Enterprise Budgets. The L. P. objective values were computed by 
discounting the cash flow to time zero. As an example, the objective 
function value for an acre of wheat on owned land in period 1 is 
computed by: 
OBJl = 26. 77 
(1+D) 1 
(3.12) 
As stated above, the $26.77 is the Oklahoma State University 
Budget system estimate of returns to labor, machinery, operating 
capital, overhead, risk, and management for the owner of wheat on 
owned land. The machinery requirements are not explicitly provided in 
the budgets, one must derive the machinery requirement for each 
activity. The specific part of the budget one is interested in is the 
interest expense. The interest expense on the enterprise budgets is 
computed by multiplying the average investment by the interest rate. 
Since the interest rate is explicit on the budget we can derive the 
machinery requirement by dividing the average machinery investment by 
the explicit interest rate. 
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the effects of 
alternative equity forms on growth, this technical model is notably 
less detailed than many other L. P. models. However, a suggestion for 
further study is that the model be expanded to include such questions 
as the value of labor to part time farmers or the effects of 
constrained labor on growth of the farm. 
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Financial Component 
The dynamic aspects of multiperiod linear programming mode ls can 
be traced largely to their financial components. By the acquisition 
of land and machinery, or the issue of debt and use of equity, the 
past decisions and operations determine the resources available for 
use in a particular production period. If it were not for linkages 
between the periods of a multiperiod linear programming model, the 
solution would be equivalent to solving each period separately. 
There are two basic constraints in this section, equity in 
period 1 (EQTl), and long-term financing in period 1 (LNTFl). The 
equity section represents the capital that can be supplied by the 
owner. There are basically two ways that the owner can use equity 
capital to acquire long-term debt. The first way is to forego the 
transfer of cash to equity in favor of using cash for long-term 
financing. 'This method is accomplished indirectly through the cash 
flow equation. The second method involves using equity as a borrowing 
reserve to support debt. The sources of equity include 1) old equity 
transferred to the present period (ETO), 2) equity released from the 
borrowing reserve by payment of principal (a component of a borrowing 
column) and 3) equity formed by the current period's operation 
(CF-El). Given these activities the equity row can be written: 
a 1 (BLO) + a 2 (BIO)- + ETO +CF-El - .25 (BLl) -
.SO(Bil) - ETO < 0 (3.13) 
Where and a 2 are the principal payment on debt multiplied by 
the reserve requirement for that debt. The .25 and .50 are the 
reserve requirements for long term and intermediate term debt 
respectively. 
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The long term financing constraints dictate how debt or equity 
is acquired and used. The users of funds acquired in the long term 
financing row are buying land or buying machinery. The sources of 
capital include 1) the issue of long term debt, 2) the issue of 
intermediate term debt, and 3) the use of cash generated in the 
current period. The constraint (LNTFl) can be expressed as: 
666(LB1)+ MAPUl - BLl - Bil - CF-Fl < 0 (3.14) 
Where the funds requirement to purchase one acre of land is $666 per 
acre and the machinery and land are perfectly divisible by dollar 
increments. 
A financial variable that is not included in the two primary 
financial constraints, that meets the financial framework, is TESTl. 
This variable allows the producer to acquire debt in the first year, 
given adequate equity, to offset a negative cash balance in year 1. 
The debt will be paid off in period 2 at a cash flow of debt plus 
interest. This transfer requires the use of 1.00 units of equity and 
serves as a transfer from period 1 to period 2 by borrowing. TESTl 
also has tax accounting implications to be discussed later. 
In order to better understand the column values for the 
activities in the financial sections the activities are divided into 
two classes; uses and sources of funds. The uses of funds represent 
the purchase o f p rod u ct iv e as s e t s ( 1 and and machinery) • The 
coefficients in the criteria function with respect to assets are 
determined by discounting the equity flows associated uniquely with 
the asset to time period zero. For example land produces an equity 
flow in the model by increasing its terminal value (by the assumption 
of a constant appreciation rate of 4%). The objective function value 
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for land is then the terminal value for land discounted to time period 
zero. 
OBJ 1 666 (1. 04) 4 
(1.05) 5 
610.466 (3.15) 
The objective function coefficient for capital is somewhat more 
comp lex simply because the equity flows associated with machinery are 
more complex. Through time the machinery value (hence the equity 
value) declines due to depreciation. The value of the machinery in 
the terminal period will partially offset this decrease. The 






Which ties the idea of decreasing equity and the terminal value 
together. 
The remaining columns are debt columns which have cash flow as 
well as financial implications. From a cash flow viewpoint the 
acquisition of debt imposes the restriction that cash flow be great 
enough to meet both principal and interest payments on the debt. From 
the equity point of view the debt only has one component, interest. 
The reasoning behind this assumption can be traced to accounting 
concepts. In an accounting framework trading one asset for another 
(cash for an increased claim on machinery or land) does not imply an 
expense. It is the use of the machinery (depreciation) that causes 
expense. Using this framework one would view the payment of principal 
as a savings activity. The objective coefficient for debt could then 
Qi 
be expressed as: 
OBJlDcbt 
Interest. 




where j is the issue period and N is the number of payments. 
Accounting Constraints and Indentities 
As stated earlier, the accounting constraints can be divided 
into tax, cash flow, and statement components. A 11 of these 
components function to enforce accounting, financial, and tax 
indentities. For example the tax paid in period 1 (TAXPl), for the 
individual, guarantees that the amount of taxes paid is equal to the 
dollar amount of income in each bracket multiplied by the tax rate for 
that bracket • 
• ll(ITB21) + ••• - ITAXPl < 0 (3.18) 
While most of the equations in this section have financial 
implications, the implications are indirect. For example, consider 
TAXPl influences the financial constraints by influencing the cash 
flow row which in turn can cause a reduced amount of a cash to be 
transferred to equity or financing, or may actually cause borrowing to 
move a cash flow deficit this year to be moved to next year (TESTl). 
A point illustrated by this particular column (ITAXPl) is that even 
though an accounting row may not directly affect the financial 
constraints, it may assume an objective function value. ITAXPl has a 




The tax section assesses income taxes to the producer based 
upon the income of that year (other taxes such as Social Security are 
not analyzed). Tax assumptions include the use of cash fl~ 
accounting to facilitate the linear programming framework. 
However, the mode 1 does not assume a constant tax rate, instead the 
tax rates and brackets used are those for years after 1983 (Internal 
Revenue Code). Other assumptions made to facilitate the linear 
programming structure include 17.5% declining balance for machinery 
owned and a corporate assumption that the individual receives only a 
salary from the corporation (versus a combination of salary and 
dividends). 
The structure of the tax equations for a sole proprietorship 
only includes one level. Each production activity contributes to the 
taxable income (TAXI.) by i·ts net cash flow. The debt activities 
1. 
decrease the taxable income by the amount of interest paid in a given 
year and machinery reduces taxable income by 17.5% of the machinery 
for depreciation. The preceding is summed and reduced to zero by a 
series of tax brackets (ITB11-IT151), each bracket implies a limit for 
that bracket to be discussed later. The general form of the equation 
can now be written as: 
TAXIl :26.79(W01) + - .14(BS1)-.175(MACB1)-ITB11. .• - ITlSl<O 
(3.19) 
Since each tax bracket is limited, with the exception of the 
highest bracket'" a constraint is used to cause the model to go to a 
higher bracket. For example, the first tax bracket (ITBll) is the 
zero bracket amount for which the tax rate is zero. With the model 
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assumptions, a married couple with no other dependents, the limit for 
this bracket is $5,400 or: 
ILMll: ITBll <5400 (3.20) 
For higher brackets all previous limits must be summed and subtracted 
to give the L. P. limit. 
The equation that does the actual summary of taxes paid is 
T AXP 1. TAXPl sums the amount in each tax bracket multiplied by that 
tax bracket to yield ITAXPl, taxes paid by the individual in period 
one: 
TAXPl: O(ITBll) + .ll(ITB21) + ••• -ITAXPl<O (3. 21) 
TAXPl requires one unit of cash flow in period one and reduces the 
objective function by the discounted value of one dollar in one year. 
The corporate tax equations are identical to the individual 
except its two level nature. The corporation recognizes taxable 
income from operations (CTAXIl) and pays taxes (CTAPl) through an 
activity TPCOl. The taxes paid in the corporate model are determined 
by tax brackets CTBll through CTB51 and, similar to the sole 
proprietor, these brackets are governed by limits CLM11-CLM41. An 
additional deduction is available for the corporation which isn't in 
the individual model; the additional deduction is operators salary 
(SA-Fl). SA-Il becomes the operators taxable income. 
The individual section of the corporate model is the same as the 
sole proprietor model except that taxable income in the corporate 
mode 1 for the individual is his salary SA-Il. ITAXPl under the 
corporate model affects IGISl, individual gross income year one to be 
explained later, and to reduce both the corporate model and the 
individual model to a similar comparable base the objective function. 
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Cash Flow Equations 
The cash flow equations impose equalities of cash sources and 
uses in a particular period and in a particular level. Their are 
three of these sources and uses of cash equations in any given period. 
The first is consumption (CNCOl). Consumption is used to set the 
family living requirements. 
CNCOl: CN-Tl = 10,000 (3.22) 
CN-Tl then affects the cash flow equation in period one (CFl) or 
individual Gross Income (IGISI) in period one for either a sole 
proprietorship or a corporation respectively. This will be deemed a 
costless transfer because it is simply consumption of goods at the 
some future period which by our definition implies no change in 
wealth. 
The cash flow equation (CFl) supply equates the sources and uses 
of cash within a single period. It includes the income from the 
enterprises, the payments for debts, either consumption for an 
individual or salary for a corporate model and taxes paid. This 
equation also includes the ability to transfer cash from one period to 
another (CEl). In the corporate mode 1 IGISl perform the same function 
as cash flow equation for the sole proprietorship by equating salary 
to individual taxes paid and consumption. 
Financial Statement Equations 
During some forms of analysis it may be necessary to generate 
some balance sheet and income statement approximates. These 
approximations are available through some equations in the accounting 
component of the submatrix. Included are equations to generate gross 
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profit (GPSRl), other expenses (OESRl), net before tax income (NITSl), 
taxes paid (TA-Pl), net after tax net income (NASTI), and other 
equations to generate an abbreviated balance sheet. 
CHAPTER IV 
INITIAL EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
This chapter is concerned with the empirical results of the model 
described in Chapter III. The first section of the chapter presents 
assumptions regarding initial farm resource situations and initial 
lending policy. The results of the initial simulations are then 
presented. Finally, the variables used to study changes in farm 
resource situations and lending parameters are examined. 
Initial Data 
To select the sample farm sizes to be considered, the census 
data for the region were examined. Table 4.1 is taken from 
agricultural census data for the State of Oklahoma (Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census). From these data a bimodal 
distribution of farm sizes appears apparent, with 8,783 farms in 
the 140-179 acre classification and 14,166 farms in the 260-499 acre 
classification. Sections and fractional sections are customary 
purchase blocks in Oklahoma. Thus the two representative farm sizes 
for these ranges is assumed to be 160 and 320 acre farms. To 
represent a large commercial farm an arbitrary choice was made. The 
large commercial unit is assumed to be a 1,120 acre farm. 
Once the initial farm sizes were generated a financial balance 




NUMBERS OF FARMS BY ACRES, OKLAHOMA, 1974 
Number of Acres Number of Farms 
1 9 2,264 
10 49 6,001 
so 69 2,571 
70 99 6,342 
100 139 5,037 
140 179 8, 783 
180 219 3,410 
220 499 14,166 
500 999 10,166 
1,000 1,999 5,003 
2,000 2' 191 
Source: Census of Agriculture 1974. 
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from Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector, Income and Balance 
S h e e t S t a t i s t i c s 1 9 8 0 ( E con om i c Re s e arch Se r vice p • 1 5 1 ) , 
Appendix A (1) provides the representative balance sheets under the 
initial assumption. Each balance sheet in the initial structure has 
an extremely low debt to asset ratio. The debt to asset ratios of the 
firms found in the data are not equal among size classes. This fact 
along with the extremely solvent position of the firms, given 
motivates this study to adjust the initial debt to asset ratio. An 
arbitrary choice for a debt to asset ratio is 30 percent which should 
represent a firm with growth potential that will be affected by 
lending policies. Ba lance sheets adjusted to a 30 percent debt are 
presented in Table A(2) of the appendix. The transfonnation required 
to generate a 30 percent debt to asset balance sheet assumes the same 
asset structure and an equal percentage of long term and intermediate 
debt. 
Lending Policies 
The first simulation assumes an 80 percent debt to asset 
requirement for real estate and a 66 percent maximum debt to asset 
requirement for intermediate debt. The above rates are considered to 
be representative of typical commercial lending policies in the state 
at the present time. A 50 percent maximum debt to asset ratio is used 
as inter-period transfer borrowing. This ratio is fairly arbitrary, 
but does seem consistent with area practices. A market interest rate 
of 14 percent on all loans is assumed with an after tax discount rate 
of four percent. 
In Chapter III the equations relating to equity requirements to 
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support debt are presented. This idea will be used to assume that the 
simulation conforms to lending policies. The parameters of the 






where E is equity, D is debt, and A1 represents the equity required 
to support the debt acquired. 
The resulting parameters represents the inverse of the required 
debt to equity ratio converting debt to asset ratios to debt to equity 
ratios: 
D/ A = a 
D = a A 
D a(D +a E) 
D a D + a E 
D(l -a ) =a E 
1-a 
a 




parameters for the primary simulation are shown in Table 4.2. 
The lending policies and lending ratios apply to both corporate 
and sole proprietorship firms. 
Baseline Results Run 
Initial results, given lending policies and yearly family living 
requirements of $10,000, $15,000, and $40,000 for 160, 320, and 1,120 
acre farms respectively, are presented in Table 4.3. The output of 
TABLE 4. 2 













RESULTS OF INITIAL RUNS 
Terminal Wealth 160 320 1,120 
Sole Proprietor 130,053.99 283,404.51 906,824.03 
Corporation (A) 279,023.17 915,227.67 
Shadow Price of Equity 160 320 1,120 
Sole Proprietor .6420 .5925 • 5 332 
Corporation (A) .6610 .6416 
Shadow Price of Land 160 320 1, 120 
Sole Proprietor 1,267.85 l '214. 30 1,141.26 
Corporation (A) 1,305.98 1,282.89 
Shadow Price of 
Consumption 160 320 1, 120 
Sole Proprietor 
Year 1 2.0675 1.8948 1.7077 
Year 2 1.7189 1.6148 1.4903 
Year 3 1.4321 1.3752 1. 3074 
Year 4 1. 205 5 l. 0340 l. 0322 
Year 5 1.0358 1.0340 1.0322 
Corporation 
Year 1 (A) 3.0220 l. 7077 
Year 2 (A) 2.6326 3.5882 
Year 3 (A) I. 9972 2. 8135 
Year 4 (A) 1. 4646 2.1404 
Year 5 (A) . 9697 1.5014 
(A) Infeasible 
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the model is presented in Appendix C. As one would expect, farms with 
a larger initial resource base generate more wealth than units with 
smaller resource basis. Also as one would expect, as the initial 
position increases the marginal value product of equity, and the 
marginal value product land owned in period zero decreases. 
The results of the initial runs indicate that the acreage 
required to make either a corporation or sole proprietorship equally 
attractive, under the stated loan policies and initial situation, is 
approximately 320 acres. Infeasibilities encountered in the solution 
process suggest that the 160 acre farm size is not financially viable 
as a corporation under the stated assumptions. At the 1,120 acre farm 
size, results indicate that the corporate structure results in a 
greater wealth accumulation than does the sole proprietorship. 
Growth Path 
As stated in Chapter II, the tangencies between the production 
possibilities frontier and the producer's utility curves form an 
optimal growth path. Chapter II addressed this growth path in terms 
of capital accumulation versus present consumption. The empirical 
growth path takes the form of land acquisition in the yearly sections 
of the model. Table 4.4 indicates the acreage acquired by each firm 
in a given time period under the given assumptions. The acquisition 
of 1 and by the corporate firm is an increasing function with respect 
to ti me. The sole proprietorship acquires land at a more sporadic 
schedule with greater growth occurring in the last periods of the 
simulation. While the model does not yield an obvious reason for the 
difference in growth, the difference is attributable to some tax 
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TABLE 4 .4 
YEARLY ACQUISITION OF LAND 
Sole Proprietor 
Year Acres 160 320 1,120 
1 0 38.49 74. 59 
2 0 0 62.39 
3 11.04 58. 28 178.31 
4 51. 03 230. 98 406.40 
5 317.48 474.91 1,800.59 
Total Acquired 379.55 802.66 2.522.28. 
Corporation 
Year Acres 160 320 1,120 
1 (A) 64.78 245. 71 
2 (A) 76.42 340.82 
3 (A) 111. 92 465.66 
4 (A) 160.80 668. 31 
5 (A) 375.42 1,600.40 
Total Acquired 789.41 3,320.90 
(A) Infeasible 
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aspect. In the next section the differential tax impacts are explored 
in greater detail, but at this point the the assumption is that 
differences in tax treatments comprise the only significant difference 
bet we en the mode ls. The graphic paths for owned land are presented in 
Figure 4.1 for the sole proprietorship and Figure 4.2 for the 
corporation. 
The model indicates a greater rate of growth with an increase 1n 
the initial position. By comparing the corporate growth against the 
sole proprietorship growth in Figure 4.3 and 4.4, the model indicates 
that the growth path for firms under the same initial resource base 
but different organizations have very similar growth patterns. The 
point of deviation occur in later periods at which point the sole 
proprietor provides the most rapid growth in acres. 
Impacts of Tax Differences 
As indicated in Chapter I, there exist several theoretical 
differences between corporations and sole proprietorships. The 
significant differences for the purpose of this study, include only 
the tax aspects. One would hypothesize that without any tax 
parameters, the corporation and the sole proprietor models would yield 
the same solutions. However, differences do exist in tax treatments 
that affect the solution of the model under each legal form. This 
section will briefly explore the effects of those differences on the 
solutions. 
Because of the two leve 1 structure of corporate taxation the 
transfer of tax deductions from the corporation to the individual is 
not allowed (the result is that under the corporate model the tax at 
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Figure 4.2. Acreage Growth Path for Corporations 
Figure 4.3. Corporate versus Sole Proprietorship 
growth paths at 1120 initial acres 
Figure 4.4. Corporate versus Sole Proprietorship 
growth paths at 320 initial acres 
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the individual level becomes a fixed cost). Due to the lack of 
transfer of tax preferences, solutions where a large portion of the 
operating expenses comprised of the producers salary, the solution 
yield, a greater tax flow than the sole proprietorship. The greater 
the tax flow the less wealth that can be accumulated leading to a 
preference toward the sole proprietorship form of organization. 
Once the tax obligations incurred by the individual's salary 
have been met the firm's marginal tax bracket becomes the corporate 
tax schedule. Since the corporate tax rates (around the solution), 
are lower than individual tax rates (around their solution), the 
addition of an acre of land or a dollar of equity results in a greater 
after tax flow for the corporation than the individual. 
The result of the preceding arguments are confirmed by the 320 
acre results in Table 4.3. The wealth for the 320 acre solutions 
represents assumptions where the yearly operating flow goes mostly to 
the individual for consumption so: 
1) the anticipated wealth is greater for the sole proprietor 
versus the corporation, and 
2) resources have a larger marginal value for the corporation 
than the sole proprietor. 
Explanation of Consumption 
The yearly consumption shadow prices presented in Table 4.3 
encourage questions about the linkage between the shadow price of 
consumption and the marginal value product of equity. This section 
traces the relationship involved and explores how the relationship 
affects the solution of the system. 
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A logical place to start is to determine the effect of a unit of 
consumption on the solution. If one dollar is added to consumption in 
the sole proprietorship model, it increases the cash flow requirement 
for that particular period by one dollar. By examination of the 160 
acre solution one can determine that the shadow price for consumption 
in a particular period is equivalent to the shadow price of cash flow 
in the same period. This raises the major question, "Why is the 
shadow price of equity not equal to the shadow price cash flow?" The 
model can provide clues to this question. 
The explanation of the above phenomenon can be found by the uses 
of cash. Cash can be used in a particular period to pay income taxes 
(incurring a negative return), forming new equity to support the 
equity requirements of additional debt, to meet the cash flow 
requirements of old debt, or to consume. The important considerations 
involve the equity requirements of debt versus the cash flow 
requirements of debt. The Linear Programming procedure chooses the 
use that earns the highest returns; or the choice of trading cash flow 
versus supporting debt through addi tiona 1 equity is solved through the 
Linear Programming algorithm. By this solution process, the model 
indicates that the use of cash to support another unit of debt in a 
cash flow sense 1s more valuable than supporting debt in an equity 
sense. 
Empirically the model results in a year one shadow price of 
1.4255 for requiring an additional unit moved from cash to equity 
formation. Stated another way, moving a unit from cash to equity cost 
reduces the value the objective function 1.4255. The marginal value 
product of equity for the same period is .6419 and the shadow price of 
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cash flow is 2. 06 74. Which confirms this reasoning because the cost 
of forcing one unit of cash to equity is equal to the shadow price of 
cash flow less the shadow price of equity. 
2.0674 - .6419 = 1.4225 
Hence the shadow price of equity and the shadow price of consumption 
are related in the current solution through the cash flow requirements 
of debt. 
Variables for Comparison 
Thus Ear in this chapter treatment of the results has been 
restricted to explaining how the results have related to other 
variables in the solution. At this point it becomes necessary to add 
some normative concepts to the analyses in order to add some policy 
inferences to the model results. 
The basic normative concept needed is the objective of an 
individual. The conceptual chapter has laid the ground work in the 
area of the producers objective by defining the model's objective 
function as wealth. This objective of wealth is equally valid as an 
objective among firm organization, and size of firm, etc. It forms a 
uniform basis for the selection of a particular ownership form over 
another as the basis that one produces greater wealth. 
2,hadow Price of Equity 
The choice of wealth as a decision value allows for inferences 
based on the changes in wealth due to a change in some other resource. 
A.s a starting point consi.der the shadow price of equity. First 
consider the concept of shadow prices, simply stated, a shadow price 
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gives the change in the objective function resulting from a one unit 
change is a constraint (Beneke and Winterboer, p.13). In the model 
equity (initial available equity AVEQT) has a shadow price of .6419. 
The AVEQT constraint is a greater than constraint which together with 
the positive sign from the shadow price implies that an additional 
unit of AVEQT's right hand side will result in a positive change of 
. 6419 in the objective function. For purposes of completeness, it is 
necessary to recognize that the shadow price is a useful value, but it 
is applicable only within a certain range around the solution point. 
The quantitative definition of the shadow price of equity allows 
a comparison with production theory. From the model the shadow price 
implies that a change in wealth of .6419 results from a one unit 
change in equity. This parallels the marginal value product from 
production theory which is the change in total revenue with respect to 
a one unit change in a factor of production. The production economic 
rationale dictates that optimum allocation of resources occurs where: 
MVPxlyl = pxl 
mathematical proofs can be found in most any textbooks but for the 
purpose of this study a logical proof will be presented. 
If the above relationship does not hold maximum profits are not 
attained. 
unit of x 1 
the added 
Assume MVPxlyl > Pxl then the purchase of an additional 
wi 11 result in an increase in revenue greater than cost of 
unit, similar results the case where MVPXclyl < Pxl. 
Following this line of reasoning it can be shown that the shadow price 
of equity must be equal to the cost of equity or an increase in equity 
wi 11 result in an increase rn wealth. If the shadow price of equity is 
greater than the cost of equity, similar results can be optioned with a 
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decrease in equity. 
The use of such a measure in analysis is "what could a producer 
pay for an additional unit of equity?" The relationships provide 
meaningful results when size of the firms are considered~ As the 
initial asset structure of the firm expands with everything else held 
constant the shadow price of equity decreases. This decrease suggests 
that equity is more valuable to smaller firms and corporate firms. 
Shadow Price of Land 
The way the model is structured one component of the value of 
initial acreage is the equity and debt implied by that acreage. Even 
though the absolute figures may be structurally distorted by this 
fact, inter-group comparisons can still be accomplished because every 
group contains the same distortions. 
The basic idea of comparing the shadow price for initial land is 
similar to the arguments previously raised for equity. The shadow 
price will now indicate the marginal value of an additional acre in 
terms of wealth to the firm. Ag&in because of the distortions· due to 
debt and equity considerations the shadow price of land should not be 
compared with market data but it will allow the comparison between 
groups. 
Results from Table 4.3 indicate that land is more valuable to 
firms with smaller original endowments. Comparisons between ownership 
forms indicates that for a given size, the initial land endowment is 
more valuable to the corporate farms. 
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Shadow Price of Consumption 
The shadow price for consumption is the opportunity cost for 
consuming the last dollar in a particular time periqd. It is more 
technically defined as the change in wealth resulting from a one unit 
change in consumption. Since the shadow price of consumption 
represents the opportunity cost of cash in a given year it could be 
used to measure alternative investments, other than the finance 
enterprise which could be used in that period. 
The resulting values for these opportunity costs show some 
theoretically expected characteristics. All the situations have 
decreasing consumption shadow prices through time which indicates that 
consumption in the future is less expensive than consumption at the 
present. Consumption is less expensive in an opportunity cost sense 
for larger initial endowments, with the exception of the smaller 
corporate organization which is roughly equivalent to the larger 
c or po rate firm. Comparing the corporate firm with the sole 
proprietorship, the corporate finn has a higher opportunity cost of 
consumption. This result applies for both the 320 acre corporation 
and the 1,120 acre corporation. 
Qualitative Considerations 
Until this point this study has been concerned with the solution 
values for statements concerning the corporate versus sole 
proprietorship analysis. However, this section will examine briefly 
the non-quantitative aspects of the decision to incorporate. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the corporation has become a popular 
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business fonn outside of agriculture. The reasons for its popularity 
are numerous, but a couple will be stated so that some comparison can 
be made between agricultural corporations and other corporations. 
The corporation is itself a separate legal entity for the owners 
and managers. This factor allows for owners separated from the firm. 
The advantage of such a firm is that it may attract capital from 
numerous sources. While agriculture could make use of such capital, 
sources outside the family might not be solicited for purposes of 
maintaining complete control. The favorable aspect from the corporate 
trait of separation of management and ownership is limited liability. 
Limited liability states that the maximum amount of capital an 
investor can loose is his or her investment in the corporation. This 
aspect loses its applicability in farming because the firm is such a 
large portion of the investment. Another factor to eliminate the 
advantage is the policy that most local banks require the farmer to 
pledge his own assets to support the corporations debt. 
Apart from the limited liability aspect of corporations there 
are real costs which are difficult to qualify. There are fees to 
establish and maintain a corporation as a legal entity, the fees are 
dependent upon the state. In conjunction with these establishment 
fees, additional legal cost for attorneys services and the associated 
cost of other legal services add to the initial establishment cost of 
the corporation. Another yearly cost is incurred by the farmer who 
organizes as a corporation in the two accounting (from a bookkeeping 
sense) entities. One leve 1 of bookkeeping is the individual level 
which is incurred whether or not the firm is established as a 
corporation. The second level of books is the corporate level which 
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may require the services of an accountant to comply with state laws. 
A f ina 1 cost of corporate organization occurs when the corporation is 
liquidated before retirement. Liquidation may cause additional legal 
fees and taxes. If alternative arrangements are made, however, a 
corporation can result in less tax expense at retirement. 
This section raised a few of the cost incurred by the 
incorporation of a farm firm. It was not intended to totally cover 
the additional cost, but merely raise the point that additional costs 
are incurred by the corporate firm which are not directly linked with 
the firms production, the cost raised are not of the fixed cost 
concept. 
CHAPTER V 
SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS 
In this chapter the changes in wealth and other key variables in 
the model are examined with respect to changes in lending policies and 
initial debt to asset assumptions. First the relevance of studying 
changes in an economic system is explored. Next the lending 
parameters are varied to determine the impact of those parameters on 
wealth and the incorporated versus sole proprietorship decision. 
Following the changes in lending parameters, the effects of changing 
the initial debt to asset position of the firm and the impacts of 
those changes on the decision to incorporate and wealth is presented. 
The final section of this chapter generalizes the incorporation 
decision. 
Reasons for Studying Change 
The model solutions to this point have focused on the 
feasibility and value of a solution for the model. However, the 
solution of the system only gives a partial insight into financial 
implications of ending policy changes. To gain greater insight in 
order to predict the results of changing policies and structures one 
must study change. S amue 1 son explains the need to study change in 
Foundations of Economic Analysis. 
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It is hardly enough, however, to show that under certain 
conditions we can name enough relations (equations) to 
determine the values of our unknowns. It is important 
that our analysis be developed in such terms that we are 
aided in determining how our variables change qualitatively 
or quantitatively with changes in explicit data. Thus, we 
introduce into our system certain data in the form of 
parameters, which in changing cause shifts in our functional 
relationships (Samuelson p. 7). 
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One is left with the impression from Samuelson's statement that it is 
not enough to offer a solution given a set of assumptions • Economist 
need to formulate a problem in such a way that changes in the 
assumptions can be analyzed. The model used in this study conforms 
with the idea of analyzing changes in assumptions • 
Once the concept of analyzing changes in the system by analyzing 
the changes in the solution has been accepted, it becomes necessary to 
determine the appropriate changes that can be analyzed given the 
mode 1. The dynamic features of this study' s model appear well adapted 
to studying changes resulting from changes in initial position and 
changes in lending policy. This study does not consider changes in 
the technical matrix because, as stated earlier, the technical matrix 
of the current mode 1 is very simple and such changes are not likely to 
have a great impact on decisions involving equity forms. 
Changes in Lending Policy 
One component of the business decision to expand or how much to 
expand can be found in lending policies. The particular lending 
policy involved is the question: How much debt can be issued given a 
dollar of equity? Earlier chapters addressed the question of equity 
supporting debt relationships through the transformation of required 
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debt to asset ratios. The same logic will apply in this section. 
To accomplish the evaluation of changes in the business 
organization decision with respect to changes 10 lending policies, 
a 1 t er native lending po lie ie s must be imposed upon the sys tern. The two 
alternative lending policies presented in this section are arbitrary, 
but within a reasonable range of possible market conditions. Scenario 
involves a 10 percent across the board decrease in allowable debt to 
asset ratios. Scenario 2 involves a 10 percent across the board 
ratio increase. Tab le 5. 1 depicts the resulting debt to asset and 
equity requirement parameters for the alternative Scenarios. 
Scenario 1 
The 10 percent decrease in allowable debt to asset ratios 
represents a stricter lending policy because it reduces the amount of 
debt that can be issued with a given amount of equity. Simulation 
under the stricter lending policies results 10 infeasible solutions 
for all corporate firms. The infeasibilities indicate that corporate 
firms are not financially viable under the initial conditions and the 
10 percent stricter loan policies. Given the observation that 
financial infeasibility for corporate firms, the only feasible choice 
of the organization form for the stated assumptions is a sole 
proprietor organization. 
If the issue of debt is profitable (contributes to wealth) then 
we would expect that a decrease in the amount of debt that can be 
issued would decrease the wealth of the firm. The results given in 
Table 5.2 confirm this hypothesis with all firms depicting a reduction 
in wealth compared with the baseline results in Table 4.3. Loss of 
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TABLE 5 .1 
ALTERNATIVE LENDING COEFFICIENTS 
Debt to Asset Scenario 1 Base 1 ine Scenario 2 
Long-Term 70% 80% 90% 
Intermediate-Term 56% 66% 76% 
Short-Term 40% 50% 60% 
Debt/Equity Coefficient Scenario 1 Baseline Scenario 2 
Long-Term .6667 • 2500 .1765 
Intermediate-Term .7857 .5000 .3158 
Short-Term 1.500 1.0000 .6667 
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TABLE 5.2 
SCENARIO 1, 10 PERCENT STRICTER LENDING POLICIES 
Terminal Wealth 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietor 97,076.09 234,740.22 728,941.83 
Corporation (A) (A) (A) 
Shadow Price of Equitz 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietor .5879 .3761 .4618 
Corporation (A) (A) (A) 
Shadow Price of Land 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 1'46 7. 77 1,144.00 1,249.74 
Corporation (A) (A) (A) 
Shadow Price of Consumption 160 320 1120 
Year 1 3.4341 1. 9625 2. 6472 
Year 2 2.9073 1. 6 74 7 2.2926 
Year 3 2.4529 1.4229 2.0131 
Year 4 2.0751 1. 2092 1. 77 38 
Year 5 1.7831 1. 0442 1. 5790 
Corporation 
Year 1 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 2 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 3 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 4 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 5 (A) (A) (A) 
(A). Infeasible 
------- -
wealth under Scenario 
position. 
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is an increasing function of the initial 
Growth for the representative firms under the stricter lending 
policies are presented in Table 5.3. Since land acquisition is a use 
of capital (either borrowed or owned) and since stricter lending 
policies decrease the amount of capital that the firm can obtain by 
reducing the amount of borrowed capital that can be acquired, one 
would expect that as lending policies grow stricter, less growth will 
occur. The theoretical hypotheses are confirmed by comparing the 
results in Table 5.3 against the baseline results in Table 4.4. The 
results seem to indicate that the large commercial firm decreases 
growth by a greater proportion than the other two sizes. Since the 
corporate organizations are infeasible at this point it is difficult 
to compare growth rates among the forms of organizations. 
Impacts of stricter lending policies on the shadow prices for 
resources are mixed. The shadow price for equity in Scenario 1 
decreases from its baseline value. The decrease is a result of the 
increase in the equity required to issue a unit of debt. Generally 
the shadow price of land increases, indicating a combination of 
increased marginal value of land itself and the increase is the value 
of equity underlying the land. The shadow price of consumption 
lncreases because consumption affects the solution through cash flow 
and cash financing is a substitute for debt financing. 
Scenario 2 
The 10 percent increase in the allowable debt to asset ratio 
represents a more liberal lending policy because it increases the 
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TABLE 5.3 
LAND ACQUISITIONS UNDER SCENARIO 1 
Year/Initial/Acres 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 
Year 1 0.00 8.27 74. 59 
Year 2 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
Year 3 0.00 o.oo 87.04 
Year 4 20. 55 108.08 173.26 
Year 5 135. 8 7 330. 72 665.00 
Total 156.42 447.07 999.89 
Corporation 
Year 1 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 2 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 3 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 4 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 5 (A) (A) (A) 
Total (A) (A) (A) 
(A). Infeasible Solution 
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amount of debt that can be issued with a given amount of equity. The 
simulation under Scenario 2 yields only feasible solutions which 
indicate that each of the representative firms are financially viable 
under the stated lending policies. Corporations under the more 
liberal policies generate more wealth than sole proprietorships 
there fore they wi 11 be the preferred farm of organization ceteris 
paribus. 
Theoretically, if debt is profitable and lending policies 
increase the amount of debt that can be issued then wealth will 
increase as lending policies grow more liberal. The results in Table 
5.4 are consistent with the theoretical expectations. Increase in 
we a 1th for Scenario 2 appears to be an increasing function of initial 
farm size. 
Table 5.5 presents the land acquisition for farms under Scenario 
2. The firm growth depicted show an extraordinarily large increase in 
acreage. This increase appears mostly in the last period which leads 
to an argument that the simulation is merely speculating on land 
values. Even if this argument is true, one can draw certain 
conclusions from the simulation. One conclusion which confirms the 
theoretical expectations, is that a liberalization of lending policies 
yields an increase in firm growth. And that corporations at the given 
lending policies grow at a more rapid rate than sole proprietorships 
for a given lending policy if that policy is liberal. The increase in 
allowable debt to asset ratio has a consistent impact on the shadow 
prices. The change in lending policies increased shadow price for 
equity, initial land, and consumption. The increase in shadow prices 
indicate that as the lending rate policies become more liberal, 
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TABLE 5.4 
SCENARIO 2, 10 PERCENT LESS STRICT LENDING POLCIIES 
Terminal Wealth 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 218,847.42 453,173.86 1,616,378.37 
Corporation 234,272.37 473,808,06 1,621,401.60 
Shadow Price of Equity 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 1. 3376 1. 3376 1. 3376 
Corporation 1.5616 1.3376 1. 3376 
Shadow Price Land 0 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 1,686.34 1,680. 74 1,683.10 
Corporation 1,883.95 1,683.52 1,691,27 
Shadow Price of Consumption 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 
Year 1 2.1698 2.1499 2.2248 
Year 2 1. 8206 1.8408 1.9489 
Year 3 1.5476 1. 5 700 1.6929 
Year 4 1. 3377 1. 3612 1. 4894 
Year 5 1. 3377 1. 3377 1. 3377 
Corporation 
Year 1 3.8197 2.8423 3.8883 
Year 2 3.1210 2. 3877 3. 3096 
Year 3 2.2284 1. 7132 2.5328 
Year 4 1. 5 341 1.1684 1.8755 
Year 5 .9855 .7307 1. 2680 
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TABLE 5.5 
LAND ACQUISITION UNDER SCENARIO 2 
Year/Initial Acres 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietorship 
Year 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Year 2 1.54 0.0 o.o 
Year 3 62.88 2.08 o.o 
Year 4 302. 92 211. 71 168.37 
Year 5 1,390.15 3' 193. 34 11, 860. 7 3 
Total 1,757.49 3,407.34 12.029.14 
Corporation 
Year 1 61. 23 64.78 245. 72 
Year 2 75. OS 76.42 340.82 
Year 3 109. 24 111. 99 465.66 
Year 4 45 7. 5 2 781.71 1,289.22 
Year 5 1,342.96 2,951.09 10,912.57 
Total 2,056.00 3,985.99 13,253.99 
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initial resources become more valuable to the finn. 
Changes in Initial Position 
There exists many changes in economic conditions that can 
influence the wealth of a given firm. The change that will be 
examined in this section is a change in initial debt to asset 
position. As noted in Chapter IV, the baseline was adjusted to 30 
percent debt to asset ratio by assuming that the proportions of long 
and intermediate term debt remain constant while the total amount of 
debt was varied. The same procedure will be used in this section to 
vary the debt to asset ratio. 
This section considers two additional scenarios. Scenario 3 
simulates results for a set of initial conditions with a year zero 
debt to as set ratio of 40 percent. Scenario 3 represents a situation 
where farmers in question are relatively worse off. Scenario 4 will 
represent a situation where farmers are relatively better off with an 
initial debt to asset ratio of 20 percent. Debt figures for both 
Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 are presented in Table 5.6. 
Scenario 3 
Like Scenario 1, this scenario yields feasible solutions only 
for the sole proprietor firm. T{esults for Scenario 3 are presented in 
Tab le 5. 7. The infeasibi 1 ities indicate that corporate firms are not 
financially viable under a 40 percent initial debt to asset ratio. 
The infeasibilities for corporate firms at the stated debt to asset 
ratio implies that organization as a sole proprietor at this level is 
preferred. 
The change l..n initial debt to asset position decreases the 
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TABLE 5.6 
ALTERNATIVE INITIAL DEBT BALANCES 
Scenario 3 Long-Term Debt Intermediate-Term Debt 
160 Initial Acres 37 '117. 14 27,963.46 
320 Initial Acres 82,464.65 51,049.55 
1120 Initial Acres 24 7 '710. 74 316 ,570 .67 
Scenario 4 Long-Term Debt Intermediate-Term Debt 
160 Initial Acres 18,469.89 13,914.91 
320 Initial Acres 40,739.75 25,219.85 




Shadow Price of Equity 
Sole Proprietor 
Corporation 
Shadow Price of Land 
Sole Proprietorship 
Corporation 
TABLE 5. 7 
SCENARIO 3, 40 PERCENT INITIAL 









Shadow Price of Consumption 160 320 
Sole Proprietor 
Year 1 4.4904 3.2635 
Year 2 3.8258 2.8123 
Year 3 3.2517 2.4025 
Year 4 2.6529 2.0704 
Year 5 2.1841 1.8133 
Corporation 
Year 1 (A) (A) 
Year 2 (A) (A) 
Year 3 (A) (A) 
Year 4 (A) (A) 























wealth for each farm size. In principle, these results are consistent 
with what one would expect. An increase in the initial debt to asset 
ratio would decrease the amount of equity available for growth which 
would reduce wealth given that total assets are constant. Another 
function that would reduce wealth, with a fixed amount of assets, is 
the increased debt payments that result from more debt. 
Table 5.8 presents the acquisition of land under the 40 percent 
initial debt to asset assumption. Growth rn acres for all feasible 
farm situations increases though the amount of growth in this scenario 
is a decrease from the growth in the baseline scenario. The decrease 
in growth comes from a combination of the functions that decrease 
wealth. The most significant factor is the effect of the additional 
debt payments. Reasoning behind this statement involves the increase 
in the shadow for cash flow. The shadow prices for cash flow increase 
more dramatically than the shadow price for equity. This can be 
interpreted to mean that at the given solution the value of cash flow 
increases more dramatically than the value of equity. Hence, the cash 
flow constraints become more severe. 
The change in initial debt to asset ratios to 40 percent for all 
sizes of firms rncreases the shadow prices for equity, land in period 
0, and yearly consumption. The reasoning behind an increase in the 
shadow price of equity is not readily apparent. It theoretically 
could result from the use of equity at a lower level than was 
previously attained. If a resource is constrained at reduced level 
the marginal physical product increases under the assumption of 
decreasing marginal product. The reason for the increase in the 
shadow price of the initial land owned is probably related to the 
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TABLE 5. 8 
LAND ACQUISITIONS UNDER SCENARIO 3 
Year/Initial Acres 160 320 1120 
Sole Proprietor 
Year 1 o.oo o.oo 64.09 
Year 2 o.oo o.oo 50.65 
Year 3 1.92 13.77 188.91 
Year 4 19. 32 117.57 428.83 
Year 5 88.06 366. 02 865.12 
Total 109. 30 492. 36 1,5976.60 
Corporation 
Year 1 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 2 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 3 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 4 (A) (A) (A) 
Year 5 (A) (A) (A) 
(A). Infeasible 
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reasons that the shadow price of equity increases. The increase in 
the shadow price of consumption is more readily explained. The 
increase in initial debt to asset ratios causes a greater debt 
repaym.ent flow. S inc e . the o pp or tun i t y c o s t o f c on s ump ti on is 
determined by the cash flow constraint, an increase in the cash flow 
requirements increases the shadow price of consumption ceteris 
paribus. 
Scenario 4 
Scenario 4 yields feasible solutions for both sole proprietors 
and corporate firms under all three firm sizes. The results of the 
scenarios are presented in Table 5.9. The only fann size that does 
not yield greater wealth for a corporate fonn of organization under a 
20 percent debt to asset ratio is the 160 acre size. For the 160 acre 
farm a so le proprietorship structure increases the wealth of the 
producer by a small amount. The differences in favor of the corporate 
structure for the remaining sizes are larger in an absolute sense. 
Conceptually one would expect that a decrease in the initial 
debt to asset ratio would increase terminal wealth. The reasoning 
initials the reduction of the debt repayment requirements. Another 
factor that would tend to increase wealth is the relative increase in 
equity if total debt is held constant. the model indicates that 
wealth increases as the initial debt to asset ratio decreases. Thus, 
the model results are conceptually valid. 
Table 5.10 presents the acres acquired rn Scenario 4. The acres 
acquired has increased in a fairly uniform fashion over the initial 
assumptions. The change in yearly growth appears to be greater for 
Terminal 
So le Proprietor 
Corporation 
Shadow Price of Equity 
Sole Proprietor 
Corporation 




SCENARIO 4, 20 PERCENT INITIAL 










Shadow Price of Consumption 160 320 
Sole Proprietor 
Year 1 1. 9532 l.84S9 
Year 2 1.6564 1.5824 
Year 3 1. 3976 1. 3479 
Year 4 1.1803 1.1654 
Year 5 1.0172 1.0249 
Corporation 
Year 1 2.9296 2.7344 
Year 2 2. SS03 2.4069 
Year 3 1.9302 l.831S 
Year 4 1.4114 1. 347S 
























LAND ACQUISITION UNDER SCENARIO 4 
Year/Initial Acres 160 320 1120 
So le Proprietor 
Year 1 . 32. 86 107. 74 309. 98 
Year 2 0.00 3. 77 o.oo 
Year 3 o.oo 111. 76 0.00 
Year 4 89.19 233.21 94. 96 
Year 5 361.81 562.35 2,275.62 
Total 483.86 1,018.83 2,680.56 
Corporation 
Year 1 33.32 142. 34 618.23 
Year 2 38 .59 30. 73 174. 24 
Year 3 58.18 53.88 627.59 
Year 4 83. 54. 77. 37 1,083.23 
Year 5 268.94 7 35. 87 1,836.89 
Total 48 2. 5 7 1,040.19 4' 340 .18 
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the corporations. Greater growth under corporate ownership can be 
justified by the lower tax rates at the corporate level since income 
added at the corporate level incurs less tax, it is more profitable 
for a· corporation to expand versus a sole proprietorship. 
The shadow prices for equity, initial land and yearly 
consumption have decreased. The reasons for the decrease are the 
inverse of the logic behind the increase in shadow prices in Scenario 
3. The changes are not as dramatic as changes in shadow prices in 
Scenario 3 which leads one to believe that the increase in the value 
of resources as the initial position worsens is greater than the 
increase when the position betters. 
Inferences of Changes 
This chapter has generated solutions for difference changes in 
financial positions. These different solutions result in changes in 
wealth and growth that are consistent with theoretical expectations. 
In general, as lending policies become stricter growth and wealth of 
each feasible farm decreases. The inverse of this relation is also 
true. The other changes simulated also conform with theoretical 
expectations. An inc re as e in t he in i t i a 1 debt t o asset ratio 
decreases the wealth and the growth of the firm. A decrease in the 
initial debt to asset ratio increases the growth and the wealth of the 
firm. The conclusion offered is that the model generates conceptually 
proper responses to changes. 
The comparison of solutions between organizational forms yields 
conclusions on the effects of the legal organization or producers 
wealth and firm growth. No single form of organization is 
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consistently "better". The choice of the form of organization is 
dependent upon lending policies and initial position. As lending 
policies become more liberal the corporation becomes more attractive. 
However, corporations appear to have a narrow range of feasibility. A 
corporation is not financially viable with stricter lending policies. 
A corporation becomes more attractive than sole proprietorships as the 
ratio of initial debt to asset ratio decreases but becomes less 
attractive as the initial debt to asset ratio increases. Again the 
infeasibilities encountered 1n solutions indicate that the corporation 
1s financially viable only in a small range. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The study thus far has emphasized only sections of the whole 
picture. Pieces of the picture are drawn together to make 
conclusions from ~he study. In the final section of the chapter 
suggested courses for further study in the area for growth under 
alternative equity forms are outlined. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The beginning point for this study was explaining the need for a 
study of alternative equity forms. As earlier stated growth and 
wealth have implications for the structure of agriculture, the 
marginal values of various resources, and the real cost of 
consumption. Since the form of legal organization effects growth and 
wealth, there is a need to study financial performance under 
alternative forms of legal organization. With the need for study 
established, Chapter I developed the procedure to be used in the study 
(Polyperiod Programming). This study differs from other work 
previously undertaken in this area in terms of quantitative technique. 
After the overall procedure was determined, the actual model 
construction could begin. Chapter II focused on the theoretical 
mo de 1, It included the definition of the individual financial 
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question through a definition of finance, the examination of wealth as 
a financial objective, and the theoretical trade-offs between wealth 
and consumption. Chapter II also presented the theoretical view of 
dynamics from a financial viewpoint. Once the theory had been 
established Chapter III presented an empirical model that was 
consistent with the theoretical framework examined in Chapter II. 
Chapter IV presents initial data and primary results of the 
simulation. From the primary results optional organizations were 
determined for each farm size. Under the baseline assumptions the 
corporate firm is preferred for 1120 acre farms. The sole 
proprietorship is preferred for the 160 and 320 acre farms. Greater 
growth is attainable through corporate firm for all farm sizes given 
that the corporation is financially feasible. 
Chapter V is concerned with changes in the assumptions. The 
changes in assumptions considered include a general increase and 
decrease in lending policies and initial debt to asset ratios. The 
results indicate that corporations generate greater wealth with more 
liberal credit policies or decreased debt to asset ratios. However, 
under stricter lending policies and increased initial debt to asset 
ratios the corporate organizations are not financially viable. In 
general with more liberal lending policies or decreased initial debt 
to asset ratios , a 11 farms acquire more land throughout the period. 
The increase in the land acquired by the corporation under these 
scenarios is generally greater than the increase in land acquisitions 
of the sole proprietorship. 
Conclusions that are not explicitly stated in the text deal 
p r i m a r i 1 y w i t h c as h f 1 ow 1 e n d in g p o 1 i c i e s and the re a 1 cost o f 
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consumption. In the credit markets, lenders use many different credit 
policies for determining whether to extend credit to a firm. Among 
the most prominent forms of credit policies are equity (or debt to 
asset and debt to equity ratios), and cash flow lending (which 
approaches a feasibility analysis). The model used in this study 
allows for an examination of these alternative lending policies. To 
determine the appropriate credit policy one must determine which 
policy insures both the security of the bankers investment and 
sufficient capital for the individual or firm. The key to such a 
policy is found in the constraining resources of borrowing activities 
within the model. Equity typically does not bound the borrowing 
activities within the various solutions. Typically, the constraining 
factor in the issue of debt is the ability of an additional unit of 
debt to cash flow itself, the second lending parameter. With this 
idea in mind the choice of an appropriate lending policy is cash flow 
lending. If cash flow lending is not used farmers could over expand 
and encounter feasibility problems. 
The second point that is not explicit in the text deals with 
wealth and real cost of consumption. The real cost of consumption is 
a function of alternative uses of cash flow. In some solutions in the 
study the shadow price of consumption is the smallest for the medium 
sized firm (320 acre). This would suggest that the value of an 
additional unit of cash flow for a small firm is needed for the 
feasibility of the operation while cash flow for the larger firm is 
more valuable because of expansion alternative (ceteris paribus). The 
intermediate firm while possessing enough cash flow for survival does 
not possess the opportunities for expansion of the larger firm. 
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Another point of the model is that expansion is a function of net cash 
flow over the amount required for consumption. In solutions where a 
large portion of returns are needed for consumption the expansion of 
the firm is limited. After the point where cash flow needed for 
consumption becomes less binding the farm is able to expand. The 
expansion then increases the cash flow available for allocation and 
with a fixed consumption level means even more rapid future expansion. 
A basic conclusion that is apparent in all the simulations 
involves the shadow price of resources. Generally, if the corporate 
firm at a given level is feasible, the shadow price for the given 
resource will be greater for the corporation. This conclusion has its 
basis in the tax parameters. If a corporation is feasible, it has met 
the family living requirements, therefore each dollar added is taxed 
at a lower tax rate. This concept linked with the idea that the 
shadow price of a resource is the increment in the objective due to a 
one unit change in resource leads to the idea that the shadow price 
for resources under a corporation would be greater given feasibility 
of the solution. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Suggestions for further study basically entail bringing more 
realism into the model. The model makes capital investments on a 
basis of a five-year period. The short simulation period probably 
causes distortions in variables especially in shadow prices. One 
suggestion is that the current L.P. model be extended to forty years 
to eliminate the distortions caused by the shortened time frame. The 
second suggestion is to allow the model to sell as well as buy land. 
J6. 
This provides a more realistic picture of the decisions faced by the 
firm. The last suggestion 1s to include risk either through the use 
of random returns and cost or some portfolio framework. If the prior 
analysis of risk 1s chosen, the future study will probably have to 
leave the linear programming approach and a use systems analysis 
approach. The later analysis of risk can be accomplished within 
linear programming by weighing cost and returns for risk. This 
weighing could be either a risk adjusted discount rate or a certainty 
equivalent. 
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A. Original Debt to Asset B. 30% Debt to Asset 
Acres 160 320 1,120 160 320 1'120 
Physical Assets 
Real Estate 129,663 258,332 1,096,113 129,663 258,332 1,096,113 
Non-Real Estate 
Livestock 10,888 21'336 92,282 10,888 21 '3 36 92,282 
Machinery 17,323 37,820 125,744 17,323 37 '820 125,744 
Crops 3,609 14, Oll 57,308 3,609 14, Oll 57,308 
Financial Assets 
Demand Deposits 393 1, 07 6 12,081 393 1, 076 12,081 
Currency 136 37 5 4,230 136 375 4' 230 
Inv. in Crops. 1,467 4,823 41'003 1'467 4,823 41, 003 
Total 163,479 337' 77 3 1,428,761 163,479 337,773 1,428,761 
Liabilities (Dollars) 
Real Estate 7 ,092 23,625 128,532 27,971 61,602 184,994 
Non-Real Estate 
Excluding CCC 5,343 14,625 164,262 21'073 38' 135 236 '411 
CCC Loans 3ll 1,595 7,223 311 1,595 7,223 
Total Debt 12 '746 39,845 300 ,022 49,355 100,932 428,628 
Equity 150,733 297,928 1,128,739 114' 124 236,841 1!444,133 
Total 163,479 337,773 1,428,761 163,479 337 '773 1,428,761 
Debt to Asset 
Ratio 7.80% 11. 80% 21.00% 30. 00% 30.00% 30.00% 
APPENDIX B 
VARIABLE AND ROW NAMES 
81 
82 
Because of the polyperiod construction of the model similar 
equations or rows perform the same fucntion in different years. To 
shorten the list of variables and rows these similar groups will be 
defined all at once using notation such as GE.(i=0,1,2,3,4,5,) for 
l 
CE0-CE5. Another note is the use of INT at the end of the 
variable name to denote that this constraint is a initial condition. 
Rows 
Objective functions 
OBJ 1, the financial objective of max1m1z1ng the present value of 
cash flows 
OBJ2, maximize the ending period balance of retained earnings 
OBJ3, max1m1ze the sum of accounting net incomes 
Initial Period 
CAINT, cash initially held 
OAINT, other assets (after long term assets and machinery) 
HVINT, value of the home (Long term assets after land has been 
deducted) 
MAINT, machinery initial balance 
LAINT, land initially owned 
IDINT, initial balance of intermediate debt 
LDINT, land debt initially 
REINT, initial balance of retained earnings 
AVEQT, equity originally available to use as a equity reserve 
for debt acquisition 
83 
Yearly rows 
CNCOI, constant portion of consumption (i=l,2,3,4,5) 
LAND. (i=l,2,3,4,5), the land constraints for the given 
1 
periods on owned land 
LREN. ( i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
1 
1 through 5 
the rented land constraint for periods 
AUM.(i=l,2,3,4,5), the grazing constraints rn the van.ous 
1 
years 
CAP.(i-1,2,3,4,5), the capital constraints rn the years under 
1 
study 
EQT. ( i-1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the constraint which determines the amount 
1 
of equity not used as a equity reserve 
CF. (i=l ,2,3,4,5), the cash flow constraint for the various 
1 
years 
LNTF.(i=l,2,3,4), the financing row 
1 
MARE.(i-1,2,3,4,5), the machinery requirement constraint 
1 
MACC.(i=l,2,3,4,5), the machinery accumulator row 
1 
Tax variables 
TAXI.(i=l,2,3,4,5), the row to calculate taxable income and 
1 
distribute it among tax rates 
TAXP. ( i-1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the row to accumulate and transfer taxes 
1 
payable 
IL .. ( j =M 1, 
J 1 
, M9,10, •.• 14);(i=l,2,3,4,5), the rows that 
reprsent tax rates. Because of the structure of rates it is 
necessary to have a range over which the rates are effective. 
Accounting rows 
GPSIL (i-1,2,3,4,5), gross profit for a given year i 
GPTR. (i=l,2,3,4,5), gross profit transfer rows i 
GPTR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), other expenses for a given year i 
OESR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), other expenses trans fer rows i 
NITS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), net income before taxes for a given year 
i 
NITT.(i=l,2,3,4,5), net income before taxes transfer 
i 
TA-P 1(I=l,2,3,4,5), taxes paid in year i 
NATS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), net after tax income for a given year 
i 
NATT.(i=l,2,3,4,5), net income after taxes transfer 
i 
CABS.(i-1,2,3,4,5), cash balance in period i i 
MAES . ( i = l , 2 , 3 , 4, 5) , other asset balance in year i 
l 
OABS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), other asset balance in year i i 
84 
ALGS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), appreciation in land values (unrealized 
i 
gains) in year i 
LABS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), have value in period i 
i 
HVR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), have value in period i 
i 
TABS.(i=l,2,3,4,5),total asset balance in period i 
l 
IDBS.(i=l,2,3,4,5) intermediate debt balance in periodi 
l 
LDES.(i=l,2,3,4,5), land debt in period i 
i 
TDES.(i=l,2,3,4,5), total debt balance in period i 
l 
R/EB.(i=l,2,3,4,5), retained earnings balance (without the 
i 
recognizing land appreciation) in period i 
R/ET.(i=l,2,3,4,5), retained earnings transfer 
l 
R/EL.(i=l,2,3,4,5), retained earnings due to land appreciation 
i 
R/ES.(i=l,2,3,4,5), total retained earnings in period i 
i 
Columns 
CE.(i=0,1,2,3,4), cash to equity in period i 
1 
OEAO, other assets in period 0 
LOWNO, had initially owned in period 0 
LB.(i=l,2,3,4), land purchased in period i8 
i 
HVO, home value in period 0 
BI.(i=0,1,2,3,4,5), borrowed intermediate debt in period i 
i 
BL.(i=0,1,2,3,4), borrowed long-term in period i 
i 
MACB.(i=l,2,3,4,5), machinery balance in period i 
i 
RE-T.(i=0,1,2,3,4,5), retained earnings transfered in period i 
i 
ET.(i=0,1,2,3,4,), equity tranfered 1n period i 
1 
CN-TO, constant consumption 
WO.(i=l,2,3,4,5), wheat on owned ground in period 1 
WR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), wheat on rented ground in period 1 
CO.(i=l,2,3,4,5), cotton on owned ground in period i 
i 
CR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), cotton on rented ground in period i 
AO.(i=l,2,3,4,5), alfalfa in period i i 




GR.(i=l,2,3,4,5), grazing crop on rented ground in period i 
i 
HC.(i=l,2,3,4,5), cattle in period i 
i 
BS.(i=l,2,3,4,5), borrowed short-term in period i 
i 
EL.(i=l,2,3,4), equity financing long-term in period i 
i 
MAPU.(i=l,2,3,4,5), machinery purchased in period i 
1 
85 
EI. ( i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), equity financing intermediate-term 1n period 
i 
i 
IT .. (j=Bl,B2, ••• B9,10,ll, ••• 15)(i=l,2,3,4,5), individual tax 
Ji 
brackets in period i 
ITAXP, individual income taxes paid in period i 
GPl-T.(i=l,2,3,4,5), gross profit transfer in period i 
1 





net be fore tax income transfered in 
period i 
NI-T.(i=l,2,3,4,5), net after tax income transfered in 
1 d . per10 i 
Additional Rows for Croporations 
CLM .. ( j= 1, .•. , 5) ( i= 1, ... , 5); limits for corporate income tax 
J l. 
brackets (row) 
CTB .. (j=l, ... 5)(i-l, ••• ,5); amount of income that falls in 
J 1 
each specific bracket (column) 
IGIS; (i=l,. .. 5); equates income at the individual level with 
consumption and individual taxes (row) 
SA-I; (i-1,. • .,5); salary transfered from the croporation to the 
individual 
APPENDIX C(l) 
INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE 160 ACRE SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP 
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NUMBER ... ROW .. AT ... Acr1virv ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 OB.J1 BS 130053.99405 130053.99405- NONE NONE 1.00000 
2 0B.J2 BS 112154.47383 112154.47383- NONE NONE 
3 OB.J3 BS 47130.673133 47130.67383- NONE NONE 
4 CAINT UL 529.00000 NONE 529.00000 2.70939-
5 OAINT EO 15653.00000 15653.00000 15653.00000 .64200-
6 HVINT EO 27202.00000 27202.00000 27202.00000 .64200-
7 MAINT UL 17323 .00000 NONE 17323.00000 2.10217-
8 LAINT UL 160.00000 NONE 160.00000 1267.84568-
9 IDINT LL 20173.00000 20173.00000 r-;ONE 3. 26226 
10 LDHH LL 2797 1 . 00000 2797 1 . 00000 NONE 3.08656 
11 REHJT LL NONE .64200 
12 AVE OT LL NONE .64190 
13 CNC01 LL 10000.00000 10000.00000 NONE 2.06750 
14 CNC02 LL 10000.00000 10000.00000 NONE 1.71994 
15 CNC03 LL 10000.00000 10000.00000 NONE 1.43210 
16 CtJl::04 LL 10000.00000 10000 . 00000 NONE 1. 20547 
17 CNCOS LL 10000.00000 10000.00000 NONE 1.03580 
18 LAMD1 UL NONE 54.91546-
19 LRU~ 1 BS 320.00000- 320.00000 NONE 
20 ALJM1 LL NONE 84.943-11 
21 CAP 1 UL NONE .69721-
22 [QT 1 LL NONE .64190 
23 CF1 L.L NONE 2.06740 
24 LNTF 1 UL NONE 2.06740-
25 MARE 1 UL NONE .67092-
26 MACC1 LL NONE 1.39648 
27 TAX I 1 UL NONE .33219-
28 TAXP1 UL NONE 3.01990-
29 ILMI 1 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5·100. 00000 .33219-
30 ll.M21 BS 744. 18400 1355.81600 NONE 2100.00000 
31 ll.M31 BS 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 
32 IL~M 1 BS 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 
33 ILM51 BS 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 
34 ILM61 BS 4200.00000 NOME 4200.00000. 
35 ILM71 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 
36 IU~81 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
37 1LM91 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
38 IL 101 BS 10600.00000 N:JNE 10600.00000 
39 IL 111 BS 1~200.00000 NrJNE 14200.00000 
40 IL 121 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
41 IL 131 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
-12 IL 141 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
43 GPSR1 BS 16969.60000 16969.60000- NONE NONE 
44 GPTR1 LL NONE .00020 
45 DESR1 BS 11978.73935 11978.73935- NONE NONE 
46 OE TR 1 UL NONE .00020-
47 NITS1 BS 4990.86065 -1990.86065- NONE NONE 
48 NI TT1 LL NONE .00020 
49 TA-P1 BS 81. 86024 81.86024- NONE NONE 
00 
00 
NUMGER .. ROW. AT - - .ACT I VI rv - SLACK M:T!V!TY .. LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
50 NATS1 BS ~ 909 -000.11 4909.00041- Nm-!E 1-:0NE 
5 1 tJA TT 1 LL NONE .00020 
52 CABS! BS NDf~E NOtJE 
53 MAB$1 BS 20·1'.j6 00000 20456.00000- NOf~E NONE 
54 OABS1 BS 15G53.00000 15653.00000- NONE NONE 
5~ ALGS1 BS 4099.20000 4099.20000- NOtlE IJONE 
56 LAllS 1 BS 97673.60000 97673.60000- NONE NONE 
57 HVR1 BS 27202.00000 27202.00GOO- NONE NONE 
SG TAES I BS 169871 .00000 1698 7 1 . 00000- NONE NONE 
59 SDBS1 BS 7688.82236 7688 - 8221.0- NONE NOt~E 
60 IDP.S 1 ES 17121.02683 17121.02.Jt:J- NJNE NONE 
G1 LDES1 ES 29327.75378 29327 - 75378- !'<ONE NONE 
62 TOES 1 BS 54137.00297 54137.60297- NONE NONE 
63 R/EEJ1 BS 109932 -8004 1 109932.80041- NONE NONE 
G-l R/ET1 LL NONE .00010 
65 fl/EL 1 BS 4099.20000 4099.20000- NONE NONE 
66 R/ES1 BS 114032.00041 114032.00041- NONE NONE 
G7 L t.M:J2 UL NONE 42.02468-
GS Li~U-.12 BS 320.00000- 320.00000 NONE 
69 /..UM~ LL NONE 43.80319 
70 CAP2 UL NONE .68851-
7 1 EOT2 l L rJONE .64190 
72 Cf2 LL NONE 1 - 7 1884 
73 LNTF2 UL NONE 1.69897-
74 MARE2 UL NONE .70557-
75 MA<:C2 ll. NONE .91671 
~ 76 L\.<. 12 UL NONE 
·17 TA>.1'2 UL NONE 2.62604-
78 !LM12 BS 5228. 80648 171.10352 NUNE 5-W0.00000 
79 ILM22 BS 2100. 00000 NONE 2100.00000 
80 I I M32 BS 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 
81 I LM·l 2 BS 4300.00000 tJONE 4300.00000 
82 ILM'o2 BS 4100.00000 NONE 4100.0QOCO 
BJ ILMG2 BS 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 
84 I L;-172 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4400.0COGO 
es I LMll2 BS 5300 _ oo-.:ioo NONE 5300.000GO 
8G I l ~19 ~ BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
87 IL 102 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
80 IL 112 BS 1-1200 -00000 NONE 14200.00000 
89 IL 122 BS 25600.GOOOO NONE 25600.00000 
90 ll.132 BS 23600.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
91 11.1·12 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
92 GFSR2 BS 16969.60000 16969.60000- NONE NOrJE 
93 GPTR2 LL NONE .00020 
f.1·1 OE~R2 BS 12455.50773 12455.50773- NONE NONE 
95 OETR2 UL NONE .00020-
96 NITS2 BS 4514.09227 4514 .09227- NONE NONE 
97 N l ff 2 LL NONE .00020 
98 TA-P2 BS NONE NONE 
99 NATS2 BS 4514.09227 4514.09227- NONE NONE 
100 NATT2 LL NONE .00020 00 
'° 
NUMBER ... ROW .. AT . . . ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
101 CABS2 BS NONE NONE 
102 MAllS2 BS 20456.00000 2045G.OOOOO- NONE NON.E 
103 0118$2 BS 15653.00000 15G53.0000U- NONE NONE 
104 ALGS2 ES 8361 .GCOOO 8361 . 60000- ~ONE NOl~E 
105 LA"S2 BS 9'7G73.6COOO 97673.60000- NONE NONE 
106 t1VR2 BS 27202.00000 27202.00000- NONE NONE 
107 TllBS2 BS 174133.40000 174133.40000- NONE NONE 
108 SOES2 BS 12453.58378 12453.58378- NONE NONE 
109 IDBS2 BS 13641. 99125 13641.99125- NONE NONE 
t 10 LOES2 BS 32814.02838 32814.02838- NONE NONE 
111 TOES2 BS 58909.60341 58909.60341- NONE NONE 
112 R/ER2 BS 104446.89268 104446.89268- NONE NONE 
113 R/ET2 LL NONE .00010 
11·1 R/EL2 BS 8361 .60000 836 1 . 60000- NONE NONE 
115 R/ES2 BS 112808.49268 112808.49268- NONE NONE 
11G Lf.N03 UL NONE 37.03500-
117 LREN3 BS 342.08319- 342.08319 NONE 
118 llUM3 LL NONE 34. 12181 
119 CllP3 UL NONE .62893-
120 EQT3 LL NONE .64190 
121 Cf-3 LL NONE 1.43200 
122 UJ1 F3 UL NONE 1. 311741-
123 MJIRE3 UL NONE .57449-
12.1 MllCC3 LL NONE .53G72 
125 T.\f. I 3 UL NONE .09588-
126 TAYP3 UL NONE .87166-
127 IL 1-113 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .09588-
128 ILM73 BS 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 
129 ILM33 BS 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 
130 ILM·13 BS 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 
131 I LM53 BS 4100.00000 NOtJE 4100.00000 
132 llr.163 BS 4 200. 000•}0 NONE 4200.00000 
133 ILM73 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4 ·I 00 . 00000 
134 I LM83 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
135 ILM93 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
13G IL F)J BS 10600. 00000 NONE 10600.00000 
137 !L 113 RS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
13fl 11. t 23 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
139 11.133 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
140 IL143 BS 53000.00000 • NONE 53000.00000 
14 1 GPSR3 BS 18140.67133 18140.67133- NONE NONE 
142 GPTRJ LL NONE .00020 
1·13 OESRJ BS 13468.84352 13468.84352- NONE NONE 
144 OETR3 UL NONE .00020-
145 NITS3 BS 4671. 82781 4671. &2781- NONE NONE 
146 NITT3 LL NONE .00020 
147 Tt.-P3 BS NONE NONE 
148 NATS3 BS 4671. 82781 4671.82781- NONE NONE 
149 NATT3 LL NONE .00020 
150 CABS3 BS NONE NONE 
151 MABS3 BS 21867.66764 21867.66764- NONE NONE ID 0 
NUMBER .. ROW .. AT ... ACT IV!TY .. SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER L!M!T. .. UPPER llM!T . . DUAL ACT I V!TV 
152 OAR SJ BS 15653.00000 15653.00000- N0''1: NONE 
153 ALGS3 BS 12795.20000 12795.20000- NONE NCNE 
154 LMcSJ 85 11041-1.r,1137 110414.61137- NONE NONE 
155 Hvrn BS 27202. 00000 27202.00000- NONE NONE 
1 ~6 TAES3 BS 187932.47901 187932.47901- NONE NONE 
157 SPf.53 BS 17308.06501 17308.06501- NONE NONE 
158 IOBS3 BS 9674.97080 9674.97080- NONE NONE 
tS9 LDfS3 BS 45643.99611 45643.99611- NONE NONE 
1CO TIJ[53 BS 72627.03192 72627.03192- NONE NONE 
16 I R/£B3 BS 99118. 72049 99118. 72049- NONE NONE 
162 R/ET3 LL NONE .00010 
163 R/EL3 BS 12795.20000 12795.20000- NONE NONE 
1G4 l~/ES3 BS 111913.92049 111913.92049- NONE NONE 
165 LM icJ.1 UL NONE 30.21363-
1GG LRErH BS 444. 13930- 444. 13930 NONE 
167 AUM·I LL NONE 52.47744 
168 CAP4 UL NONE .57085-
1G9 EQT4 LL NONE .64190 
170 Cr4 LL NONE 1. 20537 
171 LNTF4 UL NONE 1.13956-
172 MARE·l UL NONE .45S32-
173 M~CC,1 LL NONE . 17495 
17.1 LU J.1 lJL NONE .:24339-
115 TA/f'.l Ul. NONE 2.02827-
176 It M 1.1 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5·100. 00000 .24339-
177 !U~24 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .02028-
178 I LM1·1 BS 40.39043 2059.60957 NONE 2100.00000 
179 ILM·l4 BS 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 
180 I LM5·l BS 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 
181 It M<i 1 8S 4200 00000 NONE 4 :too . 00000 
182 llf-174 BS 4400.00000 NON[ 4400.00000 
183 !LM84 B·s 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
184 !LM94 B5 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
185 IL 10·1 BS 10600 00000 NONE 10600.00000 
18G l L 114 EJS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
187 l LI 24 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
188 ILl34 es 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
18'3 IL 14·1 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
1:30 GPSt«l BS 23552.70716 23552 70716- NONE NONE 
I 'J 1 GP T fl·1 LL NONE .00020 
192 OESR·I P.S 16374. 75468 16374.7?468- NONE NONE 
193 OETR4 UL Nm<E .00020-
194 NI l 54 BS 7177. 95248 7177. 95246- NONE NONE 
195 Nlll4 LL NONE .00020 
196 T h-P•I BS 235.84685 235.84685- NONE NONE 
1'.l7 NATS4 BS 69'12. 10563 6942. 10563- NONE NONE 
198 NATT4 LL NONE .00020 
199 CABS4 BS NONE NONE 
200 MASS4 cs 28391.60485 28391. 60485- NONE NONE 
201 OAB54 BS 15653.00000 15653 00000- NONE NONE 
202 ALGS4 BS 17722. 90829 17722.90829- NONE NONE \{) ,_... 
NUMBER . ROW .. AT . . ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
20J LA654 BS 1486·12. 79129 1486-12. 79129 - NONE NONE 
204 HVR4 BS 27 202. O·'.JOOO 27202.00COO- NONE Not<E 
::rJ') T ABS·I BS 237612. 304·13 237612. 30-143- NONE NONE 
:,;():~ SfJP.54 BS 19724. 311303 19724.31803- NONE Nu NE 
20·1 T[)P,5.1 BS 515·1.-10323 515-1. 40323- NONE ~JOtJE 
2(;8 LD[ S·l BS 9·1052. 60848 94052.60848- NONE NONE 
20'l rcn. ~14 ClS 118931. 32975 118931. 32975- NONE NONE 
210 R/Ul·I BS 96060. 826•12 96060.8:?612- NONE NONE 
2 I 1 R.1 r r 4 LL NONE .00010 
2U R/El 4 fiS 17722.90829 17722.90829- NONE NONE 
213 R/f S·l es 113783. 73441 113783.73441- NONE NONE 
:?1·1 L t.rjQ5 UL NONE 82.06955-
215 l Rf tJ5 RS 1079. 10435- 1079.10435 NONE 
21G AUM5 LL NONE 34.20761 
217 C.~P5 UL NONE .51583-
218 E IJ T 5 LL NONE . 6-1190 
2 l'l Cf5 LL NONE 1.03570 
2 '.!() UHl'5 lJI. NDtJE . 94·100-
221 MM~[ 5 lJL NotJE .08571-
2:1:J M/,(C5 LL NONE .07477 
2::1 f A:< 15 UL NGr<E .42744-
2 Y·I T 11;...r5 UL NONE 1.81940-
))~ ILM15 UI 5-100. 00000 NONE 5400.00000 .42744-
22G I I 1-1J5 lJL 2 100 (10000 NONE 2100.00000 .22731-
2JI I\ M'.l~; UI. 2100.00000 NQtjE 2100.00000 . 20911-
22tl I I M·15 UL •1300. 00000 NONE 4300.00000 . 17272-
22'l 11 r.1'.)5 UL •I 1 00 . 00000 NONE 4100.00000 .13634-
2:J1) I l t.,G5 UL 4200 00000 NONE 4200.00000 .09995-
231 1 t e115 UL 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 .02717-
232 ILM85 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
'.' JJ Tl M95 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
234 ILI05 BS 10600.00000 Nu NE 10600.00000 
2]:.J IL I 15 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
2JG I l 125 flS 25GOO.OOOOO NONF. 25600.00000 
231 l L 1 :l~l BS 23800.00000 NmJE 23800.0COOO 
238 IL 1.15 BS 53000.00000 NmJE 53000.00000 
:n3 GPSf~5 BS 51224. 90:l7o 57224.90370- NONE NONE 
2·10 Gf' T R5 LL NONE .00020 
2·1 I OF') r- ~1 cs 2766G.25600 27666.25600- NONE NONE 
2 -12 OE i 1i5 UL NONE .00020-
2-l) NIT 55 BS 29558.64770 29558.64770- NONE NONE 
2 ·1 ·l NI rT5 l.L NONE .00020 
2~5 TA-P5 BS 3465.00000 3465.00000- NONE NONE 
2·Hi NATS5 BS 26093.64770 26093.64770- NOnE NOME 
247 WITTS LL NONE .00020 
2·18 CABS5 BS NOME NONE 
2·19 M,\flS5 BS 6898 I. 74560 G0981. 74560- NONE NONE 
250 OACS5 BS 15653.00000 1 sosJ. ooc100- NONE NONE 
251 ALGS5 BS 2-1340. 58388 24340.5'3388- NONE NONE 
252 LABS5 BS 396002.95056 396002.95056- NONE NONE 
'° 253 HVR5 BS 27202.00000 27202.00000- NONE NONE N 
NUMBER .ROW. AT . . ACTIVITY ... 
254 TA8S5 8'; 5J2180 28005 
255 SOflS5 cl~; 
LSG 108S5 ll" 
2'37 LDfS5 l~ :) 38<iG·l J. 61509 
258 TDES5 r.s 3ilf6 .. 3.61509 
259 R/Ee5 BS 1121!j 1. 47383 
260 R/ET5 ~L 
261 R/[L5 BS 2-10 lO. 08308 
262 R/ES5 BS 1300:35 05771 
263 USER1 UL 80.00000 
264 USER2 IJL 80.00000 
2c,~ USER3 UL 80.00000 
266 USER4 UL 80.00000 
267 USER5 UL 80.00000 






































NUMllER .COLUMNS i\ T ... ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
268 CEO BS 529.00000 NONE 
2G3 oEr.o BS 15653.00000 NONE 
270 LOW NO BS 160.00000 610.46600 NONE 
271 HVO BS 27202.00000 NONE 
272 BIO BS 20173. 00000 .40616- NONE 
273 P.LO BS 27971.00000 1. 37 140- NONE 
2 7 .J t.!ACBO BS 17323.00000 .24543- NONE 
275 RE-TO BS 115023.80000 NONE 
276 ETO BS 97944.55000 NONE 
277 CtJ- T 1 BS 10000.00000 NONE 
278 CN-T2 BS 10000 . 00000 NONE 
279 CN-T3 BS 10000 00000 NONE 
280 CN-T4 BS 10000 . 00000 NONE 
281 CN 15 BS 10000.00000 NONE 
282 W01 BS 25.51000 NONE 
281 WR! LL 2.55000- NOtJE 24.28705-
28-1 C01 BS 80.00000 82.67000 NONE 
28S CRI LL 14.49000 NOtJE 137.51985-
28G A01 BS 80.00000 119.34000 NONE 
287 G01 l.L 45.58090- NONE 43.70194-
2!38 r.R I LL 59.87000- NONE 29. 10672-
289 HC1 LL 63.37000 NONE 71.48956-
290 CF·· EI LL NONE 1. 42550-
291 BS1 BS 3610. 40000 . 13330- NONE 
292 LB1 LL 610.46600 NONE 21.13570-
29:J BL1 BS 1435.07258 1. 24340- NOtff 
29·1 MAPU1 BS 616-1.52500 NONE 
295 Bl I LL .56034- NONE . 17813-
296 MJ\CB1 BS 20456.00000 NONE 
297 CF-Fl BS 4729.45242 NONE 
298 ET 1 BS 89007.21024 NOtlE 
299 TEST 1 BS 7688.82236 .09070- NUl-iE 
300 CE 1 LL NOr~E .34856-
301 I TE 11 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
302 I f821 BS 744.18400 NOtJE 
303 11 P.31 LL NOIJE .03020-
30-1 l Tr.·l I LL NONE .09060-
305 11n:i1 LL NONE . 15099-
306 liCG1 LL NONE . 21139-
307 I TB7 I LL NONE .33219-
30fl I TflEJ 1 LL NONE .42279-
309 I H391 LL NONE .51338-
310 IT 101 LL NOtJE .66438-
311 IT 111 LL NONE .81537-
312 IT 121 L.L NDfJE .93617-
313 IT 13 1 LL NONE 1.0')677-
314 IT 141 LL NONE 1.14756-
315 IT 151 LL NONE 1.17776-
316 ITAXP BS 81 .86024 .95230- NONE 
'° .i:--
NUMB LR . COLUMNS AT _.ACTIVITY. .. INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT. . . UPPER LIMIT. . REDUCED COST . 
317 GP ll BS 1 G'JG9 60000 NONE 
3,3 OE-T1 BS 11978.73935 NONE 
319 NB-Tl BS 4990.86065 NONE 
320 NI -T 1 BS 4909.00041 .00010 NONE 
321 RE-Tl BS 109932. 8004 1 NONE 
322 WCJ2 LL 24.30000 NONE 20.41G01-
323 WR2 LL 2.43000- Nllr-<E 55.78150-
324 C02 BS 80.00000 78. 7-1000 !JONE 
;;2s CR2 LL 13.80000 NONE 145.99873-
32G A02 BS 80 00000 113.66000 NONE 
327 G02 LL 43.41040- NOf~E 120.01454-
3?8 GR2 LL 57.01580- NONE 91. 59526-
329 HC2 BS GO. 35240 NONE 
3:-iO CF-E2 LL NO~<E 1 .07695-
311 BS2 BS 3610.40000 . 12690- NONE 
J]2 LP. 2 LL 610.46600 NONE 4.57648-
JJ3 r:1_ 2 BS 3579.80000 1. 12080- NONE 
331 t.1:-PU2 BS 3579.80000 .07669 NONE 
:ns C!~ LL .66869- NONE . 17767-
33G r.1.\Cfl2 8S 20456.00000 NONE 
337 er - ; 2 LL NONE .36843-
J:l8 fl:> BS 825B6.25157 ~ntJE 
339 IEST2 BS 12453.58378 .08640- NONE 
3-10 cu LL NONE .28685-
3-11 I l fl 12 BS 5228.80648 NONE 
3-12 l lf\?2 LL NOf;E .?AqF.6-
:J-13 l 1 B32 LL NCtJE .31513-
3-1-1 I TE·l2 LL NONE .3G7G5-
3-15 1 rns2 LL NONE .42017-
3-lG l 18G2 LL NOi~i' .47269-
3.17 11 B72 LL NONE _'j7773-
3~8 I TB82 LL t<ONE .65G51-
3·19 I l p,g2 LL NONE .73:029-
3~)0 IT 102 LL NONE .8665~-
35 t IT I 12 LL NDr~E .99790-
3~2 IT 122 LL 1'0NE 1. 10294-
J'13 I l 132 LL NOME 1. 18 172-
3~h1 I 1 1-12 LL Nor~E 1.28676-
3~,5 l 1 152 LL NONE 1. 31302-
3S6 !TA~P2 BS .90700- NONE 
357 GP-T2 BS 1'3969.60000 NONE 
3G8 OE-T2 BS 124!::5.50773 NONE 
359 Ml-T2 BS 4514.09227 NONE 
360 NI-T2 BS 4514 .09227 .00010 NONE 
3G1 RE-·T2 BS 104446.89268 NONE 
3G2 W03 LL 23.14000 NOME 20.53587-
1G3 WR3 LL 2.32000- NONE 48. 3•l 199-
3G-i C03 BS 85.52080 74.99000 NONE 
365 Cll3 LL 13. 14000 NONE 120.49498-
366 ADJ BS 85.52080 108.25000 NONE 
367 G03 LL 41.34320- NONE 108.08914-
'° Lil 
NUMBER .COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
3G8 Gf<3 LL 45. 56010- NONE 95.31572-
3G9 HC3 ES 57.78500 NONE 
370 CF-E3 LL NONE .79010-
371 BS3 BS 3859.55354 . 12090- NONE 
37::> LBJ BS 11 .04159 610.46600 Not·IE 
373 BL3 ES 12945.27901 1 .00060- NONE 
374 MAPU3 BS 4991. 46764 .27620 NONE 
375 Bl3 LL .73813- NONE . 17734-
316 MACl33 BS 21867.66764 NONE 
377 CF-F3 LL NONE .04459-
378 ET3 BS 73755 .47735 NOtlE 
379 TES f3 BS 17308.06501 .08230- NONE 
380 CE3 LL NONE .22663-
38 1 I re 13 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
3B2 I I 823 BS NONE 
383 I 11333 LL Nor•E .00872-
38·1 l 1843 LL NONE .02615-
385 I TB53 LL NONE .0·1358-
38\l I ICG3 LL NONE .06102-
JF.7 111373 LL NONE .09588-
:J8a I Hl83 LL NONE .12203-
JflC) I I fl:l3 LL NONE . 148 18-
3~() I I tOJ l L NONE . 19176-
3') t I I 113 LL NOriE .23535-
3r)2 IT 123 LL NONE .27021-
3')3 IT 133 LL NOf<E .29636-
39·1 11143 LL NONE .33123-
3~J5 If 153 LL NONE .33995-
3'16 ITAXP3 LL .86380- NONE 1.42434-
3q7 GP·T3 BS 18140.67133 NONE 
3")8 Oc · T3 BS 13.168. 84352 NONE 
3')9 rm-r3 ES 4671.82781 NONE 
400 NI --T3 BS 4671.82781 .00010 NONE 
401 RE-T3 ES 99118. 72049 NotJE 
402 WO·I BS 22.04000 NONE 
·103 WR4 LL 2.20000- NOtlE 22.38171-
4C·I C04 ES 111 .03·183 7 1. 42000 NONE 
405 CR4 LL 12. 51000 NONE 97.58820-
-lCG AO·I BS 111 .03483 103.09000 NONE 
.101 GO cl LL 39.37-150- NONE 33.80497-
.:c;-8 Gl!4 LL 51.71510- NONE 30.36458-
409 HC4 LL 54.74260 NONE 52.00367-
410 CF-E4 LL NONE .56347-
.j 1 1 BS-1 BS 5011 .00167 . 11520- NONE 
412 Lg4 BS 51.02806 610.46600 NONE 
413 Bi.·1 BS 48578.95897 .89100- NONE 
-1 t 4 MAPU4 BS 10350.77905 .50929 NONE 
415 Bl4 LL . 77468- NONE . 16882-
416 MACB-1 BS 28391. 60485 NONE 
4 17 CF-F4 LL NONE .06581-
418 ET4 BS 58046.62665 NONE l.D 
°' 
NUMEF.R .COLUMNS AT _.ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
.JU 1EST4 ElS 19724.31803 .07840- NONE 
420 CE ·I LL NONE . 1G967-
421 I TB 14 13S 5400.00000 • NONE 
422 l l B24 BS 2100.00000 NOfJ[ 
423 l 1 EJ-1 BS 40.39043 NOfJE 
42-·I I f ll-14 LL NONE .04057-
4?5 I 1 fl54 LL NONE .08113-
-12G ITB64 LL NONE . 12170-
4?. I I TB14 LL NONE .20283-
-1:•1 l TF.8-1 LL NONE .26367-
·l:"l ! 1E9·1 LL NONE .32452-
430 I I 10-1 LL NONE .42594-
-131 IT 1 1 ·I LL NONE .52735-
-112 IT 12•1 LL NONE .60848-
433 IT 134 LL NONE .66933-
43-1 IT 14·1 LL NONE .75046-
-135 IT 154 LL NONE .77074-
-136 l i AXP·I ES 235. 8·1685 82270- NONE 
431 GP-14 BS 23552.70716 NONE 
-J:lil OE-14 BS 16374.754G8 NONE 
4]9 tJil - T 4 BS 7 177. 952-18 NONE 
4-10 NI - l 4 BS 6942. 10563 .00010 NOtJE 
4-11 RE-14 BS 96060.82612 NOtJE 
-1-12 wos LL 20.99000 NOtJE 41.04825-
4-1 J wr~5 BS 2. 10000- NOtJE 
-1-14 C05 BS 26:3.77609 68.02000 NONE 
4.15 CR5 LL 11.92000 NONE 17.59615-
4-16 ADS BS 269.77609 98. 18000 NONE 
4-17 G05 LL 37.49960- NONE 86.88582-
-1-lfl GR5 LL 49 25250- NONE 25.69606-
-1-IJ llC5 LL 52. 13580 NONE 27.72961-
450 cr-E5 LL NONE .39380-
4SI 855 BS 121'/4.99483 . 10970- NONE 
452 LE5 BS 317.48252 610.46600 NONE 
453 BL5 BS 292918. 83087 .78353- NONE 
4:'J--1 MAi-'U5 BS 45558.67160 .78353 NONE 
.1:,5 Bi5 LL . 78353- NONE . 16047-
•1:-J6 M.\Cl'5 llS 68981. 745GO NONE 
~l '.i 7 ( ( ~) LL NONE . 1.03570-
·l'";8 Cl' - I 5 LL NJNE .09170-
·1""i9 H515 LL . 90110- NONE .50733·· 
~GO ! lll 15 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
461 I TB:.?5 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
462 I TB35 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
4G3 I TB-15 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
46·1 11855 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
4C5 I T£lG5 BS 4200.00000 NONE 
-~ t>G I Ttl75 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
•1(,7 ITB85 LL NONE .02741-
4G8 I TBCJ5 LL NONE .08199- '° 469 IT105 LL NONE . 17296- '-.I 
NUMilER . COLUMNS AT 
:'.'10 I I 1 15 LL 
~17 1 IT 125 LL 
·172 IT 1J5 LL 
-173 ITHS l L 
474 IT 1 ~>5 LL 
-175 ITAXP5 BS 
476 GP-TS BS 
477 OE-TS BS 
478 NB-TS BS 
479 NI-TS BS 
4&0 CM-TO LL 
481 RE-TS BS 




295S8. 64 770 
26093. 6-1770 .00010 
112154.47383 .00010 























INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE 320 ACRE SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP 
99 
NUMBER .. ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY .. SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 OB.JI BS 283404.50907 283404.50907- NONE NONE 1.00000 
2 0£3.12 BS 250563.01946 250563.01946- NONE. NONE 
3 0El.J3 BS 89122.419-15 89122.41945- NONE NONE 
4 CAirH UL 1·15,.00000 NONE 14S 1 .00000 2.46724-
5 OA !MT EQ 31l575.00000 38575.00000 38575.00000 .59255-
6 HVINT EO 53.110. 00000 53410.00000 53410.00000 .59255-
7 MA!NT UL 37820.00000 N01'E 37820.00000 1.91024-
B LAINT UL 320.00000 NONE 320.00000 12 1 4 . 30 13 1 -
9 !DINT LL 38135 00000 38135.00000 NONE 2.99621 
10 LDINT LL 61602.00000 61602.00000 NONE 2.82370 
1 1 REINT LL NONE .59255 
12 AVE QT LL NONE .59245 
1'.l CIJCO 1 LL 15000 00000 15000.00000 NONE 1.6J479 
1 ·1 CNC02 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE 1. 61481 
15 CIK03 LL 15000. 00000 15000.00000 NONE 1.37!>21 
16 CIJr:04 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE 1. 18178 
17 0JC05 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE 1. 03395 
18 LMID1 UL NONE 55.59666-
19 LREN1 BS 716.97427- 716.97427 NONE 
20 AUM1 LL NONE 01.59-166 
2 I (/,p 1 UL NONE .63103-
22 EQT1 LL NONE . 592•15 
23 cr1 LL NDi'JE 1. 89469 
24 UJT F 1 UL NON.E 1. 8946S-
25 MARE1 UL NONE .56561-
2G MACC1 L l. NONE 1. 32908 
27 TAX I 1 UL NONE .45555-
28 fAXP1 UL NONE 2.84719-
29 I LM 11 ljL 5 ·100 . 00000 NONE 5400 00000 .45555-
30 \Ll-121 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 14236-
31 ILM31 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 11389-
32 ILM41 UL 4300.00000 tJor·JE 4300.00000 .05694-
33 IU-151 ES 1004.76712 3095.23288 NONE 4100.00000 
34 11t.'.C1 BS 4:>00.00000 NONE 4200.00000 
35 I l M11 Fr ,:, 4 .lQ(1 . coooo NONE 4400.00000 
36 Jl.M81 ES 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
37 IUU1 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
3fl IL 101 ES 10GOO.OOOOO NONE 10600.00000 
39 IL 11 1 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
40 IL 12 : BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
4 1 IL 131 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
42 ll.141 BS 53000.00000 NONE 5 3000 . 0000') 
43 Gf'·'.;R 1 BS 38021. 14532 38021. 14532- NO~.JE NONE 
,14 GPTl<l LL NONE .00020 
45 OtSRl BS 28827.64554 28827.64554- NONE NON~ 
46 OE Ti< 1 UL NONE .00020-
47 NITS1 BS 9193.49977 9193.49977- NONE NONE 
48 NITT 1 LL NOt'E .00020 




NUMBER . ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
50 IJA f'> 1 BS 7947.73703 7947.73703- NO~JE NONE 
51 W,TT1 LL f'!Of'iE .00020 
52 CAl3S1 BS NOUE NOIJE 
53 MABS1 BS 45832.57994 45032.57994- NOl~E NONE 
54 OAl3S1 13S 38575.00000 38575.00000- NONE NONE 
55 ALGS1 BS 0198.40000 8198.40000- NONE NONE 
56 LABS1 BS 220979.63051 220979.63051- NONE NONE 
57 HVR1 BS 53410.00000 53410.00000- NONE NONE 
58 TABS1 BS 376570.01046 376570.01046- NONE NONE 
59 SDRS1 BS 38075. 11568 38075. 11568- NONE NONE 
GO !DBS 1 BS 32365.55585 32365.55585- NONE NONE 
61 LDES1 BS 61429.51440 61429.51440- NONE NONE 
62 lO[S 1 BS 131870. 18593 131870. 18593- NONE NONE 
63 R/EB 1 BS 229388.33703 229388.33703- NONE NONE 
64 R/Ef1 LL NONE .00010 
65 R/EL1 BS 8198.40000 8198.40000- NONE NONE 
66 R/ES1 BS 237586.73703 237586.73703- NONE NONE 
67 LAN02 UL NONE 32.23004-
68 l.REN2 BS 716.97427- 716.97427 NONE 
69 AUM2 LL NONE 34.28370 
·10 CAP2 UL NONE .59978-
71 EC)f2 LL NONE .59245 
72 CF2 LL NONE 1. 614 7 1 
73 LI J1F2 UL NONE 1. 59111-
7.1 MARE2 UL NONE .58851-
75 MACC2 LL NONE .92591 
76 TAXl2 UL NONE .35307-
77 TAXP2 UL NOME 2.52191-
70 I Ll·l 12 UL 54GO.OOOOO NONE 5·100. 00000 .35307-
·19 !Lr.122 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .07566-
BO ILM32 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .05044-
61 ILM-12 BS 426.60257 3873.3!)743 NONE 4300.00000 
82 ILl.152 BS 4100.00000 NIJNE 4100.00000 
8:J I Ll-16 2 BS 4200 00000 NONE 4200.00000 
8·1 I Ll.172 BS 4 -100 . 00000 NONE 4 •100 . 00000 
85 ILMB2 BS 5300.000CO NONE 5300.00000 
86 !LM!J2 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
87 IL 102 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600. 00000 
88 IL 112 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
89 IL 122 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600 00000 
go IL 132 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
91 IL. 1~2 BS 53000.00CJOO NONE 53000.00000 
92 G?Sll2 BS 38021. 14532 38021. 14532- NONE NONE 
93 GPTR2 LL NONE .00020 
94 OESR2 BS 28635. 16787 28635. 16787- NONE NONE 
g5 OETP.2 UL NONE .00020-
96 NITS2 BS 9385.97744 9385.97744- MDME NONE 
97 NITT2 LL NrJ~<E .00020 
98 TA-P2 BS 542.72436 542.72436- NONE NC•;E 
99 NATS2 BS 8843.25308 68~3. 25308·· NONE· NONE 




fJUMBER .. ROW. AT . . . ACT !VITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
101 Ct~P.S2 BS NONE NONE 
102 MftBS2 BS 45fl32. 5799.1 45832.!;7'194- NONE NONE 
103 O.\B S 2 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NONE NONE 
i (] ~1 AIGS2 BS 177·18. ·19722 17748 .. 197:2- NONE NONE 
105 LAES2 BS 220979 63051 220979.63051- NONE NONE 
106 HVR2 BS 53410.00000 53410.00000- NONt: NONE 
107 l.1".852 BS 3BG 120. 10768 386120.107(;;8- NOl·!E NONE 
108 S!JBS2 BS 42345.94988 42345.94988- NONE NOfJE 
109 !DllS2 BS 25788.79375 25788.79375- NONE NOr<E 
110 '-DES2 BS 69253.08949 69253. 089·19- NONE NONE 
111 TDES2 BS 137387.83312 137387.83312- NONE NONE 
112 R/Et12 BS 223231.59012 223231.59012- NCtJE NONE 
I 13 R/E T2 LL NONE .00010 
114 R/EL2 BS 17748.49722 17748. 49722- NONE NONE 
115 11/E 52 BS 240980.08734 240900.08734- NONE NONE 
116 Lt.ri03 UL NONE 30.85928-
I 17 IRFrfl BS 833.53685- 833.53685 NONE 
118 ftU~.D LL NOIJE 28.02908 
119 c1.r3 UL NONE .56012-
120 ((JI :l LL NONE .59245 
12 1 CFJ LL NONE 1. 3751 I 
122 LNlF 3 UL NONE 1 . 32366-
123 t.~ARr 3 UL NONE .49261-
124 w.:c3 LL NOf'E .55-185 
1~5 TAXl3 UL r-.!C~JE .35394-
126 1 f~XP3 UL NONE 2.23911-
127 JLM13 UL 5·100. 00000 NONE 5400.00000 .35394-
128 I LM23 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 10764-
129 I LM:33 UL 2 100 . 000<)0 NONE 2100.00000 .08524-
13CJ I 1.M·13 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .04046-
131 I l M53 t3S 4100.00000 NDrJE 4100.00000 
132 ILMG3 BS 4200.00000 NOtJE 4200. (•0000 
133 I l M13 BS 4400.00000 t<ONE 4400.00000 
13-l I Lt·HJ.3 ns 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
L:!S 11 t.: J1 ES 5'.JOO.OOCOO NONE 5300.00000 
13G 11. 103 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
1J7 IL 113 6S 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
138 IL 123 85 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
139 IL 133 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
140 IL10 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
14 1 GPSR3 BS 44202.45931 44202.45931- NONE NONE 
142 c.rTR3 LL NONE .00020 
1·13 OESR3 BS 30392.74334 30392.74334- NONE NONE . 
1.14 OETR3 UL NONE .00020-
145 NI 153 BS 13809.71596 13809.71596- NONE NONE 
1,16 NllTJ LL NONE .00020 
H7 TA-PJ BS 1085.00000 1085.00000- NONE NONE 
1 ·lil NATS3 BS 12724.71596 12724.71596- NONE NOIJE 
149 NATTJ LL NONE .00020 
150 CABS3 es NONE NCNE ...... 
0 151 MA8S3 BS 53283.84332 53283.84332- NONE NONE N 
JMl3ER ROW. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACT! V ITV .. LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
152 OABS3 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NONE NONE 
153 Al.GSJ BS 27682.17567 27682. 17567- NONE NONE 
154 LABS3 BS 272536.96031 272536.96031- NONE NONE 
155 HVRJ as 53410.00000 53410.00000- NONE NONE 
156 TAloS3 BS 445487.97930 445487.97930- NONE NONE 
157 SOOS3 BS 42947. 8·1346 42947.84346- NONE NONE 
1tl8 IDBS3 HS 19289.54600 18289.54600- NONE NONE 
159 LDES3 BS 126·163. 75899 126463.75899- NONE NONE 
160 TDES3 BS 187701. 14845 187701. 14845- NONE NONE 
161 R/EllJ BS 220956.30609 220956.30608- NONE NONE 
162 R/E T3 LL NONE .00010 
163 R/EL3 BS 27682.17567 27682. 17567- NONE NONE 
164 R/ESJ BS 248638.48175 248638.48175- NONE NONE 
165 LMJ04 UL NONE 26.05910-
166 LREN4 BS 1295.49357- 1295.49357 NONE 
167 AUM·I LL NONE 45.82701 
168 CAP4 UL NONE .51515-
169 EQT4 LL NONE .592<15 
170 CF4 LL NONE 1.18168 
17 1 UJl F4 UL NONE 1. 10680-
172 MARE4 UL NONE .39818-
173 MACC4 LL NONE . 19933 
114 TAXl4 UL NONE .44101-
175 1AXP4 UL NONE 2.00·158-
176 I l M 1.1 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 . 44 101-
177 l U~24 UL 2100.00000 NOUE 2100.00000 . 22050-
178 ILM34 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .20046-
179 I LM•14 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 '16037-
180 .I l M54 UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 .12027-
18 1 IL MC,4 UL 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 .08018-
182 I LM14 RS 3250.688'28 1149.31172 NONE 4400.00000 
183 ILMA4 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
184 I l.M'.l4 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
18f., IL104 BS 10600.00000 NOr,: 10600.00000 
136 l L 11•1 BS 14200.00000 NDrJE 14200.00000 
187 IL124 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
188 IL 134 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
189 IL 144 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
190 GPSR·I BS 68700. 024 17 68700.02417- NONE NONE 
191 GPfR4 LL NONE .00020 
192 OE. SR4 BS 41337.73692 41337.73692- NONE NONE 
193 OE TR·! UL NONE .00020-
194 NITS4 BS 27362.28725 27362. 28725- NONE NONE 
195 NI TT4 LL NONE .00020 
19G TA-P4 BS 3212.15142 3212.15142- NONE NONE 
197 N.HS4 BS 24150. 13583 24150.13583- NONE NONE 
198 NATT4 LL NONE .00020 
199 CABS4 BS NONE NONE 
200 MABS4 BS 82814.42664 82814.42664- NONE NONE 
201 0ABS4 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NONE NONE 
....... 
0 
202 ALGS4 BS 39689.27404 39689.27404- NONE NONE w 
NUMBER . . . ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . . DUAL ACTIVITY 
203 LABS4 BS 445576.70846 445576. 708·16- NONE NONE 
204 HVR·l BS 53410.00000 53410.00000- NONE NONE 
2C5 T t.BS4 BS 660065.40914 660065. ·10914- NONE NONE 
20S SOES4 BS 30203.85034 30203.85034- NONE NONE 
207 1DBS4 BS 9743.87385 9743.87385- NONE NONE 
2na LDES4 BS 337913.49469 337913.49469- NOUE NONE 
2c)9 TOE 54 BS 377861. 21889 377861.21889- NONE NONE 
210 R/EB4 BS 230106.44191 230106.44Hi1- NONE NONE 
211 R/ET4 LL NONE .00010 
212 R/EL4 BS 39689.27404 39689.27404- NONE NONE 
213 RI E 5.1 BS 269795.71594 269795.71594- NmJE NONE 
21-'I LM~D5 UL NONE 79.63391-
215 LREN5 BS 2245.31449- 2245.31449 NONE 
:? IG AUM5 LL NONE 27.31980 
217 CAP5 UL NONE .47072-
218 E 'J l 5 LL NONE .59245 
:;> 19 CF5 LL NONE 1. 03385 
2 21) UH f 5 UL NONE .93164-
~:' 1 !'-~ti.RE !J UL NONE .04818-
222 W.CC5 LL NONE .09993 
2~) l A.~ I 5 UL NONE .57124-
2·;_1 T /1..c'P5 UL NONE 1.81755-
2::'.l II M15 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .57124-
~26 ILM25 UL 2100.00000 NOUE 2100.00000 . 3 7 131-
227 11 M35 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .35314-
22:1 I LM·l5 UL 4300.00000 NmJE 4300.00000 .31678-
22') IL f.155 UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 .28043-
;>3·.') ll M65 UL 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 .24408-
2:J 1 ILM75 UL 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 .17138-
232 ll.Wl5 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 . 11685-
~33 I LMJS UL 5300.00000 NUNE 5300.00000 .06233-
23·1 ll.105 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
235 IL 115 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
2:J6 IL 12:; B5 25600.00000 NONE 25600.COOOO 
2'.l7 IL 135 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
238 Il 1-15 llS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
239 GPSR5 BS 119069.02720 119069. 02720- NONE NONE 
2·10 Gr>1R5 LL NONE .00020 
:?·11 DESR5 BS 77338.44965 77338. 4·1965- NONE NONE 
2.12 OETR5 UL NONE .00020-
2·1'.l NI TSS BS 41730.57755 41730.57755- NONE NONE 
2·H N!TT5 LL tJONE .00020 
2·1G TA--P5 BS 627·1.00000 6274. 00000- NONE NONE 
.::!46 tJATS5 EJS 35451:.57755 35-151;. 57755- NONE NONE 
2.17 NAT rs LL NONE .00020 
248 CABS5 BS NONE NONE 
2.19 ~1A855 BS 143531. 72853 143531 .72853- NONE NONE 
250 OABS5 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NOr..Jt: NONE 
251 ALGS5 BS 58992. 12827 58992.12827- NONE NONE ...... 
~S2 LABS5 BS 815593.69256 615593.69256- NONE NONE 0 
2:53 HVR5 BS 53410.00000 5:>410. 00000- NONE NONE 
.p. 
NUMBER ... ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY ... 
254 TABS5 BS 1110102. 54936 
255 SDBS5 BS 
256 I!JBS5 BS 
257 LOES5 BS 7B2044.73971 
258 TDES5 BS 78?04·1. 73974 
259 R/EB5 BS 250563.01946 
260 R/ET5 LL 
261 R/EL5 BS 58992. 12827 
262 R/ES5 BS 309555.14773 
263 USER1 UL 160.00000 
264 USER2 UL 160.00000 
265 USER3 UL 160.00000 
266 USER4 UL 160.00000 
267 USERS UL 160.00000 
SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LI MIT. 






58992. 12827- NONE 































NUMIH R . COLUMNS AT ACTIVITY .. . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
268 CfO BS t-151 .00000 NONE 
269 OEAO BS 38575.00000 NONE 
270 LmHJO BS 320.00000 610.46600 NONE 
271 HVO BS 53410 00000 NONE 
272 BIO BS 38135.00000 .40616- NONE 
273 RLO BS 61'302.00000 1.37140- NONE 
274 M.v:rw BS 37•J20. 000l10 .24543- NONE 
275 RE-TO BS 2:JEA·10. GOOCO !'<ONE 
276 [ 10 BS 20187 2. (0000 NONE 
277 CN-T 1 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
276 C"~ -T 2 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
219 CrJ-TJ BS 15000.00000 NOl'E 
280 CN-T4 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
281 GJ-T5 BS I 5000. 00000 NONE 
2f12 ~/() 1 BS 25.51000 NONE 
233 WR1 LI. 2.55000- NONE 14.88067-
2fl 1 CO I BS 179.24357 32.67000 NONE 
~85 CR1 LL 14. 49000 NONE 115.64003-
2sr; AOI BS 179.24357 119. 3-1000 NONE 
287 G01 LL 45.58090- NONE 30.95409-
288 GR1 LL 59.87000- NOr.Jf 11.23662-
259 HC1 LL 63.37000 NOIJE 74.86995-
no CF-E1 LL NONE 1.30224-
'.'91 BS 1 BS 8089.26215 . 13330- ND!JE 
292 LB1 ES 38.48713 610.46600 NONE 
29:l Ell 1 LL 1.24340- NONt .00080-
294 M,\PU 1 BS 14631. 07994 NrJNE 
295 Bl 1 LL .56034- NO~JE .17437-
296 MACB1 BS 45832.57994 NONE 
297 er -r 1 85 40263.51046 NONf 
298 ET 1 BS 161583.41954 NONE 
2'.l9 TE 5 T 1 BS 38075. 11568 .09070- NONE 
JOO CE 1 LL NONE . 27998-
301 [TB 11 BS 5-100. 00000 NONE 
2G2 I 182 1 IJS 2100.00000 NONE 
301 I I :u 1 BS 2100 00000 IJONE 
30__; ! 1 ll ·11 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
305 I f !35 1 BS 1004.76112 NONE 
JOG 11 B61 LL NONE . .05694-
307 I TR7 1 LL NONE .17083-
308 I I BB 1 LL NONE .25625-
3·J9 I TB91 LL NONE .34166-
310 !f 101 LL NONE .48402-
311 IT 111 LL NONE .62638-
312 IT 12 1 LL NONE .74027-
313 IT 131 LL NONE .8~568-
31-l IT 141 LL NONE .93957-
315 l T 151 LL NONE .96804-
316 ITAXP BS 1245.76274 .95230- NONE ,_. 
0 
°' 
NUMBlR COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST . . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REOUCEO COST . 
3, 7 GP -1 1 BS 3B02 1. 14532 NON~ 
318 OE-Tl [;' 28827. 6·1S54 NONE 
3 1 ~J Ml - r 1 cs 9193.49977 NONE 
320 NI - T 1 ES 7947.73103 .00010 NONE 
32 I RE -T 1 BS 229388. 33703 NO~~E 
322 ~~·02 LL 24.30000 NONE 16.98231-
323 .... R2 LL 2.43000- NONE 48.66934-
32.J C02 BS 179.24357 78.74000 NONE 
325 CR2 LL 13.80000 NONE 123.05806-
326 t.02 BS 179. 24357 113.66000 NONE 
32., G02 LL 43.41040- ~JONE 101.65101-
328 GR2 l.L 57.01~80- tJONE 77.73035-
329 HC2 BS 60.35240 NONE 
:JJo CF-f2 LL NONE 1. 02226-
331 BS2 SS 8089.2G215 . 12690- NONE 
332 LB2 LL 610.40600 NONE 7.309(;3-
333 BL2 BS 8020. 70149 1. 12030- NONE 
334 MAPU2 BS 8020. 70149 .07669 NONE 
335 Bl2 LL .66869- NONE . 17130-
336 MACB2 85 45832.57994 NONE 
317 Cf-F2 LL t~ON[ .30358-
338 ET2 BS 153236.26514 NONE 
339 lES f 2 BS 42345.94988 .08640- NONE 
3·10 C'2 LL NONE .23961-
3.1 , JTB 12 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
3-12 I TB22 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
J-13 I TB32 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
3.14 11842 BS 426.60257 NONE 
3.15 I TB52 LL NONE .050·14-
3-16 r rnc2 LL t;ONE . 10088-
3.17 ITB'/2 l. L NDr~E .20175-
3.10 I TB!l2 LL NONE .2'1741-
34 :i I 1 B'J2 LL hJOhl.E .35307-
3:0') l T 102 LL NONE .47916-
351 IT 112 LL NONE .60526-
352 IT 122 LL NONE .70614-
353 I f 1:12 LL NONE .78179-
354 IT 14 2 LL NONE .88267-
3:;5 IT 152 LL NONE .90789-
356 11AXP2 BS 542.72436 .90700- NONE 
357 GP-T2 BS 3802 1 . 1-1532 NONE 
3S8 OE-T2 BS 28635. 16787 NONE 
359 NB-T2 BS 9385.97744 NONE 
360 Nl-T2 BS 8843.25308 .00010 NONE 
361 RE-T2 BS :223231.5901:2 NONE 
362 W03 LL 23. 14000 NONE 18. 11808-
363 WR3 LL 2.32000- NONE 4:2.81858-
364 C03 E'S 208.384:21 74.99000 NONE 
365 CR3 LL 13.14000 NONE 104. 12081-
366 A03 BS 208.38421 108.25000 NONE ...... 
367 G03 LL 41. 34320- NONE 94.78902- 0 
'-.) 
NlJMElE R COLUMNS Ar . ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. .. LOWER LIMIT. . . UPPER LI MIT . . REDUCED COST . 
3r;3 GR3 L l. 45.56010- NONE 83.46719-
Jri9 HC3 es 57.78500 NONE 
370 C:f ·f3 LL NOl'E .78:.?66-
311 BS1 BS ·9·10·1. 37954 .12090- NONE 
312 LID es 58.28125 610.46600 NOIJE 
37'.l BL'.1 BS 57454. 89-166 1.00060- NON~ 
37..J W.PU3 BS 15471.96..J87 .27620 NONE 
37:, 813 LL .73813- NO~IE . 16898-
376 M/\Cf33 BS 53283.84332 NONE 
377 CF-F3 LL NOME .05145-
378 ET3 BS 13581'1. 6604 2 NOIJE 
319 lESl 3 BS 42947.84346 .08230- NONE 
3AO CE3 LL. NONE . 19343-
3a 1 IT813 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
Jf32 I fR23 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
:rn 3 I 1333 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
38•1 I TB-13 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
3HS 11853 LL t-.;ONE .00-132-
386 I T863 LL NONE .0'1910-
387 I TR73 LL NotJE . 13867-
388 I Tll83 LL NONE .20584-
38'J 11 B93 LL NONE . 27301-
390 IT 103 LL NONE .38·197-
39 1 IT 113 Ll NONE .49692-
302 11 1 :'3 l L .. NONE .58649-
39.l IT 133 LL NDl'E .65366-
39·1 lT143 LL NONE .74323-
395 IT1o3 LL NONE .76562-
39G l r AXP3 BS 1085 .00000 .86380- NONE 
397 GP-T3 B'.> 44202.45931 NONE 
398 OE-T3 BS 30392.74334 NONE 
3J:"l M;- f 3 ElS 13809.71596 NONE 
4<10 NI-TJ BS 12724.71596 .00010 ~KJNE 
401 RE-T3 ES 220956.30608 NONE 
402 W04 BS 22.04000 NONE 
40J Wfl4 LL 2.20'.JOO- NDNE 20.01434-
40-1 C04 BS 323.87339 71.42000 NOl"E 
..JOS CR4 LL 12. 51000 NONE 85.89719-
406 .\04 BS 323.87339 103.09000 NONE 
407 G04 LL 39.37450- NONE 29.74872-
408 GR4 LL 51.71510- NONE 27. 14327-
40'.J HC4 LL 54.74260 NONE 46.87429-
410 CF -E4 LL NONE .589~3-
4 11 8$4 ES 14616.40624 . 11520- NONE 
4 I:? L;J4 BS 230.9'/836 610.461300 NONE 
.J 13 cL4 BS 211895.00406 .69100- NONE 
~ 1 ·l Mt.PU.\ BS 38855.25590 .50929 NONE 
415 Bl4 LL . 77468- NONE . 15843-
416 MAC84 BS 82814.42664 NONE ,..._, 
417 CF-F4 LL NONE .0748B- 0 
418 ET4 BS 90846. 18491 NONE CX> 
• JMB ER . COLUMNS AT . . ACTIVITY .. . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT . .REDUCED COST . 
419 lES T4 BS 302C3.85034 .07840- NONE 
420 CE4 LL NONE . 14782-
4 2 1 I Tfl 14 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
422 I TB24 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
423 I TB34 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
424 I TB44 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
425 IHJ54 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
4~6 I TBG4 BS 4200.00000 NONE 
427 I TB74 BS 3250.68828 NONE 
428 I fB84 LL NONE .OG014-
429 ITB94 l.L NONE . 12027-
430 IT 10·1 LL NONE .22050-
431 l T 114 LL NONE .32073-
432 IT 124 LL NONE .40092-
433 IT t 34 LL NO~JE .46105-
434 l T 144 LL NONE .54124-
4J5 IT 1'14 LL NONE . 56128-
43G ITAXP4 BS 3212.15142 .02no- NONE 
437 GP ·T4 BS 60 700. 02417 NONE 
·118 OE-T4 BS 41 :137. 736!)2 NONE 
439 NB-T4 BS 27362.28725 NONE 
4 lQ NI -T4 BS 24150. 13583 .00010 NONE 
4-11 RE ··T4 BS 230106.44191 NONE 
4.12 WO"> LL 20.99000 NONE 42.90483-
4-13 WR5 BS 2. 10000- NOt~E 
444 cos BS 561. 32862 68.02000 NONE 
445 CR5 LL 11 .92000 NONE 9. 603·16-
446 A05 BS 56 1. 32862 98. 18000 NONE 
447 G05 LL 37.49960- NONE 89.89574-
448 GR5 LL 49.25250- NONE 28.95691-
·1-19 HC5 LL 52. 13580 NOME 18.83680-
4SO Cf -E5 LL NONE . 4'1141-
451 llS5 BS 25332.76069 . 10970- Nc1NE 
-152 Lf35 BS 47-1.91046 610.46600 NGriE 
453 BLS BS 445226.81064 . 78353- r-;mJE 
.15.1 MhPU5 BS 75209.82655 .78353 NONE 
.~ 5':.i ro 15 LL .78353- NONE . 14811-
.1•_;5 'IAC[l5 llS 143531. 72853 NmJE 
·~ fj7 crs LL NONC: 1.03385-
-158 Cf" - f 5 LL NONE . 10221-
.1:,9 TES rs LL .90110- NONE .45972-
•lGO !TB 15 BS 5400.COOOO NONE 
461 I l B25 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
4G2 I l B35 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
463 IT845 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
464 I TB55 BS 4100.00GOO NONE 
465 !HlG5 SS -1200.00000 NmJE 
46G I TD75 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
46"/ ITBfl5 BS 5300.00000 NONE ...... 
4G8 ITB!J5 BS 5300.00000 NONE 0 
-169 !Tt05 LL NONE .02855- '0 
t.U1·1ElER . COLUMt~S Al 
•1"10 IT 115 LL 
4 71 IT 125 LL 
472 IT 135 LL 
~73 IT 145 LL 
47.; IT 155 LL 
475 llAXP5 BS 
476 GP-T5 BS 
477 OE-T5 BS 
478 NB-T5 as 
479 NI -T5 BS 
480 CN-TO LL 
481 RE-T5 BS 































INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE 1120 ACRE SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP 
T11 
NUMEER ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY. SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIM! T. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 OBJ1 BS 906824. 03229 906824.03229- NONE NONE 1 .00000 
2 OBJ2 BS 969724.60000 969724.60000- NONE NONE 
3 OElJ:J BS 173822.00000 173822 .00000- NONE ~JONE 
4 CAINT UL 12081 00000 NONE 1208 1 . 00000 2.24085-
5 DA I Nf EQ 183370.00000 183370.00000 183370.00000 .53328-
6 HVINT EQ 378887.00000 378887.00000 378887.00000 .53328-
7 MA!NT UL 125744.00000 NONE 125744.00000 1. 69659-
8 LAINT UL 1120.00000 NONE 1120.00000 1141. 25682-
9 !DINT LL 236411. 00000 2364 11 . 00000 NONE 2.66053 
10 LOI NT LL 184994.00000 184994.00000 NONE 2.49120 
1 1 RE INT LL NONE . 53328 
12 AV EQT LL NONE . 53318 
13 CNC01 LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 NONE 1. "/0767 
14 CNC02 LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 NONE 1 .49G31 
15 cr-.icoJ LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 NOIJE 1.30742 
16 CNC01 LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 NONE 1. 15383 
17 CNC05 LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 NONE 1 .03221 
18 LAND1 UL NONE 42.031::>5-
19 LRUJI BS 2389. 17433- 2389.17433 NONE 
20 AUM 1 LL NOtJE 28.00780 
21 CAPt UL NONE .51615-
22 EQTI LL NONE .53318 
:23 CFl LL NONE 1. 70757 
24 LIHF I UL NONE 1. 70757-
25 MARE1 UL NONE . 4 11~6-
26 MACC1 LL NONE 1. 29G 11 
27 T 1,x I 1 UL NONE .87734-
28 TAXP1 UL NotJE 2.66007-
29 ILM t 1 UL 5400.COOOO Not'E 5400.00000 .8773-1-
30 JLM21 UL 2;00.00000 NOIJE 2100.00000 .58473-
31 ILM31 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .55813-
32 IL ~~4 1 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 . 50·193-
33 ILM51 UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000· .45173-
34 I l M61 UL 4200.00000 M:NE 4200 00000 .39852-
3fJ I U.:71 UL 4400.00000 ~JONE 4400.000CO .29212-
JG IL~·~81 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.0COOO .21232-
37 i'.M91 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 . 13252-
38 ll 101 BS 10600.00000 NCNE 10600.00000 
39 IL 1 11 BS 14MO.OOOOO NONE 1,1200. 00000 
40 I c 12 1 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
41 IL 131 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
42 IL 141 BS 53000.00000 Nu NE 53000.00000 
43 crsr; 1 BS 126697.91485 126697.91495- NON:'.. NONE 
4.1 Gi•f R1 LL NONE .00020 
.;5 OESRI ES 99695.53573 99695.53573- N'JNE NONE 
46 OE1R 1 UL t;ONE .00020-
47 NlfSI BS 27002.37022 27002.37922- NONE NONE 
48 NITT1 LL NONE .00020 
49 TA-Pl BS 6274.00000 6274.00000- NONE NONE ,...... 
,...... 
N 
NUMBER ... ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. . DUAL ACT! V ITV 
50 NATS1 BS 20728. 37922 20728.37922- NONE NOt'E 
51 NATT1 LL rm:'E .00020 
52 CABS1 BS NONE NONE 
53 MASSI BS 152727.9G9J2 152727.96932- NOtJE NONE 
54 OABS1 BS 18 3370. 00000 183370.00000- NONE NONE 
55 ALGS 1 BS 2869-1. ·10000 28694. 40000- NONE NONE 
56 LABS1 BS 733390.25335 733390.25335- NONE NONE 
57 HV.R 1 BS 378387.00000 378887.00000- NONE NONE 
58 TA8S1 BS 1510580 02267 1510580.022G7- NONE NONE 
59 sr•Bs 1 BS 67964. 13852 67984. 13852- NONE NONE 
60 lDBS 1 BS 200G44.37981 200644.37981- NONE NONE 
6 1 LOES1 BS 221708.67382 221708.67382- NONE NONE 
62 TOES 1 BS 490337. 19215 490337. 192 15- NONE NONE 
63 R/rn1 BS 976630.97923 976630.9792"3- NONE NONE 
G4 R IE T 1 l.L NONE .00010 
65 R/El.1 BS 28694.40000 28694.40000- NONE NONE 
66 R/ES1 BS 1005325.37923 1005325.37923- NONE NONE 
67 LAND2 UL NONE 25.98605-
68 LR E ~'2 BS 2513.95913- 2513.95913 NONE 
69 AU~'2 LL NONE 26.17285 
70 CAP2 UL NONE . 51170-
71 EQT2 LL NONE .53318 
72 CF2 LL NONE 1.49021 
73 l.N1F2 UL NONE 1.46167-
74 MARE2 UL NmJE .47091-
75 MACC2 l.L NONE .91408 
7b TAXI2 UL NmJE .64601-
77 TAIP2 UL NOtJE 2.39741-
70 ILM12 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .64601-
79 ILM22 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .38230-
80 IL M32 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .35832-
81 IL.M--12 UL 4300.00000 NOllE 4300.00000 .31037-
82 ILM52 UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 .26243-
c3 ILM62 UL 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 .21448-
84 ILM72 UL 4400.00000 NON~ 4400.00QOO .11658-
b5 Il.M!l2 UL 5300.00000 NOtlE 5300.00000 .04666-
86 I LM~l2 BS 5300.00000 No;;E 5300. OC•OOO 
87 IL102 135 10600. 00000 NONE 10600.00000 
88 IL 112 BS 142CO.OOOOO NONE 14200.00000 
89 IL 12 2 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
90 I l. 132 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
91 IL 142 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
92 GPSR2 BS 133315.25264 133315.25264- NONE NONE 
93 GPTR2 LL NONE .00020 
94 OESR2 RS 105351 . 82012 105351.82012- NONE NONE 
95 OETR2 UL NONE .00020-
9G NI rs2 BS 27S63.43252 27963.43252- NONE NONE 
97 Nil T2 LL NONE .00020 
98 TA-P2 BS 4790.00000 4790.00000- NONE NONE 
99 NATS2 BS 23173.43252 23173.43252- NONE NONE ...... ...... 
100 NATT2 LL NONE .00020 w 
NUMBER . ROW .. Al .ACTIVITY. SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
101 CAB52 BS NONE NONE 
102 Mt.BS2 BS 160704.83736 160704.83736- NONE NONE 
103 0A852 BS 183370.00000 183370.00000- NONE NONE 
10·1 ALGS2 BS 60518.20213 60518.20213- NONE NONE 
105 LAl3S2 BS 776605.72362 776605.72362- NONE NONE 
106 HVR2 BS 378887.00000 378887.00000- NONE NONE 
107 TABS2 BS 1593596. 16312 1593596. 16312- NONE NONE 
108 SDBS2 BS 94227. 92172 94227. 92172- NONE NONE 
109 10£352 BS 159872.93875 159872.93875- NONE NONE 
110 LOES2 BS 298932. 17 4 52 298932. 17452- NONE NONE 
111 TOE 52 BS 553033.03499 553033.03499- NONE NONE 
112 R/EB2 BS 959804. 41174 959804.41174- NONE NONE 
113 R/ET2 LL NONE .00010 
114 R/EL2 BS 60518.20213 60518.20213- NONE NONE 
115 R/ES2 BS 1020322.61388 1020322.61388- NONE NONE 
116 LMJ03 UL NONE 23.45944-
117 LRENJ BS 2870.58256- 2870.58256 NONE 
118 AUM3 LL NONE 20.71357 
119 CAP3 UL NONE .47755-
120 EQTJ LL NONE .53318 
121 CF3 LL NONE 1. 30732 
122 LNTF3 UL NONE 1.24718-
1 ~3 IMIRE3 UL NONE .39424-
124 MACC3 LL NONE .57674 
125 T ~i.x I J UL NONE .66423-
126 l.\XP3 UL NONE 2.17132-
127 ILM13 UL 5400 00000 NONE 5400.00000 .66423-
128 !LM23 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .42538-
129 ILM33 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .40367-
130 ILM-13 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .36024-
131 IL M53 UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 .31681-
132 IL MG3 UL 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 .27339-
133 ILM73 UL 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 . 18654-
11~ I LWJ3 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 . 12140-
135 ILMCJJ UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 .05626-
136 IL103 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
137 IL 113 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200.00000 
138 IL123 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
139 IL133 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
140 IL 143 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
141 GPSfl3 BS 152226.99328 152226. 9932B- NONE NOtJE 
142 GPTfl3 LL NONE .00020 
143 OESR3 BS 118693.42115 118693. 42115- ·NONE NONE 
1-14 OETR3 UL NONE .00020-
1-15 NITS3 BS 33533.57213 33533.57213- NONE NONE 
146 NIT T3 LL . NONE .000:20 
147 TA·P3 BS 6274.00000 6274.00000- NONE NONE 
148 NATS3 BS 27259.57213 27259.57213- NONE NONE 
149 NATT3 LL NONE .00020 
150 CABS3 BS NONE NONE 
I-' 
I-' 
151 MABS3 BS 183501. 99029 183501. 99029- NONE NONE +-.. 
NUMBER . . . ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY . SLACK ACTIVITY . .LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. . DUAL A\; I IV I I Y 
152 OAElS3 BS 183370.0COOO 18 3 3·10. 00000- NDNE NDNE 
153 ALGS3 BS 9~349. 10se1 95349. 10587- NONE NONE 
15-1 LABS3 BS 938562.96850 938562.96850- NONE NOl~E 
155 HVR3 BS :378887.00000 378887.00000- NOIJE NOtJE 
156 TABS3 BS 1779671 .06467 1779671 .06•167- NONE NONE 
157 SDBS3 BS 118670.77417 118670. 77417- NONE NONE 
158 IDBS3 BS 113382.71560 113382.71560- NDtJE NONE 
15'.J LDES3 BS 477296. 22072 477296. 22072- NONE NONE 
160 TDES3 BS 709349.71049 709349. 7 1049- NONE NONE 
161 R/EB3 BS 947063.98388 947063.98388- NONE NONE 
162 R/Er3 LL NONE .00010 
163 R/EL3 BS 95349. 10587 95349. 10587- NONE NONE 
164 R/ES3 BS 1042413.08975 1042413. 08975- NONE NONE 
165 LAND4 UL NONE 21.08774-
166 LRHH BS 3683. 38110- 3683.38110 NONE 
167 AUM4 LL NONE 37.858139 
168 CAP4 UL NONE .44333-
169 HJT4 LL NONE .53318 
170 CF4 LL NONE 1. 15373 
171 LNTF4 UL NONE 1. 06752-
172 MARE4 UL NONE .32953-
173 M.\CC4 LL IJONE . 2.2870 
174 TAXI4 UL NONE .67865-
175 l AX.P4 UL NONE 1.97663-
176 IL M14 uL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .67865-
177 I LM24 UL 2100.00000 N:JNE 2100.00000 .46122-
178 IL M3·1 UL. 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 441•15-
179 !LM4 ·1 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .40132-
180 J LM'J·l UL 4100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 .36239-
181 ILMG4 UL 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 .3228'3-
182 ILM74 UL 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 .24379-
183 ILM34 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 . 18H9-
184 IL M9·1 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.000CO . 12519-
185 IL 104 UL 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 . 02636·-
186 IL 114 BS 14200.00000 t<DtJE 14200.00000 
187 IL124 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00GOO 
188 IL 13·1 BS 23BOO.OOOOO NONE 23800.00000 
18'1 IL 14 4 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
1'JO GPSR·I BS 195329.69998 195329.69998- NONE NONE 
191 GP fR4 LL NONE .00020 
192 OESR-1 BS 149840.01293 149840.01293- NONE NONE 
193 OETR4 UL NONE .00020-
19·1 NI TS4 BS 45489.68705 45489.68705- NONE NONE 
195 NI TT4 LL NONE .00020 
196 TA-P4 BS 9772.00000 977'2. 00000- NONE NONE 
197 NATS4 BS 35717.68705 35717.68705- NON~ NONE 
198 Ni\TT 4 LL Nor"E .00020 
199 CABS4 BS NONE NONE 
200 MABS4 BS 235460.13711 235460.13711- NONE NONE 
201 OABS4 BS 183370.00000 183370.00000- NONE NONE I-' 
202 ALGS4 BS 136699.84768 136699.84768- NONE NONE I-' 
l.n 
NUMBER . ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY . SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIMIT. .. UP?ER L HHT. . DUAL ACT! V ITV 
203 l ABS4 BS 1243021 .04649 1243021.04649- NONE NONE 
201 HVR4 BS 378887.00000 378887.00COO- NONE N01~E 
205 TAB54 BS 2177438 .03128 2177438 .03128- NONE NONE 
206 SDB54 BS 134072.86050 134072.86050- NONE NONE 
207 IORS4 BS 60405.37461 60405.37461- NDr'E NONE 
203 LDES.t BS 864162.70975 864162.70975- NDr'E NONE 
209 1DES4 BS 1058640.9-1486 1058640.94486- NONE NorJE 
210 R/EB4 BS 942781. 67093 942781. 67093- NONE NONE 
211 R/ET4 LL NONE .00010 
212 R/EL4 BS 136699.84768 136699.84768- NONE NONE 
213 R/ES4 BS 1079481.51861 1079481.51861- NONE NONE 
214 LANDS UL NONE 76.72744-
21~ LREN5 BS 4537.56961- 4537.56961 NONE 
216 AlJM5 LL NONE 19.04884 
217 CM'5 UL NONE .41662-
218 EQT5 l L NONE .53318 
219 Cf 5 LL NONE 1.03211 
220 UHF5 UL NONE .911382-
22 1 MARF.5 UL NONE .00309-
2L2 MACC5 LL NONE . 13020 
223 T t .. <!5 UL NONE . 7·1422-
2?4 1AXP5 UL NDr<E 1. 81581-
225 ILMi5 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .74422-
226 !LM25 UL 2100.0COOO NONE 2100.00000 . 5•14•18-
227 I I M'.l5 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .52632-
22a I LM-15 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .49001-
223 ILM55 UL '1100.00000 NONE 4100.00000 . 4 53G9-
2'.JO iLWi5 UL ·1200. 00000 NONE 4200.00000 .41737-
2JI II "175 UL 4400.0!JOOO NOtJE 4400.000CO .34474-
232 I l M35 UL 5300.000DO NONE 5300.00000 .29027-
233 ILM'.J5 UL 5300.000uO NONE 5300.00000 .23579-
23-1 IL105 UL 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 . 14500-
235 IL 115 UL 14200.00000 NONE 1'1200.00000 .05421-
23G IL125 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
237 IL 135 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
238 IL145 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
239 GrSR5 BS 428081.67466 428081. 67466- NONE NONE 
240 GPTR5 LL NDrJE .00020 
24 1 OfSR5 BS 345970.74559 345970.74559- NONE NONE 
242 OETR5 UL NONE .00020-
243 NI TS5 BS 82110. 92907 82110.8290.,- NONE NONE 
2.14 NI TT5 LL NONE .00020 
2·15 TA-P5 BS 1516a.ooooo 15168.00000- NONE NONE 
2·16 NATS5 BS 66942.92907 66942.92907- NONE NONE 
247 NA1T5 LL NONE .00020 
248 CABS5 BS NONE NONE 
249 MABS5 BS 1089231. 18272 1089~31.18272- NONE NONE 
250 0ABS5 BS 183370. 00000 183370.00000- NOrJE NONE 
251 /,LGS5 BS 191582.22614 191582.22614- NONE NONE 
252 LABS5 BS 2645912.78447 21345912.78'147- NONE. NONE 
._. 
253 HVRS BS 378887.00000 378887.00000- NONE NONE 
...... 
~ 
NUMBER ... ROW. AT ... ACTIVITY .. 
25,l TllBS5 BS 4488983. 1&333 
25~J SOP.55 BS 
25G [[)GS5 BS 
257 LDES5 BS 3159062 80043 
258 TOES5 BS 3 159062. 60<)·12 
25D R/EB5 BS 969724. 601)00 
260 i</ET5 LL 
;51 R/EL5 BS 191582.22614 
262 R/ES5 BS 1161306.82614 
263 USER1 UL 560.00000 
264 USER2 UL 560.00000 
265 U5ER3 UL 560.00000 
266 USER-I UL 560.00000 
267 USER5 UL 560.00000 
SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. 






































NUMBER .COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY ... . .INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
268 CEO llS 1208 1 . GODOO NONE 
2G9 OEAO BS 183370.0(JOOO NOtJE 
270 LOW NO BS 1 120. 00()1)0 610.46600 N8NE 
271 HVO BS 378887. ooc,oo NONE 
272 BIO BS 236411.00000 .40616- NONE 
273 BLO BS 18·1994. 00000 1.37140- NONE 
274 MACBO BS 125744.0GOOO . 24543-· NONE 
275 RF-TO BS 995902.60000 NONE 
276 uo BS 831448.GOOOO NONE 
277 CN- T 1 BS 40000.00000 NONE 
278 CN·T2 BS 40000.00000 NONE 
27'.) CN-T3 BS 40060.00000 NONE 
2H0 CN- T4 85 40000.00000 NONE 
2'3 1 OJ-15 BS 40000.00000 NCtJE 
282 WD1 LL 25 5 1000 NONE 23.77869-
2A3 \.If< 1 LL 2.55000- N<"JNE 34.28034-
2R-: C01 BS 597.29358 82.67000 NONE 
28S CR1 LL 14.49000 NONE 85.60786-
286 A01 BS 597.29358 119.34000 NONE 
287 G01 LL 45.58090- NONE &6.12382-
288 GR1 LL 59.87000- NONE 80.83819-
289 HC1 BS 63.37000 NOtJE 
~so CF -E 1 LL NONE 1.17440-
291 BS1 ns 26955.85943 . 13330- NONE 
2'12 LE: 1 BS 74.58717 610.46600 NO~JE 
291 BL 1 BS 37232.65702 1.24340- NONE 
29-1 M/\PU1 BS 48989. 16932 NONE 
295 [J{ 1 LL .56034- NONE . 16844-
296 Mt.CB 1 BS 152727.913932 NONE 
2"17 CF-F1 BS 61431.565G5 NONE 
2sa El 1 BS 751406.69870 NONE 
29'l lES r 1 BS 67984. 13852 .09070- NOtJE 
'.JOO CE 1 l.L NONE .21736-
3() 1 !lfl11 BS 5400.000CO NOl~E 
J'.)2 I lfl2 1 BS 2100.00000 NCTrJE 
JCJ) I! p,31 £l.S 21CO.OOOOO t<Dr•E 
304 I TB4 1 BS 4300.00000 NOt<f 
3•)5 I 1551 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
306 I TBG 1 BS 4200.00000 l~ONE 
307 IT£l71 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
3,15 I TB81 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
3·J9 !TL91 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
310 IT 101 LL NDNE .00040-
311 IT 1 1 1 LL NONE . 13349-
312 IT 121 LL NONE .23989-
313 IT 131 LL NONE .31970-
314 !T141 LL NONE .42610-
315 IT 151 LL NONE .45270-
316 ITAXP BS 6274.00000 .95230- NONE ....... 
....... 
00 
NUMBf fl . COLUMNS AT . . . AC TI VI TY . . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . .REDUCED COST . 
3,., GP-T1 BS 126691.91495 NONE 
3 l[J QE-T 1 BS 99G95.53573 NONE 
319 NC-T1 BS 27002. 379 2 2 rJor1E 
320 Nl - r 1 BS 20728. 37922 .00010 NDNE 
321 l<E -T 1 BS 976630.97923 NONE 
:12 2 Wil2 LL 24. 'JUOOO ND~~E 15.01668-
323 W~2 LL 2. 43000- NONE 40.64508-
324 Cil2 BS 628.48978 1e. 74,>oo NONE 
325 CR2 LL 13.80000 NUNE 99.41294-
3:;6 A02 BS 628.48978 113.6GOOO NONE 
327 G02 LL 43.41040- NONE 85.62455-
3~8 GR~ LL 57.01580- NONE 63.55372-
323 HC2 BS 60.35240 NONE 
330 CF-E2 LL NONE .95704-
331 Ec2 BS 28363.74388 . 12690- NDrJE 
332 L82 BS 62. 392"40 610.466CO NONE 
333 8L2 BS 77919. 73294 1. 12080- NONE 
331 M:• r·u2 BS 3·1704. 26267 .07669 NONE 
335 e12 LL .66869- IJOtJC: . 16390-
336 MACB2 BS 160704.83736 NONE 
337 Cf-F2 LL NONE .24590-
338 ET2 BS 703735.37957 NDt·lE 
339 TES f 2 BS 94227.92172 .08640- NOME 
3.10 Cf2 LL rJONE . 18289-
3.11 118 12 es 5400.00000 NONE 
3-12 l 1822 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
343 ! I !.!32 BS 2100.00000 NlJNE 
1·14 I f842 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
3.15 l TE52 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
346 l TllG 2 BS 4200.00000 NONE 
3.17 [ 1872 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
348 I TEJ8~ BS 5300.00000 NONE 
34'.l I T892 Li.. NONE .02526-
3:)0 Ir 102 LL NONE . 14513-
351 IT 112 LL f·10NE .26500-
352 1 r 12 2 LL NONE .36090-
3:J J IT 132 LL NONE .43282-
J54 I T 1.!:; LL NONE .52872-
355 IT! 52 LL NONE .55269-
3!)6 l l1HP2 BS 4790.00000 .90700- NONE 
3:;7 C.P-T2 BS 133315.25264 NONE 
35P, OE-12 BS 105351.82012 NONE 
3S9 t;s -T 2 BS 27963.43252 NGl·~E 
3GO NI -T2 BS 23173.43252 .00010 NONE 
361 RE-12 BS 959804. 41174 NONE 
362 W03 LL 23. 14000 NONE 15.22550-
3G3 WR3 LL 2.32000- NONE 36. 18388-
36-1 COJ BS 717. 64564 74.99000 NONE 
365 CR3 LL 13.14000 NONE 84.45027-
366 A03 BS 717.64564 108.25000 NONE 
...... 
...... 
367 GOJ LL 41 . 34320- NONE 78.83687- l.D 
NUMBER . COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY . . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
3G8 GR3 LL 45.56010- NONE 69.24371-
3G9 HC3 BS 57.78500 NONE 
370 CF-E3 LL NONE .77414-
37 1 ES3 BS 323137. 3·1776 . 12090- NONE 
112 LB3 BS 17831172 610.46600 NONE 
373 BL3 BS 1793G7. 34-135 1 .00060- NONE 
374 MAPUJ BS 50920.49947 .27620 NONE 
375 Bl3 LL .73813- NONE . 15910-
376 MAC:B3 BS 183501. 99029 NONE 
377 CF -r3 LL NONE .06013-
Tl8 ET3 BS 632200. 537'13 NONE 
3·1 J TESTJ BS 118670. 77417 .08230- NONE 
:mo CE 3 LL NONE . 15359-
3n1 I Hl 13 ES 5-IOO. 00000 NONE 
3B2 I 1823 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
383 I 1 B33 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
Jfl·I l l(J.:J RS -1300.00000 NONE 
31i5 1 rns:i BS 4100.00000 NONE 
3SG I lU63 BS 4200.00000 NONE 
387 I TB73 es 4400.00000 NONE 
388 I l B!l3 BS 5300.00000 NOtJE 
389 IlB93 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
390 ! T 103 LL NONE .05231-
391 IT 113 LL NONE . 16088-
J'12 IT 12 3 Ll. NONE .24773-
393 IT 133 LL NONE .31287-
3~14 IT 1,13 LL NONE .39972-
3!15 11153 LL NONE .42143-
3'.l6 !TAXP3 BS 6274.00000 .86:180- NONE 
397 GP- f 3 BS 152226.9'1328 NONE 
J()8 OE ·T 3 BS 118G93.42115 NONE 
3'J3 tm-TJ BS 33533.57213 NONE 
400 Nl-T3 85 27259.57213 .00010 NONE 
-101 RF-13 ES 947063.98388 NONE 
.:1(;2 wo.1 RS 22 .O·lCOO NONE 
403 \o:R4 LL 2.20000- NO~JE 17. 15868-
404 co.1 ES 920.84528 71.42000 NONE 
405 CR4 LL 12.51000 NONE 71. 85209-
406 .\04 BS 920.B4528 103.09000 NONE 
-107 004 LL 39.37450- NONE 24.86335-
-108 GR4 LL 51.71510- NONE 23.24536-
409 llC4 LL 54.74260 NONE . 40.74426-
410 CF-E4 LL NONE .62055-
411 BS4 BS 41557.74731 . 11520- NONE 
412 LB4 BS 406.39927 610. 46600 NONE 
·113 BL4 BS 388529.07311 . 89100- NONE 
414 MAPU4 BS B4070. 9·95 12 .50929 NONE 
415 Bl4 LL .77468- NONE . 14604-
416 MACB4 BS 235460. 13711 NONE ,...... 
417 CF -f 4 LL NONE .08621- N 
418 ET4 BS 514797.76997 NONE 0 
NUMBER COLUMNS AT ... ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. . REDUCED COST . 
4 19 TES f -I BS 134072.86050 .07840- NONE 
420 CE-I LL NONE . 12161-
421 1181·1 BS 5-IOO. 00000 NONE 
42::? 1Hl2•1 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
·12) I TB3·1 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
4:'>·1 l IB·l-1 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
425 11 854 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
426 11864 BS 4200.00000 . NONE 
~1~7 I TR74 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
.128 I TE8·1 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
429 I ffl<J ·I BS 5300.00000 NONE 
430 IT 104 BS 10600.00000 NO~IE 
431 ! T I 14 LL NONE .07247-
4'.l2 1 T 124 LL NONE . 15153-
433 IT 13·1 LL NONE .21083-
43-1 IT 1.1.1 LL NONE .28990-
·l35 IT 15-1 LL NONE .30966-
4:J6 ITA~P4 BS 9772.00000 .82270- Not~E 
437 GP-T4 BS 195329.69998 NONE 
438 OE-T4 ES 149840 01293 NONE 
·139 tl:J -T 4 BS 45489.68705 NONE 
-l-10 Nl·T4 OS 35717.68705 .00010 NONE 
·H1 RE-14 BS 942781.67093 NotJE 
4·12 W05 LL 20.99000 NONE 45. 14735-
443 WR5 BS 2. 10000- NONE 
4 14 C05 BS 182 1. 13903 68.02000 N,JNE 
445 CR5 BS 2746.98649 11.92000 NONE 
4·1G All5 BS 1821.13903 98' 18000 NONE 
447 G05 LL 37.4::J9GO- NONE 93.53665-
4.1iJ GR5 LL 49.25250- NONE 32.88350-
449 HC5 LL 52. 13580 NONE 8.15394-
.tSQ CF-E5 LL NONE .49894-
4S1 BS5 as 185048.91345 . 10970- NONE 
452 LB5 BS 1800.58750 610.46600 NONE 
453 BL5 ES 2297868.30758 .78353- NONE 
45-1 Mt.rU5 BS 894976.56960 .78353 NONE 
455 lll 5 LL .78353- NONE . 13329-
·1S6 M.l.Cfl5 BS 108923 I. 18272 NONE 
-:t I.) 7 CE5 LL NONE 1 .03211-
-l~B CF-rs LL NONE '11529-
459 IE S 15 LL . 90110- NONE .40219-
460 I TB 15 ES 5400.00000 NONE 
4GI I fB25 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
.162 I TBJ5 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
463 ITB·15 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
-164 ITB55 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
465 I TB65 BS 4200.00000 NmJE 
466 !TB75 BS 4400.00000 NONE 
-167 I 1885 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
468 116:35 f;'.) 5:J00.00000 NONE I-' 
469 IT 105 BS 10600.00000 NONE 
N 
I-' 
NUMfl(R COLUMNS AT 
·170 IT 1 15 BS 
471 IT 125 LL 
472 IT 135 LL 
·1'13 IT 1,15 LL 
474 IT155 LL 
~75 !TAXP5 EJS 
476 GP-TS EJS 
477 OE-T5 BS 
478 N8-T5 BS 
479 NI-T5 BS 
480 CN-TO LL 
481 RE-rs '35 































INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE 320 ACRE CORPORATION 
12.3 
NUMBER ... ROW .. AT . . . r,cn v ITV ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 OBJ1 BS 279023. 16818 279023. 16818- NONE NONE 1 .00000 
2 OBJ2 BS 245782.73369 245782.73369- NONE NONE 
3 OBJ3 BS 93,12. 13389 9342. 13369- NONE NONE 
4 CAI NT UL 1451 .00000 NONE 1451.00000 2.83985-
5 OAINT EO 38575.00000 38575.00000 38575.00000 .6G 111-
6 llVINT EO 53·11'). 00000 53410. 00000 !03410.00000 . 66111-
7 MA INT UL 37820.00000 NOl~E 37820.00000 2.21314-
8 LAINT UL 320.00000 NONE 320.00000 1305.97571-
9 !DINT LL 3C135.00000 38135.00000 NONE 3.42912 
10 l.DHJT LL 61602.00000 61602.00000 NONE 3.30801 
11 REJNT LL NONE . 66111 
12 AVE QT LL NONE .66101 
13 CNC01 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE 3.02199 
14 OJC02 LL 15000.00000 15000. 00000 tJONE 2.63263 
15 OJ<::03 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE 1.99724 
1G CNC04 LL 15000. 00000 15000.00000 NO~JE 1.4645"1 
17 CNC05 LL 15000.00000 15000.00000 NONE .9G961 
18 LANDI UL ' NONE 72. 729.\4-19 LREN1 BS 769. 55522- 769.55522 NONE 
20 AUMI LL NONE 61.32718 
21 CM'1 UL NONE .79786-
22 EOT1 LL NONE .66101 
"3 CF1 LL NONE 2. 1?°874 
2·1 LNT F 1 UL NONE 2.17874-
25 MARE 1 UL NONE .82468-
26 MACC1 LL NONE I. 35406 
27 CT A>: I 1 UL NONE .58913-
28 CT llP I UL NONE 3.92754-
29 cu.•11 :IS 520.67396 24479.32604 NotJE 25000.00000 
30 CLM21 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
31 CLMJI es 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
32 CLt.141 SS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
33 JG! SI UL f.iONE 3.02199-
34 T II x I 1 UL NONE .63589-
35 TAXP1 UL NONE 3.97429-
36 IL M11 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .G3589-
37 !Lt.121 UL 2100.00000 NCNE 2100.00000 . 19371-
38 I LM:J 1 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 15897-
39 IU~·l 1 UL 4300.00000 NDrJE 4300.00000 .07949-
40 ILM51 BS 2601. 19048 1498.80952 NONE 4100.00000 
4 1 1Lt.1G1 BS 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 
42 ILM71 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 
43 IL:.'.8 I BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
44 I Lt.191 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
-.13 IL :o I BS 10GOO.OOOOO NONE 10600.00000 
46 IL 111 BS 14200.00000 NmJE 14200.00000 
47 IL 121 BS 25600.00000 ~JONE 25600.00000 
48 IL 13 t BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800 00000 
49 IL 141 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 f-' 
N 
~ 
NUMBER ROW .. AT .. ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACT IV !TY . . LOWER LlMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
50 GPSR1 BS 2430B. 32299 24308. 32299- NONE NDrJE 
51 GPTR1 LL NONE .796-19 
52 OESR1 BS 24230.22190 24230.22190- NONE NONE 
53 DETR 1 UL NONE . 79649-
54 NI TS 1 BS 78. 10109 78. 10109- NONE NONE 
55 NITT 1 LL NONE .79649 
56 TA-Pl BS 78. 10109 78. 10109- NONE NONE 
57 NAfS1 BS NONE NONE 
58 llATT 1 LL NONE .79649 
59 C'·BS1 BS NONE NONE 
GO r.1AES1 BS 49193.81762 49193.81762- NOT~E NONE 
61 OACJS 1 BS 38575.00000 385 7 5. OOCJOO- NONE NONE 
62 ALGSl BS 81!)8. 40000 8198.40000- NONE NONE 
GJ Lf,[JS 1 BS 238489.08921 238489.08921- NONE NONE 
6·1 HVll 1 BS 53-110. 00(100 53410.00000- NONE NONE 
65 1A8S1 BS 397-1'10. 70683 397440.70G83- NONE NONE 
CG SDllS 1 BS 2950. -18575 2950.48575- NONE NONE 
67 !ll[l s 1 BS 32365.55585 32365.55585- NONE NONE 
68 L!lESl BS 115053.05564 115053.05564- NONE NONE 
69 TDES I BS 150369.09724 150369.09724- NONE NONE 
70 R/EB 1 BS 236440.60000 236440.60000- NONE NotJE 
7 1 R/ETl LL NONE .00010 
72 R/EL1 HS 8198.40000 8198.40000- NONE NONE 
73 R/fSl BS 244639.00000 244639.00000- NONE NONE 
74 I AtJfl2 UL tJONE 48. 11939-
75 u~ Et<2 BS 922.38614- 922.38614 NONE 
76 t..UrJ.2 LL NONE 51.44660 
77 Ctdl2 UL NONE .74669-
78 EQT2 LL NONE .66101 
79 CF2 LL NONE 1. 71180 
80 LIHf2 UL NONE 1.76196-
81 Mf,RE2 lJL NONE .80192-
82 MACC2 LL NONE .88336 
83 Cfil.'12 BS 442.57286- 442.57286 NONE 
8.J Cf AP2 UL NONE 2.97329-
85 CIM12 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
BG CLM22 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
87 CIMJ2 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
88 Cl M-12 BS 25000.00000 NOf-JE 25000.00000 
89 Jr; I 52 UL tJONE 2.63263-
90 ThXl2 UL NON~ .56634-
91 f A'/.P2 UL NONE 3.53963-
92 JIM12 lJL 5400.00000 NONE 54CO.OOOOO .56634-
93 ILM22 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 17698-
9.J ILM32 UL 2100.COOOO NONE 2100.00000 . 14159-
9!.5 I LM 12 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .07079-
96 l l r'.52 BS 2601. 19048 1498.80952 NONE 4100.00000 
S7 I !...~·F3J BS 4200.00000 NONE 42CO.OOOOO 
93 ILM72 es 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 >--' 
99 ILM82 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 N 
100 ILM92 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
lJ1 
NUM8lR . . . ROW. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
101 IL 102 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
102 IL 112 BS 1 ,1200. 00000 NONE 14200.00000 
10] IL 122 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
104 IL 1 '.J2 BS 23800.00000 NO"JE 23800.00000 
105 IL1-12 EIS 53000.00000 NO~ff 53000.00000 
106 GPSR2 BS 32412.94643 32412. 946·13- NONE NONE 
107 GPTR2 LL NONo .35449 
108 0£SR2 BS 32412.946-13 32412.94643- NONE NONE 
10'.J flt Tll2 UL NONE .35449-
110 NI TS2 BS NorJE NONE 
111 NI Tl:> LL NONE .35449 
1 12 T.\ · P2 BS NONE NONE 
113 NA1S2 BS NONE NO~JE 
1 1 ~ NA 1 f2 l L NOrJE .35449 
115 CAf;S2 BS N'lNE NONE 
116 M.\BS2 BS 58963.53388 5S9G3.53388- NON~ NDrJE 
117 OABS2 BS 38575.0COOO 38575.00COO- NONE NONE 
118 Al GS2 EIS 18-l-18.87557 18-1-18 .87557- NOtJE NONE 
119 Lt-£l52 BS 291417.49177 291417.49177- NONE NONE 
120 HVR2 BS 53-110. 00000 53410.00000- NDIJE NONE 
12 1 L~RS2 BS 470389.30121 470389.30121- NONE NDr4E 
122 SDl3S2 BS NONE NONE 
1~3 IDB'.;2 BS 25788.79375 25788.79375- NGtJE NONE 
j) .1 [[l(S2 BS 18G012.'32022 186012.82022- NDNE NONE 
125 TU I: S:? BS 211801.61397 211801.61397- NONE NONE 
1 ~i; R/ [ L2 fJS 2:164~0' 60000 2364~0.60000- NONE NONE 
12 7 R/FT2 LL NONE .00010 
12u R/tl.2 BS 18448.87557 18448 .87557- NONE NONE 
129 R/ES2 BS 254889 47557 254889.47557- NONE NONE 
130 LANll3 UL NONE 39.86856-
1:11 l Rl.1;1 BS 1146.35635- 1146.35635 NONE 
132 Aur.n LI_ NONE 38.32"310 
133 CAPJ lJL NONE .66693-
13-1 (013 L l. NONE .GG101 
135 Cf" 3 LL NONE 1.42213 
13G UH f 3 UL NONE 1.42213-
l :n r.i.,R[ :J llL NONE . 63344-
138 f.\,\~:CJ LL NONE .51249 
139 CTA:<IJ UL NONE . 17944-
1-lO c 1 f,p3 UL NONE I. 19627-
t-l 1 Cl M1:J BS 25000.00000 Nf:ME 25000.00000 
142 CLM~3 BS 25000.00000 NOllE 25000 00000 
1-13 CLMJ3 ES 25000.00000 rJot-:E 2SC00.00000 
14·1 c1.i:.13 BS 25000.00000 NOr·'E 25000 00000 
1.15 JGISJ UL Mm:E 1.99724-
HG r Al I 3 UL NONE .45777-
1-17 TA.~P3 UL NONE 2.86104-
~ .; 3 ILM 13 UL 5400' 00(1(10 NONE 5400.00000 .45777-
I -1".l ILM23 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 14'.>05-
>--' 
N 
1~0 ILM33 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 '11444- °' 151 I LM·l3 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .05722-
NUMl3ER . ROW .. AT ... ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . . DUAL ACT IV ITV 
152 ILM53 BS 2601. 19048 1498.80952 ~JONE 4100.00000 
153 ILMGJ BS 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 
154 ILM73 BS 4400 00000 NONE 4400.00000 
1S5 ILM83 BS 530C.OOOOO NOfJE 5300.00000 
156 ILW33 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.COOOO 
157 IL 103 BS 10GOO. 00000 NONE 10600.00000 
158 IL 113 BS 14200.00000 NONE 14200 00000 
159 IL123 es 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
160 IL 13J 65 2J800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
1G 1 IL 1 ·l:l BS 53000.00000 NOt<E 53000.00000 
1S2 crsrn BS 44290.08680 44290.08680- NONE NONE 
163 crun LL NONE .29679 
1134 OE Sfl3 ES 44290.08679 44290.08679- NOME NGNf 
1GS OE TRJ UL NONE .29679-
166 N[ T S3 RS NONE NOIJE 
1G7 N [ 1 I J LL NONE .29679 
1G8 I A· P3 BS NONE NONE 
169 NAT SJ BS NOl~E NOME 
170 NAIT3 LL NONE .00020 
17 1 c Ml SJ BS NONE NOtJE 
17 2 MMl S 3 8S 73280.82971 73280.82971- NONE NONE 
173 o.~r,53 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NOl·JE NONE 
17 .j f.I (,'.j) BS 31228.53')51 31228 53551- NOi<[ NONE 
1 l!J t t.BSJ BS 3816GO. 3G:lOG 381660.36306- NONE NONE 
176 11'< f-'l BS Ci3·110.00000 53410.00000- !<ONE I-JONE 
11 7 [ ABS3 BS 578154.72828 5781"4. 72828- NONE NONE 
na SDl3S3 BS NONE NOl·JE 
173 ll>FOS1 cs 18289. 54600 182!l9.54GOO- NON~ NONE 
180 I DE S:J 85 265990. -10157 285990.40157- NONE NONE 
18 1 IDE53 BS 304279. 9.1757 30·1279. 94757- NONE NONE 
Hl2 R/Ul3 BS 236440.60000 236440.60000- NONE NONE 
181 R/r 13 LL NONE .00010 
18-1 R/EL3 BS 31228.53551 31218.53551- NONE NONE 
185 R/f 53 BS 267669. 13551 267669. 13551- NONE· NONE 
10G I .HJQ4 UL NONE 30.88125-
187 u.:rrJ 1 ES 1467.94955- 1467.94955 NONE 
188 AIY·1·l LL NONE 54.84924 
189 C:.J• I Ill NONE .59951-
1'10 [()I ·I LL NONE .66101 
1g1 CF ·l LL NONE 1. 15538 
1q2 LN l F ·1 UL NONE 1. 15538-
193 f.1f.f;,'f 4 UL NONE .49983-
194 M.\CC4 LL NONE . 1'1G27 
1g:; CIAX!4 UL NONE .22254-
196 CT/\P4 UL. NOIJE 1.978W-
197 cu~ 1 4 BS 25000.00000 NOIJf 25000.00000 
198 CLl-12 4 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
199 CLMJ4 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
200 CLM·14 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 ,...... 
201 IGIS4 UL NONE 1.46457- N 
202 TAXl4 UL NONE .36596- '-..J 
NUM8ER .. llOW .. AT .ACTIVITY ... SL~CK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .OUAL ACTIVITY 
203 TAXP4 UL l~ONE 2.28727-
204 ll.M14 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .36596-
205 I l M24 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 . 11436-
206 llMJ4 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .09149-
207 ll. t.11-1 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .04575-
208 I LM5-1 BS 2601. 19048 1498. 80()52 NONE 4100.00000 
209 ILMG4 BS 4200.00000 NONE 4200.0CvOO 
210 ILM74 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 
211 I l.f.184 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
212 I I ~1'!·1 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
213 IL 104 BS 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 
214 IL 1 1-1 BS 14200.00000 NOtJE 14200.00000 
215 IL 124 8S 25600.00000 NOtlE 25600.00000 
216 IL134 85 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
2 17 l L 1.:4 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
2 I .'3 C-.PS1~4 BS 61344. 17431 61344 .17431- NONE NDNE 
21() GP 111-t LL Nm;E . 16577 
220 OL SR·I RS 61344.17431 61344. 17431- NONE NONE 
221 OE TR-t UL NONE . 16577-
222 NI I S4 55 NONE NONE 
223 NITT4 LL NONE . 16577 
2 2-1 TA-P4 BS NONE NotJE 
22S NA l S·l BS NONE NotJE 
226 NA l T 4 LL NONE .00020 
227 CA8S·I BS NONE NONE 
228 MA8S-I 8S 93838.67517 93838. C7517- NONE NONE 
229 OhBS-1 BS 38575.00000 385.75.00000- NONE NO'lE 
230 ,HGS·I BS 47741. 79874 47741. 7()874- NONE NONE 
231 LAl3S4 BS 502122.74478 502122.74478- NONE NONE 
232 HVR·l BS 53410.00000 53110.00000- NONE NONE 
233 T /,B~,.1 BS 735688.218G() 735688. 218G9- NONE NONE 
23·l SDf3 S 1 r.s NONE NONE 
235 !D[.~.1 BS 9740.87385 9743.87385- NOl-JE NONE 
236 LDC s.1 flS 431'l'A.80585 43195-1.80585- NONE NUtJE 
237 T lJf S4 BS 441693.07969 441698.67969- NONE NONE 
218 ll/[2.4 BS 236440.GOOOO 236440.60000- NONE NONE 
239 ri/ET4 LL NONE .00010 
2·10 R/EL4 BS 47741.79874 47741. 79874- NONE NONE 
2·11 ll/F S-1 BS 284182.39874 284182.39874- NONE NONE 
2-12 L t.N05 UL NONE 80.54876-
2.13 LRf /'J5 BS 2218.78152- 2218.78152 NONE 
2-1·1 AUM5 LL NONE 20.2()945 
245 CAPS UL NONE . 53GG8·· 
24G EOT5 LL NONE .66101 
2·17 CF5 LL NONE .94878 
2-18 LNTF5 Ill NONE . 9-1878-
2·19 MARES UL NONE . 11981-
250 MACC5 LL NONE .04544 
251 CT AX 15 UL NONE .25987- ,_. 
252 CTt.P5 UL NONE I. 73248- N 
·253 CLMl5 BS 10990.74551 14009. 25•149 NONE 25000.00000 (Xi 
NUMP.ER .ROW. Ar . .. ACTIVITY. SLACK ACT IV !TY .. LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
2'.i4 Cl.M25 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
2S5 CLM'.J5 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
2~)6 CLM-15 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
257 !GIS5 UL NONE .96961-
258 TAXl5 UL NONE .28050-
259 TAXP5 UL NONE 1. 75311-
21;0 !LM15 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 .28050-
2G 1 I l M25 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .08766-
262 !LM35 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .07012-
263 ll M-15 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .03506-
264 I l M55 BS 2601. 19048 1498.80952 NOtJE 4100.00000 
265 It. MG5 BS 4200.00000 NONE 4200.00000 
266 ILM75 BS 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 
267 II MA5 RS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
268 !LM')5 BS 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 
269 !L105 BS 10GOO.OOOOO NONE 10600.00000 
210 IL 115 BS 14200.00000 • NONE 14200.00000 2 I 1 I l. 125 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
272 IL135 BS 23800.00000 NOfJE 23800.00000 
273 IL 145 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
274 GPSR5 BS 101160 79357 101160. 79357- NONE NONE 
275 GPrR5 LL NONE .00020 
276 OESR5 BS 90170.04806 90170.04806- NONE NONE 
277 OETR5 UL NONE .00020-
278 Nll55 BS 10990. 74551 10990.74551- NONE NONE 
279 Nir f5 LL NONE .00020 
2 fj() 1A-P5 BS 1648.61183 1648.61183- NONE NONE 
231 NATS5 BS 9342. 133139 9342. 13369- NONE NmJE 
282 t<A 11 5 LL IJUNE .00020 
283 CABS5 BS NONE NONE 
28-1 MA8S5 BS 141815.60872 141835.60872- NONE NONE 
285 Of,BS5 BS 38575.00000 38575.00000- NOME NONE 
286 ALGS5 BS 69614. 2-1708 69614.24708- NOr<E NONE 
287 LAl1S5 BS 794620.60038 794620.60038- NONE NONE 
288 H'Jl{S BS 53410.00000 53410.00000- NONE NOt<E 
28'3 T f.[!$5 BS 1098055.-15618 1098055.45618- NOME NONE 
2')0 SDRS5 8S NONE NONE 
291 IDBS5 8S NONE NONE 
292 LlJES5 BS 764447.27214 7644'17. 27214- NOtJE NONE 
293 Tl'E S5 BS 764447.2721~ 764447.27214- NOtJE NOt<E 
294 R/EB5 BS 24578:?. 731G9 245782.73369- NONE NONE 
295 R/ET5 LL NONE .00010 
2% R/EL5 BS 6961·1. 24708 69614.24708- NONE NONE 
297 R/ES5 BS 315396.98077 315396.98077- NONE NONE 
298 USER1 UL 160.00000 NONE 160.00000 315.81349-
299 USER2 UL 160.00000 NONE 160.00000 295.71399-
300 USER3 UL 160.00000 NONE 160.00000 237.98835-
301 USER4 UL 160 00000 NONE 160.00000 190.92343-
302 USER5 UL 160.00000 NONE 160.00000 96.42072- >-' 
N 
\0 
NUMl3ER .COLUMNS AT . ACTIVITY. . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
303 CEO BS 1 ·15 1 . 00000 NONE 
304 OEAO BS 38575.00000 NONE 
305 LOWNO BS 320.00000 610.46600 NONE 
3()6 HVO BS 53.110. 00000 NONE 
307 BIO BS 30135.00000 .40616- NONE 
308 BLO B'S 61602.00000 1.37140- NONE 
309 MllCBO BS 3'/820. 00000 .24543- NONE 
310 RE -TO BS 23G-1·l0. 60000 NONE 
311 ETO BS 201972. 60000 NONE 
312 CN-T 1 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
313 CN-T2 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
3 1 ·1 CN- I 3 BS 15000.00000 NONE 
315 UJ-T4 ns 15000.00000 NOl>JE 
316 CN-T5 ns 15000.00000 NONE 
317 W01 LL 25.51000 NOtJE 33.01020-
318 WR1 LL 2.55000- NONE 58.65927-
319 C01 ns 192.3B881 82.67000 NONE 
320 CR1 LL 14.49000 NONE 166.29568-
321 A01 BS 192.38881 119.34000 NotJE 
322 GO 1 LL 45.58090- NONE 154.35940-
323 GR1 LL 59.87000- NOtJE 131.71063-
374 HC1 BS 63.37000 NONE 
325 CF-E1 LL NONE 1.51773-
3~G 8~1 BS 8682.50GBO . 13330- NONE 
327 l.B 1 BS 64. 77'16 1 610. 46600 NONE 
378 BL1 BS 536::>3.54124 1.24340- NONE 
329 MllPU1 BS 17992. 3 1762 NONE 
330 Bl 1 LL .56034- NotJE . 13107-
331 MhCB1 BS 491<J3.81762 NONE 
332 CF - r 1 BS 7510.665GO NONE 
333 ET 1 BS 183005. 54 184 NOIJE 
3J4 TEST 1 BS 2950.48575 .09070- NONE 
3'.l5 SA-11 RS 16501. 19018 NONE 
336 cm 11 BS 520.67396 NONE 
337 CTE21 LL NONE . 11783-
338 CIB31 LL NONE . .58913-
339 CfB4 1 LL NONE .98188-
J.IQ TPCO 1 AS 78. 10109 .95230- NONE 
3·11 CE 1 LL NONE .46694-
3.12 I lll 11 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
3.13 11821 cs 2100.00000 NONE 
344 I TBJ 1 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
3·15 I TC41 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
346 I IB51 BS 2601. 19048 NONE 
3-17 ITB61 LL NONE .07949-
3.19 I TB71 LL NONE .23846-
349 I TB81 LL NONE .35769-
350 I TB9 I LL NONE .47691-
351 IT 101 l I NONF .67563- i--' 
w 
0 
NLJf.1tlE R COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COS f .. . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COS r . 
J ~i 2 I l I I I LL NONE .87434-
:~ '_j 3 I 1 12 1 I L NONE 1 .033:12-
35·1 IT 131 LL NmiE 1.15254-
355 I r 14 1 LL NONE 1.31152-
3SG IT 151 LL NONE 1.35126-
357 I l AXP BS 1501. 19048 .95230- NONE 
358 GP-T 1 ES 24308.32299 NONE 
359 OE-Tl BS 24230.22190 NONE 
JGO rm-r 1 BS 78. 10109 NotJE 
JG 1 NT -T 1 l L 00010 NOIJE . 79629-
JG2 Rf-f1 cs 236440.60000 NONE 
3G3 W02 LL 24.30000 NONE 21. 82449-
J(;.I ;.·R2 LL 2.43000- 1-.0NE G 1. 32864-
3G5 C02 BS 230. 59653 78. 74000 NONE 
3D6 Ci~ 2 LL 13.80000 NONE 164.76693-
367 1107 BS 230.59653 113. 66000 NONE 
3G8 GJ) LL 43. 4 1040- NlJNE 131.93427-
361 GR2 LL 57.01580- NONE 97.42028-
370 llC2 RS 60. 35240 NONE 
37! CF-E2 LL NONE 1. 05079-
372 OS'.2 BS 1040G.B21GO . 12690- NONE 
3·13 LC2 BS 7G 41546 610. 46600 NONE 
374 P. L 2 BS 71307.03G90 1. 12080- NONE 
375 w.ru2 BS 18378.63434 .07669 NONE 
3/G [l T? LL .66869- NONE .14634-
317 Mi\CG2 BS , 58963. 53388 NONE 
378 CF-F2 LL NONE .41G78-
379 ET2 BS 164899.34382 NGtlE 
38·1 TEST2 LL .08640- NONE .03631-
381 SA-12 BS 16501. 19048 NONE 
3'12 cm 12 LL NOfJE .'14599-
Ji13 CTEJ22 LL NONE .53519-
38·1 CI B32 LL NONE .89199-
3BS c fB·l2 LL NONE 1. 18932-
386 Cl l'.52 l l NONE 1.36771-
387 TPC02 BS .90700- NONE 
:ins C~2 LL NONE .28967-
389 I li3 12 BS 5400.00000 tJO~E 
3'l0 I Til22 BS 2100.00000 NOME 
331 I rn12 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
JS2 1!13-12 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
3'l3 IT ll52 BS 2601. 19048 NOl.JE 
394 I TB62 LL NONE .07079-
395 ITB72 LL NONE .21238-
396 I T8fl2 LL NONE .31857-
397 I fll92 LL NONE . 42476-
398 IT 102 LL NOfJE .60174-
399 IT 112 LL NONE . 77872-
400 11122 1.L NONE .92030-
401 I l 132 LL NONE 1 .02649-
I-' 
w 
402 IT 1 -12 LL NONE 1. 16808- I-' 
tJUMllER COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY .. . . INPUT COST .. .. LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . .Rt:DUCEO COST . 
•103 IT 152 LL NONE 1.20347-
.104 ITllXP2 BS 1501. 19048 .90700- NONE 
405 GP-12 BS 32412.94643 NONE 
·106 OE-T2 BS 32412.94643 NONE 
•107 NB-T2 BS NONE 
·108 NI -T 2 LL .00010 tJONE .35429-
409 RE-T2 BS 236440.60000 I-JUNE 
410 W03 LL 23. 1·1000 tJOrJE 21.14215-
4 11 WRJ LL 2.3?000- NOtJE 52.10199-
412 CO:J BS 206.58909 74_9gooo NONE 
413 Cl<3 LL 13. 1-1000 NONE 132.20803-
4 1·1 1103 ES 286.58909 108.25000 NONE 
415 GOJ LL 41. 34320- NONE 115. 12903-
416 GR3 LL 45.56010- rJONE 102.56953-
417 HC3 BS 57.78500 NU~JE 
418 CF-E3 LL rior<E .76112-
419 BS3 BS 12933.76553 . 12090- NO/JE 
420 l P.3 BS 111. 90511 610.46600 NONE 
42 1 BL3 BS 1005 70. 60359 1 .00060- NONE 
422 MAPU3 BS 24635.91426 .27620 NONE 
423 Bl3 LL .73813- NONE . 15644-
.1 ~.J MllCB3 BS 73280.82971 NONE 
425 CF-F3 BS 4733.78196 NONE 
42G ETJ 135 135539.01246 NGrJE 
427 TE 513 BS .08230- NONE 
·1 :~8 Cf3 LL NllNE .26674-
·I:''.) Sii- I 3 BS 16501. 190..18 NONE 
·130 en;:~' BS NOTJE 
431 Clfl23 .LL NONE .03589-
432 CTB13 LL NONE . 17944-
431 c [£1.lJ LL NONE .29907-
.13.1 CTE53 LL NONE .37084-
·l 'J5 TPCOJ LL .86380- NDrJE 1 .08986-
..tJG !TB 13 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
4J7 1rnn BS 2 100. 00000 NONE 
4'.J>l Il'-~:~3 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
419 IT ll-13 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
410 11t~ 1J3 BS 2601. 19048 NONE 
·1-11 l 1HG3 LL NONE 
. .05722-
·H2 I 1873 LL NONE . 17166-
4 13 I 1883 LL NONE .25749-
4-14 11Wl3 LL NONE .34333-
4.15 If 103 LL NOr-JE .48638-
446 IT 1 13 LL NONE .62943-
4.17 IT 123 LL NONE .74387-
<1-18 IT 1.13 LL NONE .82970-
4.19 !Tl·D LL NONE .94414-
450 IT 153 LL NONE .97276- ,_. 
451 ITAXP3 SS 1501. 19048 .86380- NONE w 
452 GP-13 BS 44290. 00680 NONE N 
453 OE-TJ BS 44290.08680 NONE 
NUr.tBtR COLUMNS AT . ACTIVITY. . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. . REDUCED COST . 
45.1 Nl.l-T3 LL NONE .29659-
455 NI -T 3 BS .00010 NONE 
456 R[-13 BS 236440.60000 NONE 
457 W04 BS 22 .04000 NONE 
458 WR4 LL 2.20000- NONE 25.73481-
459 C04 BS 366.98739 71.42000 NONE 
4GO CR4 LL 12.51000 NONE 106.68928-
4G1 1.04 es 366.98739 103.09000 NONE 
..tG2 G04 LL 39.37450- NONE 38.59G97-
463 GR.J LL 51.71~10- NONE 36.53548-
4G-1 tiC4 LL 54.74260 NONE 51.65626-
4G5 CF·E4 LL NONE .49437-
4Co6 r.s.i BS 16562. 14083 . 11520- NO~JE 
41>7 LB·I BS 160. 79G60 610. 46600 Nm~E 
468 BL4 BS 146925.95763 .89100- !JONE 
o.1(_)9 Ml\l'U4 BS 33381.99066 .50929 NONE 
470 P.l·I LL .77468- tJONE . 15982-
4 7 1 f.1ACil4 135 93838.67517 NONE 
472 CF • f ·1 8" ,~ 6918.41474 NONE 
473 ET4 BS 93092.93813 NONE 
·17·1 TfST 4 BS .07840- NONE 
415 CH LL NONE .20660-
476 Sii - I •I BS 16501. 19048 
. NONE 
477 C TH 1·1 LL NONE .07420-
·1'18 cre~.1 LL NONE . 13355-
.179 (f[Jj.j LL NONE .37094-
.;[;-) CI r,.14 LL NONE .56877-
4'J 1 c r c~;,1 LL NOf~E .68747-
.lfl2 l r·.: u .i BS . 82270- NONE 
·183 I lB 14 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
48.\ I fB24 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
..18'.J 11 p3.1 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
4 f~ () 1 rn -14 BS 4300.00000 NONE 
.137 ~ I US·l BS 2601. 19048 NONE 
·1fl'3 I fBG.1 l.L NONE .04575-
4E'.J I TW/.1 LL NONE . 13724-
.1')0 [ T L1 b·l LL t<ONE . 20585-
-1 ~) I I r t~·J ., IL NONE .27447-
4q2 IT 10·1 LL NONE .38884-
·1'1'.l IT 1 1.1 LL NONE .50320-
-.1')·1 I T i ?·1 LL NONE .5946()-
495 IT 134 LL NONE .66331-
4~6 IT 1.14 LL NONE .75480-
497 IT 154 LL NONE .77767-
498 I TAXP·1 8S 1501. 19048 .82270- NCNE 
4;J9 GP-T4 BS 61344.17431 NGt<E 
500 OE-T4 ES 613-14.1J.131 NONE 
501 Ntl-14 LL NONE .16557-
502 Nl-T4 BS .00010 NONE i-' 
503 RE - f .J BS 236440.60000 NONE w 
504 W05 LL 20.99000 NONE 50.63663- w 
NllMEfR .COLUMNS AT .ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . .REDLJCEO COST . 
5··:J:) WR5 LL 2. 10000- NOl~E 13.48596-
501'; C05 GS 554.69538 68.02000 NONE 
507 Cfl5 LL 11.92000 NONE 24.89154-
508 A05 BS 554.69538 98. 18000 NONE 
50') GOS LL 37.49960- NONE 121.95866· 
510 (;Rs l L 49.25250- NONE 63.49946-
511 llC5 BS 52. 13580 NONE 
51l CF-E5 LL NONE .28777-
513 HS5 BS 25033.40251 . 10970- NONE 
51~ LE:) ES 375.41~08 610.46600 NONE 
St5 BL5 RS 333997.13851 .78353- NONE 
51G Ml\ PU:, BS G·1-11il. 70171 .78353 NONE 
fl 17 EIS l L .78353- NONE . 16525-
~18 H:\1.f.~ ES 141835.60872 NONE 
519 CE~ LL NONE .94878-
520 cr-F5 BS 22919. 4 1880 NONE 
521 Tf~.T5 LL . 90110- NONE .61336-
522 SA- [ S BS 16501. 190-18 NONE 
52J ClBl5 BS 10930.74551 NONE 
s2.1 CTE25 LL NONE .05197-
5.25 CT835 LL NONE .25987-
!:; :· b C TB·15 LL NONE .43312-
5:i7 CI B~l5 LL NONE .53707-
528 11'<;05 BS 1648.61183 .78350- NONE 
52'l I rs 15 BS 5400.00000 NONE 
53r) 11825 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
531 !TB35 BS 2100.00000 NONE 
5]2 I 1 ll-15 BS 4300.00000 NO~JC 
5JJ I l f: 1l5 BS 2601. 19048 NC1~·!E 
51.1 l Tf:G') LL ~~Of'~E .03506-
SJS l1B75 LL tJOi~E . 10519-
5JG I Hl85 LL tJONE . 15778-
5'.l7 I Ttl'.l5 LL NOtJE .21037-
5JR IT 105 LL r;Oi'!E .29803-
5'.J'l IT 1 ! 5 LL NONE .38568-
5.:0 IT 1 :'5 LL NONE .45581-
5.11 11 135 LL NOl.JE .50840-
542 IT 1-15 LL NONE .57853-
543 IT 155 LL I-JONE .59606-
5.14 !TllXP5 BS 150 1 . 190-18 .78350- NONE 
5-Ei GP-T5 BS 101160. 79357 NONE 
5·1G OE-T5 BS 90 170. 04 806 NONE 
5.J 7 NB-T5 ES 10990.74551 I.JONE 
5-18 NI-15 BS 9342. 13369 .00010 NONE 
5.19 -CN-TO LL NONE .00010-





INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE ll20 ACRE CORPORATION 
135 
lER ROW .. I\ T ... M:TJVITY. SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMir . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1 UBJ1 BS 915227.66:124 915227. '36524- ~<ONE NO•·JE 1.00000 
2 OB.J2 llS 103727'.l. OJ700 1037273. 05700- NCJNE r 1011 E 
3 08J3 BS 41TIO. 45-it:,O 41370.45700- l·JGNE NONE 
4 CA!NT UL 12(Jfl I . 00000 Nm Jc 1208 I . 00000 2,75289· 
5 01\lf.Jr EQ 183170. 0~·')00 183370. 00000 1B3370. OCHl'.10 .6·1113-
6 II./ iNI EQ 37Af1iJ7.00C'OO 3'18887. 00000 378887.00000 . 64 1 ·;· J-
7 Ml\iNT UL 125'1·14 .00000 NONE 125744. 000<)0 2. 13800-
fl l Al NT UL 11LG.0000J NONE 1 1 20. ooc :cc 1282 P,9132-
cl I D!Nf LL 23G·l I I . 00000 236•11 I. 00000 t:ONE ;, . :J;>CP.1 
1 ') l fJ I NT LL 184994 0(;000 184994.00000 NONE 3 :n-;:a,1 
11 RE Ir.Jr LL NON!: . G·l 173 
12 JIVE') r LL NONE .64163 
13 (NC~t LL ~0000.00000 40000.00"00 NONE 4.05077 
1·1 c:~r::o 2 LL 40000.00000 40000. 00(!00 N:JNF 3 5B8G7 
15 C IJ(,[J1 LL 40COO.OOGOO 40000.00000 f,HJt~E 2.81349 
IG Ct-<CO·I LL 40000.00000 40000.00GOO NONE 2. 1404 ~ 
17 (fJ('(_)~ LL 40000.00000 40000.00000 t;QNE 1. 50114 
18 L t.nCl 1 UL NOrJE 68.0:JG.11-
19 LIHN1 llS 2731.43518- 2731 .43518 NOr•E 
20 l\ljf.'1 LL N<Jr<E 5G.2~851 
2 I Ct.I' I UL NIJNE .75506-
22 [C)f 1 LL NCi~..JC . G<1163 
2 :J er 1 LL NONE 2. 11116 
2<1 LNTf 1 UL NONE 1. 11116-
23 ;.~ :. r~ E I uc_ NOME .7G197-
2G ~'.1-.~'C I LL t<Dt:E l.3~919 
2'! C 1 t,\ I 1 Ul. NONE 5,1121-
7A c 1/,['1 UL NUNE 3. 6:1C30G-
~9 CLM l 1 BS ;;:5000.00000 Nl1NE 25000.00000 
:?() (I.~-,:? ~ 8S 25000.00000 f\lCi\JF. 25000.00000 
31 Cli-U1 es 25000. 00•)00 NUN'.:: 25000.00000 
32 CLM·I ! BS 25000.00000 t·JrHJE 25000.00000 
33 JGIS1 UL NO;">;f 4 05077-
:3-1 T ~I I 1 UL NGt!E , . 90117-
35 Tt. :< p I UL t·JONE 5.00307-
3G Il.Mt I Ul 5400.00000 rjuNE 5.:00. 00000 1. 90 I 17-
37 I l M21 IJL 2100.00000 MlNE :2100.00COO 1. 35083-
33 I 1.1.131 Ul 2 1 c,) . oc•ooo NONE 210.1 oocno 1. 30080" 
3'l ll.M41 UL 4300 OODOO r,,:o~JE 4300.0CJOOO 1.20074-
·10 ILM51 ur. 4 1 00 . ,'.JOOOO Nf1NE 4100.00000 1. 10068-
41 ILMG1 til 4 2 C•O . 00000 NDNC 4 :•oo. oocoo 1 .00061-
42 ll M71 UL 4 -100. 00000 NONE 4100 00000 .80049-
43 I L.M81 UL 5300.00000 Nu NE 5 :? 1JD 0000Ci .65040-
4.1 ILM91 UL 5300.00000 rJl!'JE 531J0.00800 .50031-
45 I l 101 LIL 10G00.00000 NONE 10GOO cco·JO .~5015-
46 IL 111 BS 3180.64516 11019. 35484 NONE 14 2'J0. 0'.)000 
47 IL 12 1 BS 25GU0.00000 NONE 25600.00000 ,_. 
48 IL 13 1 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 w 
49 IL 1 ·11 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 °' 
NUMBER rww .. AT . . . ACTIVITY ... SLACK ACTIVITY .. LOWER LIM! T. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
50 GPSR1 BS 938G7.3G235 93867.36235- NONE NONE 
51 GP IR 1 LL NONE .58565 
52 OESR1 BS 93867.3G235 93867.36235- NONE NONE 
53 llETR 1 UL NONE .58565-
54 NI TS 1 BS NONE NONE 
55 tJ I l T 1 LL NONE .58565 
56 r A-P 1 BS NONE NONE 
57 NJ\ l S 1 BS NONE NONE 
58 NA 1 I 1 LL rm NE .58460 
59 CABS 1 BS NOl~E NONE 
60 Mtd.~S I []5 174606 .99378 174606.99378- NONE NONE 
61 Ot.El51 BS 18:J370. 00000 183370.00000- NONE NONE 
62 AlGS1 BS 28694.40COO 2869·1 . 40000- NONE NONE 
63 I. ti HS 1 flS 9,17:JG3. 1H39 9.17353. 11439- NOl·JE NOf~E 
f,.j 11 1 ... •R 1 RS 37CHJB 7. 00000 378887.00000- NONE NONE 
c~) lA~~--~1 n:; 16·1G·l31 90817 1G•tG431 90817- NONE NONE 
GG ~'.Oh::; t BS NONE NONE 
67 lllBS 1 BS 20064·1. 3798 1- 20064·1. 37981- NONE NONE 
CB l DE<; 1 BS 4 126·11. 86856 4 1264 1. 86856- NONE NONE 
69 TIJES 1 BS 613286.24837 613286.24837- NDl-.:E NONE 
·10 R/ [ 11 I BS 995902.GOOOO 995902.60000- NONE NONE 
7 1 R/fT1 LL NONE .00010 
72 R/E l. I BS 28694.40000 28G94.40000- NONE NONE 
73 R/ f S 1 RS 1024597.00000 1024597.00000- NONE NONE 
74 I Arill2 UL NONE 46.89559-
75 l pr_r.;2 [lS 3413.07003- 3413.07003 NONE 
76 AU'A2 LL NONE 79.16518 
77 CM'2 UL NOtJE .71096-
78 fQT2 LL NONE .641G3 
79 CF2 LL NONE 1. 744G9 
80 INH2 Lil NONE 1.72022-
81 Mt.Rf 2 LJL tJONE .74208-
82 Mt. CC/ LI NONE .90145 
133 CTt.n2 UL NllNE .49188-
!! I CTAP2 UL fJO~.E 3.27920-
85 CLM 12 BS 587. 74 755 24412.25245 NONE 25000.00000 
BG CLM:.!2 BS 25000.00000 NONE :15000.00000 
87 CLM12 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
88 CU.1·12 RS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
89 I c; I 52 UL NONE 3.58867-
90 Tt.Xl2 UL NONE 1.70836-
91 TA'< ~'2 u~ NONE 4.49567-
92 JUl.12 UL 5400.00000 f~ONE 5400.00000 1.70336-
83 ILM22 UL 2100.00000 NDriE 2100.00000 1.21383-
94 I l M12 UL 2 100 00000 NONE 2100.00000 1. 16888-
95 I LM-11 IJL 4300 OUvOO NONE 4300.00000 1.0789G-
96 I u.152 UL 4 100 . ooc:oo NOfJE 4100.00000 .98905-
97 ILM62 UL 4200.00C.CO NONE 4200.00000 .89913-
98 I LM72 UL 4400.00000 NONE 4400.00000 .71931-
99 ILMB2 UL 5300.00000 NONE !j300.00000 .58444-
100 !LM92 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 .44957- I-" 
w 
'-.I 
t MEER ... RfJW. Al .ACl!VlTY. SLACK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .. UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1()1 IL102 UL 10600 00000 NOl<E 10600.00000 .22478-
1G2 I l 1 12 BS 3180.64516 11019.35484 NONE 14200.00000 
103 I l. 1 ?2 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
104 l L 1 J2 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
105 IL 142 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
106 GPSR2 BS 130014.45857 130014.45857- NONE NONE 
107 Gf'lR2 IL NOtJE .62751 
108 Of.:;R2 2S 129926. 296·13 129926.29643- NONE NONE 
109 OE I 1>2 lJL NONE .62751-
110 ~JIISL 135 !18. 16213 88. 16213- t<OrJE NONE 
111 ti 1 r r 2 LL NONE .62751 
112 TA-P2 BS 88.16213 88.16213- t<ONE NONE 
113 NATS2 BS NONE NONE 
114 tJI, fl 2 LL NONE .62751 
11~ ChflS2 BS NONE NOtJE 
116 ~-,.'IB \ 2 f .- 2 lfJ 1110. 50 17 1 2 18 1 80. 50 17 1 - NONE NONE 
It'/ OMJS2 BS rnrno. 00000 183370.0000:)- NCmE NOtJE 
I 18 Au;s2 n":..; 6S077. 1 IG58 G5077. 1 1658- NONE tJOrJE 
119 LABS2 E'.S 1083~26. 896-15 1083426. 89645- NONE NllNE 
1:'0 •l'/R2 BS 378887.0COOO 378887.00000- NONE NOtJE 
121 1A!iS2 BS 1962451.91~74 1962451.91474- NONE NONE 
122 SOBS2 ES 3330.56947 3330.56947- NONE NONE 
123 !DflS2 BS 155872.93875 159872.93875- NONE NDNE 
1 :!4 LDE 52 BS 72160,l. 53728 721604.53728- NONE tJGNE 
125 TOr52 BS 88~808.04549 884808.04549- NONE tJUrJE 
17G l~/fll2 BS 99~907 60000 995902.60000- NONE NONE 
12 ., R/Ef2 LL NGtJE .00010 
1:•8 R/fl.2 BS 65077. 11658 65077. 11658- NOl~E NONE 
129 R/ES2 BS 1060979.71658 1060979.71658- NONE NONE 
130 LAN03 UL NONE 37.87501-
131 LlH N3 BS 4344.38568- 4344.38568 NONE 
132 hlJr.l3 LL NONE 35.96721 
113 CM'3 UL NONE .G3997-
13,'l EQ13 LL NONE .64163 
135 crJ IL NONE 1. 41262 
13G u, rr J UL NONE 1.39764-
137 r.1\RE3 UL NONE .59949-
1JS r.i.1ccJ LL NONE ~52195 
133 CT/./.13 UL NONE . 40734-
HO crM'3 UL NONE 2.68226-
1·11 CLMl3 BS 21 .93668 249'/8 .06332 NONE 25000.00000 
1-12 CLr.123 BS 25000.00000 NONE 250Ci0.00000 
143 CLM33 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.0COOO 
1~4 CL~1'13 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.COOGO 
145 JG!S3 UL Nllr.JE 2.81349-
146 TAXl3 UL NDiJC: 1. 39737-
147 TAXP3 UL NONE 3.67'129-
148 ILM13 UL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 1.39737-
149 ILM23 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .99287- ....... 
150 ILM33 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .95609- w 
151 ILM43 UL 4300.00000 NONE 4300.00000 .88255-
OJ 
NUMl.lEJ< .ROW. AT .. ACTIVITY SLACK ACTIV!lY .. LOWER LIM! T. .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACTIVITY 
1S2 I t.Mr:l3 UL 4 100 OCJOOO NONE 4100.00000 .80900-
1S3 I l MGJ UL 4200.000GO NONE 4200.00000 .735-16-
154 II M7J UL 4100.00000 NONE 4400.00000 .58837-
1S5 lU\iJ:.l UL 5300.00000 Nor;E 5300.00000 .47805-
15(: ltM93 UL 5300.00000 NONE 5300.00000 . 36773-
157 IL103 UL 10600.00000 NONE 10600.00000 . 18386-
158 IL 113 BS 3180.64516 11019.35484 NDtJE 14'..'00.00000 
t S~j IL 123 es 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
1 (i() IL 1 JJ BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
Hi 1 l L 1-13 BS 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
1G2 crsRJ BS 179·102. 12739 179-102. 12739- NOr'E NONE 
163 GP1R1 LL NONE .40:383 
P'-1 OfSRJ BS 179398.83689 179398.83689- NONE NONE 
j(,5 OE fR1 UL NONE .40583-
16b rH TSJ BS 3. 29050 3.29050- NONE 1-1'.JNE 
1G7 rH TT 3 LL NONE .40583 
H;fl r~·rJ BS 3.29050 3. 2<HJ50- NONE N~J~H. 
1b') f;.\T ~ 3 r.s NONf NC~JE 
no fi•\ I l 1 LL NONE .40583 
17 1 Ct.GSJ BS NONE NONE 
172 MABS3 BS 21111.1. 85-153 277714. 85·153- NONE NONE 
173 0~£JS3 BS 183370 00000 183370.00000- NONE NONE 
17-1 t.cGSJ us 112365. 20185 112365. 20185- NONE NONE 
175 L/\P,S3 BS 1452373.91006 1452373.91006- NLJNE NONE 
176 HVii:l BS '.l78887. 00000 378887.00000- NOtlE NONE 
177 fAC~3 BS 240·17 10. 96G43 2404710.96643- NONE NONE 
1711 SPS'~3 BS 3,15.1 87731 3454.87731- NDt·JE NUNE 
17'l J[J'.O s J BS 113382.715€0 113382.71560- Nm<E NONE 
18'.) LDES3 BS 1152492. 4,1053 1152·192. 44053- NOIJE NOtlE 
18 I 1 DE SJ BS 1269330.03344 1269330.G1:J4~- NONE NO~IE 
182 R/[CJ BS 995902.60000 995902.60000- NGN~ NONE 
181 R/ETJ LL NONE .00010 
184 R/EL3 BS 112365.20185 112365.20185- NOIJE NONE 
185 R/ES3 BS 1108267.80185 1108267.80185- NONE NONE 
18G L MJ04 UL NONE 29.19104-
1>l7 l RF ~l 1 BS 5681.00577- 5681.00577 NONE 
1G8 A~IM-1 LL NONE 52.21918 
~ 8'.J (t,P4 UL NONE .5'/003-
l'J(\ f OT -I LL NONE . . E-1163 
1 ~J 1 L F ·1 LL NONE 1. 14269 
\<J2 LI~ ff 4 UL NONE 1' 14269-
l ~}3 MAflr4 UL NUf'E 47862-
1 ~j ..I M~CC·1 LL NONE . 15478 
~ 9 ~; Cl AX 1-1 UL NONE .28768-
196 CTAl'·1 IJL NOl<E 1.98·151-
197 CL M 1 ·1 iJS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
19'3 CLM2·1 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
199 CLM34 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 
200 CLM·14 BS 25000.00000 NONE 25000.00000 f-< 
201 !GIS4 UL NONE 2. 1404 1- w 
202 TAXl4 UL NONE 1.12598- '° 
tJUr-~r; CR . IWW. llT . . . ACTIVITY .. SLACK ACT IVIT\' .. LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. .DUAL ACT!ViTY 
203 I llXP4 Ul ~:OtJE 2.9•3311-
20-l ILMl4 llL 5400.00000 NONE 5400.00000 1.125'.JB-
205 I LM:.!,I UL 2100.00000 NOtJE :;100.00000 .80004-
20G I l r.iJ.1 LIL 2100.00000 NONE 2 1 00 . OfJOOO . 770·11-
~()7 I LM-1-1 UL 4300.00000 NOtJE 4 JCO. 000,10 . 71115-
2CB llJ1:_j·1 UL 4100.00000 t'~JNE 4100 00000 .65188-
2C9 It Wil lll -1200. 00000 tJONE 4200.00000 .59262-
2 11) ( l M7 .t UL 4 -FJO . 00000 NONE 4400.00000 .47410-
2 11 11rn.1 UL 5300. OOV•JO tJO~'E 5300.00000 .38520-
2 12 l Lfl/)~ Ui 5300.00000 NONE 5300. Ql)Q.)0 .29631-
:: 13 IL IO·I UL 10600.00COO Not"E 10600.00000 . 1<1816· 
2 1-1 IL 1 1 ·1 BS 3180.64516 11019.35-184 NONE 14200.00000 
:21'j. IL 12·1 BS 25600.00000 NONE 25600.00000 
216 IL 13·1 BS 23800.00000 NONE 23800.00000 
:> 17 il 1.1.1 B~ 53000.00000 NONE 53000.00000 
)_ P1 f_'.P'.'.'f~ ·l BS 250283.0908] 250283.09083- NONE NONE 
2 1 r3 ~; 1> I r-: -l l L NONE . 16941 
2 :,') Ot S~--l r.s 250283.09083 250283.09083- NONE NONE 
::'.:.! t OE: R-1 UL NONE .16941-
:! :?2 IJi I 54 BS NONE NDr·JE 
273 NIT f -1 LL MC:ff . 16941 
:Ucl TA-P4 llS NOf"c NCNf 
275 r,:. I S·I es tJO~IE NOIJE 
2/6 tu~ r r .! LI. NONE .018~2 
2 :> 7 Cf\'l'S·I [3'-) NONE Not'E 
:; 28 f.l:\FS-1 GS 3G3 15i1. 7.:lJAG 363158.29386- t~ONE NONE 
:-· :2'"J OAl:S 1 BS 1o:n10. 00000 183370. 00000- NONE NONE 
2 3') /'.LC.5-1 BS 17-l'J.;6 .07756 17-19-16. 07756- NOt:E f'!CJ/.Jf: 
:>:11 t r.e s-1 BS 19'i:J015 .063i.l-1 19530-15.0638<1- tJONE rm:.Ji: 
:: 'J2 111/l~-1 es 3·rnas1 uo•;oo 378887.0UOOO- NONE tJCNE 
21:) JABSI f;s 3053-106. -l'.)52·1 3053-lOG.:135;:'4- NONE NG~J[ 
2 :~ ·l SIJES-1 liS 3·154.87730 3454. 87730- NONE !·J[lNE 
2 -i·s IDBS·l BS 60·105 . 3 7 -1 G 1 60-105. 37461- NllNE NONE 
2 Ji) I Dl 54 ElS 1776627. ,15802 1776627. 45802- NONE NOr'-JE 
2 JI TUEq BS 18-10·187. 70993 1840487.70993- NONE NGi'Jt 
2 :JR R/EB·I OS 995902.60000 995902.60000- NONE NOME 
2 J:j JUE T-1 LL NONE - .00010 
:: .1() RI El .J BS 174946.07756 174946 .07756- NONE Not IE 
2•11 I~/ l 5'1 HS 1170848.67756 11708-18 .67756- NONE NONE 
2 .1 :~ L \: J:)5 UL NONE 79.47815-
:?·l:l Li<U-15 BS 8881.80438- 8881. 80438 ~JONE 
211.1 AUM~> LI NONE i9 .5112!l 
~-15 (' t~P5 UL NONE .~191G-
=~ .; b EJ)l!J LL ~:or" E .6416:1 
2.:7 Cf', Ll. NONE . 943'.l4 
2 .1n l_;j ! f-~) Ill NONE . 943!J-1-
2 .:'.J ruRr::> UL NONE . 10602 -
250 MACC5 l l. NONE .05439 
251 C!AXI5 UL NONE . 31097- ...... 
252 CTAP5 UL NONE 1.72764-
.t:-
:?53 CLM15 UL 25000.00000 NOME 25000.00000 .05183-
0 
tJIJMdfR .ROW. AT .ACTIVITY. SLt.CK ACTIVITY . . LOWER LIMIT. .UPPER LIMIT . .DUAL ACTIVITY 
2~·1 CL.M25 85 23905. 15294 1094. 84706 NONE 25000.00000 
2:,5 Cl.MJ5 llS 2:;000.00000 NONE 25000.COOOO 
756 CLM·15 [-; s 25000.00000 tJOtJE 25000.00000 
2~. 7 I\. I 55 UL NONE 1. 50 14,1-
2~8 TAX!5 UL NOiJE .86828-
259 TAXP5 UL NONE 2. 28·EJ.1-
260 I l M 1 ~1 UL 5400 00000 NOt:[, 5400.00000 .869/B-
2G1 I U.175 UL 2100.00000 NONE 2100.00000 .61693-
202 11 MJ5 UL 2100.00000 tJONE 2100.00000 .59408-
20) I LM-IS UL. 4300.00000 NONE 4 J rJO . 00000 .54839-
:>r .; ! I M55 UL 4100 00000 NONE 4100.00000 .502G9-
2r~s i1_t.1G5 UL 4200.00000 NOiJt •1200 . 00000 . 45699-
J•;G I: 1-175 UI. .J .J 00 . 00000 NmJE 4 .j 00 . 00000 .36559-
:G7 I l M35 UI. 5:100. 00000 NOtJE 5J00.00000 29704-
2•;8 ILM'.J5 UL 5300.00000 tJOrJE 5300.00000 .22849-
261 11. 1 ('5 UL lOG00.00000 NONE 10600.00000 . 11425-
210 I l 11S BS 31iJO G-1516 11019 35.rn.1 NONE 14200.00000 
27 1 I l 1 :.>5 RS 25f;00.0COOO tJONE 25600.00000 
2-.'1 IL. 135 1'.S 23800.00000 ~!QNE 23800.00000 
2'iJ IL 1.15 BS 53000 00000 NlHJE 53000.00000 
27.1 CPSR5 BS 420021. 4.1121 420021. 44127- Not<E t/OiJE 
275 (;pl R5 LL NONE .00020 
276 OE sr~r> FlS 370598.0567-1 370598 .05674- NONE NONE 
277 OEiPS UL NONE .00020-
278 tJI r 55 BS ·19·123. 3fl·15J 4'l423. 38·153- tJot/E NotJE 
279 tJ I l I 5 LL NotJE .00020 
280 It~ P5 BS 80'.;2 92753 8052. 92753- NONE NONE 
281 N/llS5 PS 41370.45700 ·11370. •15'/00- tJotJE NONE 
?82 NA Tl 5 LL NlltJE .00020 
213J CAE'i5 BS NOnE NllNE 
28·1 ,.,td_:ss e·_; 5G77G'J 3·1518 567769.34518- N'.Jr.JE NOtJE 
2H5 (}l\355 es I 833./0. 00000 183370.00000- NUt!E !JDrff 
28G .~LG';5 BS 25tJ:i9J 06353 25'?593.06353- NUIJE NDr>I.: 
~.37 L ABS5 85 319'.)964 1 ·15.14 31cl996•l. 175•14- NO~JE NONE 
288 HVPS BS 378887 00000 :J7888'/. 00000- NONE NONE 
28:.l T All',:'. BS 4589583.58416 4589583 58416- NOr·Jt NO~JE 
2~(> SDE'J5 12S NOtJE NONE 
2Q1 IDES5 BS NO!JE NONE 
2)~ LOES5 BS 32153-l0.62511 3215340.62511- NONE NOtJE 
?Y3 l Of :.5 BS 3215340 6'.2511 3215340.62511- NONE NONE 
2:-_1: R /EE ~l BS 1037273 .05700 1037273.05700- NOl'E NONE 
.2 ~J 5 R/El5 LL NO~JE .00010 
29G R/EL5 GS 259503.0G353 259593.06353- ~t·N~ NONE 
2'J"/ R/ES5 BS 12968G6. 12053 1296866.12()53- i ~~![ ! t NONE 
298 USER 1 UL 5GO.OGOOO tK1M£ 560,00000 292 .99911-
2D'J USER2 UL '.ll)(). 00000 Nu1-...iE 560.00000 275.G2:;co-
300 USER3 UL 560 00000 NONE 560.00000 225.70504-
301 USER4 UL 560.00000 NONE 560.00000 182.53806-
302 USER5 UL 560,00000 NONE 560.00000 91.01089- f-' 
+:-
f-' 
NUMlltR .CJJl.UMNS AT f,CTJVITV. . INPUT COST .. .. LOWER LIMIT. . . UPPER LIMIT. .REDUCED COST . 
303 CfO BS 1208 1 . 00()00 NONE 
30·1 Of ,,Q BS 183370. 00000 NOt~E 
~··)5 LOW:·JO 85 1 1 20. 00000 61'). 46600 NONE 
301; HVO BS 37oro.~.coooo NONE 
307 BIO 8S 23£ 111 .CC:_Y\) .40616- NONE 
J:):J BLO BS 18.·i~'l"~ ucr_;,"):J 1.37140- NONE 
Jr;9 MAC BO BS 1 2 ~ ., ·l ·l . (:.J~'.11..) .24543- NONE 
31G RE -ro 85 ggs;,<J2. c~_-,,.~·)r., tJOtJE 
3 11 [ 10 es 831-1-'8 '~·<·l') MJNE 
312 Ci'l-] 1 BS 10000 0 '<")0 NcHiE 
3 1 :l UJ· f 2 BS 4 'JOr]G. oor .. :;o NO~JE 
J 14 CN-T3 BS -1 OO\)O. c:;c.•10 NONE 
JtS c;-.,!- r ·! es 4 OOO·J . e>ro:io NONE 
316 UJ- T 5 BS 40000.00COO NONE 
317 \.:0 t LL 25. 51000 NONE 31. 59339-
318 WR1 LL 2.55000- NONE 54. 9G577-
319 CLl 1 ll5 (tl2. 5,;1379 82.67000 NCNE 
:•20 CR1 L l. 14.49000 NONE 154.05514-
3.> 1 AO 1 ES 6(!~ 85879 119. 3•1000 NOiJE 
3·~ G01 l. l 45.58090- NONE 145.49334-
J 2 =~ C~ L~ 1 LL 59.137000- NDrJE 123.99007-
3 :!·~ t-t ~; 1 BS 63.37000 NONE 
J75 •.:: ·· E 1 LL NOIJE 1.46953-
:J ~' ,j BS1 BS 30817.41740 . t 3330- r<ot~E 
:i::7 ~" 1 flS 245.71759 610.46600 NONE 
:1~.:) ;) 1. 1 BS 2281G5.85176 1. 2'1340- NCtJE 
J2G Mt.PU t [~ s 70868. 19378 NOl~E 
J .!(\ [) i 1 LI .\56034- roONE .140€3-
-~ :; l ~!;, 1-:E 1 BS 17·1G06 99378 .. NO'·JE 
J:J.• er·· r 1 ElS 6350.25641 NONE 
J :: ·-~ f I 1 BS 769726. 75954 rJDNE 
."J.'i I l ..: s 1 1 BS .09070- NONE 
J::.c_, S•\ ·I 1 BS 50980. 6451'6 NONE 
-, l'i l"T G 11 BS NONE 
3 :-~: c 1;;21 LL NONE . 10944-
1.'3 (, ! t~ r3 1 l L NONE .54721-
? '":~1 CH~·11 LL NONE . .91202-
:_; i'J r:'C:O I BS .95230- NONE 
:111 c::· 1 LL NONE .36647-
3-12 l ' F: 1 I BS 5400.00000 NONE 
J-11 I TB2 I BS 2100.00000 NONE 
J.j.l 11 El31 BS 2100 00000 NONE 
345 I TG-11 BS '1 :mo . 00000 NONE 
3-IG 11r.;;1 r.s •1 1 00 00000 NONE 
347 ITS61 BS 4200.00000 NONE 
J.1fl 11Bl1 es 4 ·100 . 00000 NOtJE 
3·1'1 I Ti<B 1 OS 5300 OOOQO NONE 
3~10 11891 HS 5JOO.OOOOO NONE ...... 
351 IT 101 BS 10600.00000 NONE +--
N 
NliMLll f;.> Ull llMNS f, T ACTJV!lY. . . INPUT COST. . . LOWER LIMIT. . . UPPER LIMIT . .REDUCED COST . 
J:J2 I I 111 ES :irno.64516 NONE 
J~) 'J I r 12 1 l L ~JUN!: .20012-
35·l I I 111 LL NONE .35021-
]1:.15 11 141 LL ~mNE .55034-
]SG I I 15 I LL NONE .60037-
3~7.J 7 IT .\XP BS 10980 64516 .95230- NONE 
3'.>8 GP T 1 ES 938G7.36235 NONE 
3S9 OE T I BS 93867 .· 36235 NmJE 
JC,:) MB -11 LL ~;ONE 00105-
3G1 NI-TI LL .00010 NONE .58440-
362 RE-T1 BS 995>l02.60000 NONE 
363 1<02 BS 2·1. 30000 NONE 
3G4 Wil2 LL 2 43000- NOriE 35.24740-
3G':1 Ci)'2 llS 853 26751 78.7-1000 NONE 
3GG CR2 LL 13.80000 NOtJE 152.67522-
JC/ A02 es 853.26751 113.GGOOO NONE 
3~::] CO:? LL 43. 4 10,10- NONE 57.09670-
JCQ Gf~ 2 LL 57.01580- NGrJE 16.·12832-
310 HC2 LL 60. 35240 Nor-JE 57.80386-
371 er -E2 LL NGrJE 1. 10J06-
312 BS2 BS 38507.9G2G:2 .12690- tJONE 
373 LB2 BS 3·10.81743 610.46600 NU1"JE 
37 .1 P.l 2 BS 310183.51390 1. 12080- NQr;E 
3-,5 ~L'. PU2 E'S 74129 73185 .07669 NON[ 
37G r.1 ~ LL .66869- Nor-1E . 14426-
377 Mt.CB/ BS 218180.50171 NONE 
378 CF -1· 2 LL NONE .39094-
J7<J ll 2 BS 681828.09854 NONE 
JBO ff s 12 85 3330. 5f;9cl7 .08640- NONE 
381 SA-12 ElS 50980. G·1516 N0~1 E 
J82 CJB 1:> 85 587. 7.1755 NONE 
383 CT ll22 LL NONE .09838-
3!1·1 c ffiJ2 LL NONE .49180-
JLG CI C·12 t L NCNE .81980-
:li~C CTE'i2 LL f\!O~'>lE 1.01655-
:Hl7 lf'C02 BS hfi. 1G213 .90700- NONE 
JEB CC2 LL NON[ .33207-
JR') I Tr~ 1 2 p,5 5·100 COCVJO NONE 
J9:) 11B/.2 85 2 1 00 . O•. >UOO Ncr'E 
Jcl I I I P.32 BS 2 F)O . 0'.1000 NONE 
'.392 11 E-12 BS 4JOo cnooo NONE 
J'l3 I TIF>2 BS 4 I 00 . Q;)OOO NONE 
J'l-1 ITSG2 BS 4200 00000 NONE 
3CJ5 ! 1872 BS 4 4 00 . OCV"JO NONE 
:JC!G I TC!82 BS 53•)0. 00000 NO~E 
337 I 113'.32 GS 5300.00000 NONE 
] ~Jfi IT I ()2 135 10600 00000 NONE 
J~15 IT l 12 BS 3180.64516 NONE 
~llO IT 12 2 LL NONE . 17983- I-' .!>-
-101 l T 132 LL NONE . 3 q}o- w 
·102 I I 142 I. L NONE .49452-
NIJMI \ E II .COLUMNS AT . ACTIVITY . . INPUT cos r . . . LOWER LIMIT . •• UPPER LIMIT . .REDUCED COST . 
l()] l ( 152 LL NONE .53948-
4(1.\ I 11 .. <P2 BS 10g00. 6-1516 . !)0700- NONE 
4(,~) GP- l 2 ES 13Qr)1 •1 , 4 58 5 7 NONE 
·10(; DE-12 BS 129926.29643 NONE 
·107 Ml-12 BS 88.16213 NONE 
408 NI -T 2 LL .00010 NONE .62731-
409 RE-T2 BS 995902.60000 NONE 
-110 WOJ LL 23. 1-1000 NONE 20.432!;7-
4 11 WRJ LL 2.32000- NOIJE 49.75082-
412 C03 HS 1086.09642 74. 9!l<)00 tJOtJ[ 
4 13 CID l L 13. 1<1000 ~mrJE 125.36896-
41,1 MlJ BS 1086.09642 108. 25000 NONE 
415 (;GJ LL 41.3-1320- r..:CJNE 110. 18017-
·1 \ G f.RJ LL 45.56010- NONE 97.76381-
·117 HCJ BS 57.78500 Nor; E 
4!8 er· r:i LL NONE . 77099-
4 1'l l!SJ BS 49015. 531 ·12 . \ 2090- NONE 
.1 :io LHJ BS ~G5.65l82 610. 46600 NO~:E 
421 81 :1 r.s 433152. 55422 1 .00060- ND~IE 
·122 f.1M'U3 BS 97715.9·10G1 .27620 NO~IE 
-lJ] Bl1 LL .73813- NOfJE .15194-
.17.1 M.\CE'l ToS 27771.1. 85453 NDr·JE 
.: 25 Cf ·F J IL NONE .01498-
.1:1 G fr J EJS 562851. 40821 NONE 
427 IE'.> I J BS 345•1. 87731 .08230- NotJE 
-1:'8 (('.l LL NONE .26993-
·12<-) SA-13 BS 50980. 6-1516 MONE 
·130 CIEl13 RS 21.93{;68 NOME 
431 CT82J l l NO~JE .08047-
·132 Clf']J LL NO~IE .40234-
.J 33 CTE·IJ LL Not IE .67056-
-1 '.J ·I C1B53 LL NONE .83150-
·11S TPCO:l BS 3._:190S0 .86360- NONE 
·136 Ii R 13 llS 5 •100 . 00000 NONE 
•137 I I fl~J llS 2\00.00000 NONE 
438 I Jt!'):J BS 2100.00000 tJDtlE 
4 )') l l ll-13 8S 4300.00000 NOME 
4·10 11 L~ 'J3 RS 4100.00000 NfJr-IE 
4: 1 I 1 HGJ BS 4 2c,o. 00000 t:D~JE 
·'·12 11 ill) BS •1'I00. 00()00 NOr"E 
•1·1 J I I f•E\3 BS 5:J00.00000 rJONf: 
4.1.1 I TB91 85 5300 00000 NONE 
·145 l T 103 BS 10600.00000 NONE 
4-16 IT 113 BS 3180.64516 NONE 
447 IT 123 LL tJOtJE .14709-
448 I I 133 LL NCH\L .25741-
4.;9 11 HJ LL r~nN£ .40450-
..iso 11 15:l LL NOfJE .44127-
.:':JI !IAXP3 BS 10980.64516 .86380- NONE I-' 
.:.52 GP-T3 BS 17!3'102. 12739 NONE 
~ 
453 OE-13 BS 179398. 83689 NONE 
~ 
NUMBER COLUMNS Al . ACT !VITY .. . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . . . UPPER LIMIT . . REDUCED COST . 
-15-l M3-T3 flS 3.29050 NONE 
~15 5 NI --13 LL .00010 NONE .40563-
·l~i; RE-13 BS 995902.60000 NONE 
4~7 \104 flS 22 0·1000 NONE 
.i:18 \.IR-1 LL 2.20000- t~DNE 24.94409-
45'1 C0-1 BS 1420 25144 71.42000 NONE 
.JCO CR4 LL 12. 51000 NOtJE 102.35184-
4G1 110.1 flS 1420.25144 103.09000 NONE 
4G2 GO·l LL 39.37450- NONE 37. 18591-
.1r;3 GR-I LL 51.71510- Not<E 35.55186-
•IG·I tiC·I LL 54. 7-1260 NDl<E 49.50695-
465 CF-E4 LL NONE .50106-
4f\G £l S•I BS 64095.94760 . 11520- NONE 
•IG7 Lfl·I BS G68.31005 610.46600 NONE 
o.168 Ell •I £JS 627938.83575 .89100- NONE 
469 MAPU·1 BS 134043.53887 .50929 NONE 
470 Bl·I LL .77468- NONE .15514-
471 MACE-I BS 363158.29386 NONE 
·17 2 CF -f ·1 BS 6775. 856,;o NONE 
473 ET4 BS 389729. 18578 NONE 
474 lfST4 85 3454.87730 .07840- NONE 
475 CE ·i Ll NONE . 19876-
-176 Sh· I •I BS 50980.64516 "ONE 
477 ClB1·1 BS r~ONE 
476 ClB'.24 LL !';ONE .05954-
479 CTl1:14 Ll. r;oNE .29768-
480 CT8-14 l L NONE .49613-
·1B 1 CIE~>4 l.L tJ;J:'-1E .61520-
482 IPCO•I BS .82270- NONE 
423 I TG I •1 BS 5.100. 00000 NONE 
.1 a.1 Ilfl24 B5 2100.00000 NONE 
.ms I lEl-1 flS 2100.001)00 NONE 
·\AG I IC "1 HS ·1300. 00000 NDl\jE 
4 (l 7 I rE:·,1 85 •I IOU 00000 NONE 
·l'lB I T CG ·1 HS 4200.00000 NONE 
4 8 ~l Ii t'! 7 -1 BS 4100.0COOO NONE 
.: '1() I iEH·l BS 5300.COOOO NlitiE 
j·--; 1 I i ~' ( 1-l [>') 5300.00()00 NtJt<E 
.: 'J 2 l 1 ~ r} I BS 10000.00000 NONE 
~ ::: :~ l l 11 l !lS 3180.64516 NONE 
.1s.1 IT 124 LL NONE . 11852-
-.l'J5 IT 13-1 LL NOtJE .20742-
,f 86 I l 144 LL NONE .32594-
4 ·~ 7 IT 1 ~4 LL NONE .35557-
4')8 ITAXP4 BS 10960.64516 . 62270- NONE 
.1J!J GP-14 BS 250283.090~3 NONE 
500 OE-14 BS 250283.09Ci.l3 NONE 
501 N£3-l 4 LL NONE .15029-
502 NI -14 LL .0(•010 NONE .01892-
,_. 
+-
503 RE-T4 BS 995902.60000 NONE l.n 
504 W05 LL 20.99000 NONE 49.96525-
NUMflER .COLUMNS AT . . . ACTIVITY ... . . INPUT COST .. . . LOWER LIMIT . .. UPPER LIMIT. . REOUCEO COST . 
sos WR5 LL 2. 10000- NONE 12.23f:40-
i:_-)06 cos BS 2220.45110 68.02000 NONE 
:)u7 Cfl5 LL 11.92000 NONE 21.95627-
5•.i8 /\05 BS 2220.45110 98. 18000 NUNE 
5~J9 cos LL 37.49950- ~JO~IE' 118.92212-
510 liR5 LL 49.25250- NONE 60.69431-
511 HC5 BS 52.13580 NDrJE 
512 CF-E5 LL NCltJc .30231-
513 BS5 85 100208.95795 . 10970- NO!~E 
514 1.65 BS 1600.39931 610.4G6CO NONE 
515 8L5 BS 144<1801. 9•l903 .78353- NOt·IE 
516 MAPU5 BS 268163.75275 .78353 NONE 
517 815 LL .78353- NONE . 16041-
518 Mt\ce::; BS 567"/69. 34518 NONE 
519 CE5 LL NONE .94394-
520 Cf· f5 ES 702fJ0.91f>33 NONE 
5:> 1 TE~ r 5 l L .90110- 110NE .59382-
S22 S.\- I 5 i3S 50980.64516 NONE 
523 CTB 15 BS 25000.00000 tJONE 
52-l Clll25 BS 23905.15291 NONE 
525 c rB35 LL NONE .:!0732-
526 ClB·15 LL NONE .38008-
':>27 ClP.S5 LL NONE .48374-
5:28 1rcos BS 8052. 9?753 .78350- NONE 
529 i TB IS BS !i400. OO•JOO NONE 
530 J re~~ s BS 2100 00000 NONE 
531 11 i~]5 es 2100.00000 NONE 
532 j 11;.15 8S ·1300. 00000 f\iONE 
533 I 18'.>5 BS 4100.00000 NONE 
53.-i IT 2G5 E;O, 4200.00000 NOIJE 
535 I 1875 f~S 4 ·I 00 . 00000 NONE 
536 I fCfi5 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
537 I l lJ~5 BS 5300.00000 NONE 
5]8 Ir 105 BS 10600 00000 t~OrJE 
'J]g I r 1 15 135 3\U0.6-1516 NCllJE 
5.10 I f 1:25 LL NO;JE .09140-
5 \ 1 1 T 1.J ~) LL NOME . 15995-
5.12 I T ~ ·1 ~; LL NOIJE . .25134-
5·13 I r 1 :1::, LL NONE .27419-
514 11 t . .<P5 RS 10980. 6-1516 .78350- NONE 
5.15 Gf'-15 ES 420021.44127 NONE 
5-16 OE-T5 BS 370598.05674 NONE 
547 t-:f3- I 5 BS 49423. 38-153 NO~IE 
5•18 Nl-15 BS 41370.45700 .00010 NONE 
549 CN-TO LL NONE .00010-
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SUMMARY OF MATRIX 
SYMBOL RANGE COUNT (INCL.RHS) 
z LESS THAN .000001 
y .000001 THRU .000009 
x .000010 .000099 6 
w .000100 .000999 
v .001000 .009999 
u .010000 .099999 37 
T . 100000 .999999 384 
1 .000000 1 .000000 586 
A 1.000001 10.000000 73 
B 10.000001 100.000000 252 
c 100.000001 1,000.000000 113 
D 1 • 000. 00000 1 10,000.000000 147 
E 10.000.000001 100,000.000000 156 
F 100,000.000001 1 . 000. 000. 000000 5 
G GREATER THAN 1.000.000.000000 
MINIMUM • . 100000E-03 MAXIMUM = .378887E+06 
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